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Vannie Dolloff, wife of W illiam J. Havenei
died in the Maine General Hospital. Portlanc
'ibout 9 30 p. m., Oct. 3rd. after a short illnes
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Wilbur F. Berry,
superintendent of the Christian Civic League
of Maine, made a bitter and unsparing attack
upon Associate Justice George Haley of the
Maine Supreme Bench in an address before
the Maine Baptist convention .here this afternoon and later repeated the charges before the
session of the Maine Free Baptist convention.
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Irons
tuberculosis, aged about 30 years. Mr.
to Belfast some six or seven weeks ago
to be with his sister and had failed rapidly
were
within the last few weeks. The remains
home of
taken to Pawtucket, R. h, the former
was
Mr. Irons, Saturday, where the funeral
held and interment made. Mr. and Mrs. Thayer

judge's action accompanied the remains.
in Bangor
fUn
Castine wer€
Capt. R. B. Brown and wife of
on Tuesday
Mass,
Everett,
to
suddenly called
Mrs
by the sudden death of Lucius Wright.
Brown of
Wright was lormerly Mias Rose

J

sympathy^!

Chief

Falls,

was

Mrs. Mary
present.

George E. Allen, Third Guar 1; Chas. C. Wood.
Second Guard; Eminent Sir Charles G. Weaver,
First Guard; John E. Husby, U. S. Standard
Bearer; Wm. H. Eilis, Sentinel.

came

Castine and has the heartfelt
town.
many| frienda in her home

c

Beverage, Eminent Commander; Charles A.
Wilson, Generalissimo; Willard C. Pjoler, Captain General; Allie O. Pillsbury, Sen.or Warden;
Edwin F. Burkett, Junior Warden; George A.
Tuttle, Treasurer; George S. Clark, Recorder;
Eminent Sir, Reuel Robinson, Prelate; Wm. F.
Rankin, Standard Bearer; Joaiah H. Hobbs,
Sword Bearer; John L Tewksbury, Warder;

were

Fenner Aldrich Irons died Oct. 2nd at the
home of his sister, Mrs. James W. lhayer,
illness of
Norfchport avenue, after a long

wiu
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height
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MISS LOUISE
color

back with
a

Ferguson parlor were many beautiful
introducing up-to-date

ideas, and also the standard black and white
combinations.
An imported style
was of
duvetine cloth in brown, tailor-made and
simply trimmed with an ostrich fancy in dull
browns and

yellow.

new

simple

A

ornament

beautiful purple velour
wras trimmed with velvet pansies spaced around
the crown while height was given with a single
ostrich feather. A very swell style was of
taupe velour with goura band and aigrette
relieved with orange fruit duster.
I.
At the
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Miss Marie Logan of this city a:
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Freedom have entered the
of
the
ploy
City National Bank.
W entworth of

Ganmians returned

Tuesday

eir

Mrs. L. C. Putnam and Mrs W.
NkL.
have been in Boston the past week. The
went for specialist advice for Mrs. NicheNews

has been received of the critics,
Mrs. J. P. Nutter of
Washington. 1
C-. former ly Miss Eleanor Mansfield : Belfast
Dana B. Southworth, who had been at h,-mfor several days ill with tons:. :
!, ft Monda

to

ness

of

morning to
Academy.

resume

his

studies
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Mrs. D. N. Bird is spending Festival weei
Portland with her daughter, Mrs. W :f am N
Todd, en route to Haverhill, Mas- f r a v:si
with relatives.

S. Hills of East Northport went to
Wednesday to accompany Mrs. Russell
C. Strout to the Baptist Asscciational Hospital in Roxbury for surgical treatment.

Miss Amy E. Stoddard left M.
day f.,r \
land to attend the Musical Festival
fne

guest in Portland of her
Mrs. Walter Smart.

the

and Mrs. John A. Mace of Portland arrived Monday to visit Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Morrison. They will make an extended visit to
Mr.

vicinitj during

i:

Mrs. William F. Schoppe and son,
Billy,
left Monday for a visit of several weeks with.
Mr. and Mrs. H. S,
Schoppe in West Auburn.

Mrs. I.

Montreal and

route.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry D.
.arke, wh sf *n
the summer at their
place in'West N ..rtbp
returned to the city last
Friday.

Boston

OFFICERS.

no cuuiuteiciai

uii

=

Hop. J. P. Taliaferro, his son-in-law, Mr.
Hubbard of Jacksonville, and Dr. E. D. Tapley,
returned last Saturday from a hunting trip
with two deer each.

granted. Council concurred.
The following order was received from the
Common Council.
Order No. 7. Ordered, That the party that
contracts for any bills for the city shall approve or O. K. same before presenting to the
chairman and members of the committee for
their approval; also stating the department to
which it belongs.
Aldermen concurred.
BOARD OP'

-c

home in Newton Center, Mass., after an
extended visit here. Miss Maude Gammans
accompanied her and will spend the winter
there.

tioner
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un

her

the purpose of buying shoes for needy school
children, was read and the prayer of the peti-

blue and gray velour w ith tall feather of the
same tones caught with
fancy ornament. A
black turban, with Bulgarian crown, buttons

fri

L. D. Pearson and little son Kenneth have
returned to Revere, Mass., after spending the
summer with
her mother,
Mrs. Margaret
Wood.
Miss Edith

of $100 00 be

nr.ii

week.

her, Mrs. A1 bie Jackson, Mrs.
Arthur F. Murch, Miss Winnie Sanborn and
Miss Lelia Howard spent Saturday in Waterville.

City Marshal was read,
placed on tile. Council

appropriation

Warren

A

last

Mrs. C. S. Wei

reports of F. V\

an

day

where she will take
Pierce’s shorthand school,

Brown, Tax Collector
for the years 1912-13 were read, accepted and
ordered placed on tile. Council concurred.
The petition of Wm. B. Woodbury, praying
that

Franklin
one

day night,

concurred.
The

Kim

city,

Miss Marian Knowlton left for Boston Mon-

curred.
report of the
accepted and ordered

Mrs. L. F. Gannon and son Alfred returnSat jrday from an auto trip with Mr mar:

Lincoln A. Warren of Searsmont visited his

the

to

Mrs. E. E. Wentworth returned
Tuesday
from a few da^s* visit to Boston, and has resumed her dressmaking.

short visit in Boston.

concurred.
through.
The petition of Edwin P. Frost praying that
some action be taken to preserve the embankfront of

-ohn C. Clement and Charles A. Harr. >n
have been on a hunting trip t North i'a.-t
Ca.-ry the past week.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs returned
last Sunday night on the Boston boat from a

Council

was

Mr. and Mrs. Virgil L. Hall and Mr. an:'
Mrs. Georgs Davis left
Wednesday to atUiu,
tho Brockton Fair.

Miss Caroline W. Field has been in Portland
for several dajs, the guest of her brother
Herbert T. Field.

instructed to interview the Coe-MortiCo. and ascertain why the draw of bridge
is not properly raised when barges are
passing

in

Miss Grace Walker of Rockland has
gone ?
Boston to enter the
Berkeley School A Domestic Science.

Mr. and Mrs. Elvin McFarland of Troy were
guests Monday and Tuesday uf Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence E. Frost

mer

ment

Miss Evelyn i\ Morison was the
guest of
Miss Edith Pendleton in
Searsport the firs*. i
tht week.

W. Fristee.

he be

street

1

M. C. Whitney returned to Rockport
Monday after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. George

mat-

on,!

Miss Grace Atkinson of
Danbury, ..nn hao
been the guest for several days of Mrs. Isa F.
Morse.

a

Mrs.

Council

voted that the

('itv Si-.lieitor

Tuesday from

sey.

cinity.

23 00
409 67

After hearing the argument of the
the Read Garage Co. it was voted

was

be

ter

N.r. and Mrs. Morris L. Slugg left
yesterday
relatives in Philadelphia and New Jer-

Mrs. George E. Johnson returned Tuesday
from a visit with relatives in Boston and vi-

593 75
825 87

concurred.

bridge

returned

C. Hill has returned from
with relatives in Bangor.

to visit

setts.

4

rescinded.

Wiggin

days' stay

Miss Edith M. Davidson attended the Maine
Music Festival concerts in Bangor last week.

few weeks’ visit with relatives in Massachu-

1,080 92

attorney for

that Orders 71 and 76 be

Mrs. Melville
several

Mr. and Mrs W. Arthur Shales have returnfrom a business and pleasure trip to Boston.
Miss J. A.

101 17

Total.$ 7,293 58
The petition of the Read
Garage & Machine
Company, praying that the projection on its
which
was
ordered removed by Orders
building
71 and 76, passed at former
meetings, be allowed to remain, was presented by Arthur

The
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combinations
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A communication from the Rockland & Ruckport Lime Lo. relative to damages to the lower
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was
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Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens left Monfor Portland to attend the Musu
Festival and to visit Mrs. Stevens' sist-r. Mr«
George F. Reynolds.
Dr. and

their vacation.

day

noon

S. G. Norton appeared before the Buaru to
Messrs. Bodwell of Augusta and Lewis of
give notice of damage dene to his sheep by Boston, insurance adjusters, arrived Tuesday
to adjust the losses by the burning of the cotMrs. Clarence E. Read was tl.« guest
and straps, with height .given by coque feath- dogs. No action taken.
Dr. Carl 11. Stevens appeared before the tage of William E. Kotman on the North atives in
ers. was modern.
A pretty style was in gray
Bangor last week and attended
Board at request of the Mayor relative to Shore, Northport.
Musical festival. She was j
>
Sat;.- ..i
velour brim, orange crown, simply trimmed
medical attendance furnished to Josephine
with irridescer t feather and pompon.
Mrs. Harry Dow of Rockland is the guest of Mr. Read, and they returned in m
Kendall. Voted that the bill of Dr, Stevens Mrs. Charles Luuwick. She ;s
substituting
H. H. COOMBS CO.
Capt. Walter Small has been at h..for medical attendance be paid, and that the for Miss Ella I.
Smalley, who is having a t’\
Islesboro for a few days while .is
At the Coombs store were displayed many
bill be placed upon the next roll of accounts.
weeks’ vacation from the accounting room _>f schooner Pendleton Sisters, was
f. ;
f
of the leading season's novelties. One medium
R. W. Rogers appeared before the Board the Waldo
Telephone Company.
izer at Calais fur Baltimore.
He
\
sized sailor :>f lavender velour was simply
and requested that he be given a portion of
trimmed with fringed ribbon of two shades of
Fred il. Bailey and family have been visit- to bring fertilizer from Baltin, re
the insurance on property of the City of Be
lavender brought over the crown and fastened fast. Voted that the
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Pineo and littb d.ug:
ing relatives in Belfast and left Monday for
matter of insuring city
their home in East Millinoeket,accompanied by Katherine E. arrived Sunday night fr o
under the left brim wit "a single lavender
property be equitably divided aim- g the
his mother, Mrs. Wesley J. Baile\ v. ho wll be
rose.
A medium sized English walking hat of
several weeks' visit with Mr. Pino's
uen*
ditferent insuiance agents of the city.
his guest for several weeks.
in Kentville, N. S.# and will remain
heavy taupe plush, with an orange plush band
Dr. E. A. Wilson appeared before rhe tioard
caught at the :-ide with a single taupe ostrich and presented a bill amounting to $132.40 for
n i»>
Rev. Haraden S. Pearl and Mrs. Pearl of stay with Mr. and Mrs. George
j
Another very
feather, was much admired.
attendance on small pox i-ases. Voted that Providence, R. I are visiting the former’s par- Mrs. Chipman's parents, before going t \>:
stylish hat was of medium size, with soft the bill be placed upon the next, roll of *nts, Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Pearl, in Bangor. tanzas, Cuba, where Mr. i’ineo is
.n
be
ci vvv oi leopard velour in rose and black,
: m.
Mr. Pearl is recovering his health after hav- ger of the branch of the K -y m i'
accounts.
with black band and high leather.
rRev. t'harles Harbutt wa.-^
C has B. Eaton appeared before the Board
ing sustained a fracture of the leg in Proviformer parishioner at the Sur
and requested that the city sewer be extended dence last summer,—Bangor News.
the Congregational Church.
.n
A LIQUOR SMUGGLER CAPTURED.
».
to his property on Court street,
Voted that
Mr and Mrs. Leroy A. Webber are planning he made an ad rvss along »r
>
H ■;
“Ill blows the wind that profits nobody," the matter be referred to the Committee on to eat their Thanksgiving dinner in their new speaking particularly
which the Maine Misssona •.
Sewers.
and this was verified last Thursday when the
bungalow on Bay View street extension. The Mr. Harbutt is secretary ■(
Alonzo 1 i. Robbins ami Michael Coilins apgale placed a liquor smuggling craft with a
bungalow contains rive rooms, with a large and ization, with heabijuarr
peared before the board relative to the re- convenient basement and spacious verandas on evening he spoke before
“anus Ul imicers
Ndeavor Society. -1'ri lg
f the law. A big steel power boat,
evidently moval of a line wall upon their premises. the front and back.
jilt expressly for smuggling purposes, long,
Mr. and Mrs. Ann*
lei:
Upon agreement it was voted to pay Robbins
Norman Littlefield of the U. S. Navy, is at
li vi and painted black, of light draft and
large ami Collins ^15 each to replace the wall by a home on a two weeks' furlough and is the Mrs. James D. Clement ar: ve
cf rrying capacity, was driven to make
N >rr 1 F
week’s hunting trip :
the
material
for
fence
to
be
furnished
fence,
port by
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward F.
Clement and
ife return*•! ;■> i
heavy seas, an exhausted food supply and lack by the city.
Littlefield. Cedar street. Young Littlefield was
of gasoline, and anchored off Maiden
d
auto Saturday. Mr. Clement ]«■:'* '•
D. P. Greenlaw appeared before the board
Cove,
graduated from the Belfast High school in June
a few days at Seal liar bur an; Mr*.
relative to bills for labor on highways and
jus', inside of Portland Head. She set signals
and enlisted in the Navy three iin*nihs ago.
of distress, fishermen reported her plight ar.d sidewalks which were held up at the August
and daughter Louise went to 1’
He is in the hospital corps and stationed at
the tug Wawenoc. was sent out by the harbor
to visit Dr. Clement and atten.i
Mi
meeting. Voted that the treasurer be instruct- present at Newport.
Festival.
police to assist her. Fifteen foot seas were ed to j, ay the bills as they appear on the roll
the two hundred men and women,
Among
Mr. and Mrs. F. \V. Burns recently had
treating over the boat as the lug reached it of accounts.
who attended the old fashioned harvest supdames Pomeroy appeared before the board
largo pai: o
ai d
t was with difficulty that the boat was
very enjoyable trip through
held
the
Maine
in
Club
Mass
per
by
Mr\V. iL>nn,
Maine, accom.anied by Mr.
towed to the inner harbor. The crew of five and requested that he be not compelled to
i;
Jenks
of
Boulton.
\\«
n
fa
Tiny
Oct. 1st, were Audie V. Annis and Edward R
men then went ashore.
then to the c *ast, vDuring their absence move his house on Water street. No action
Bangor,
g Mr ia.inAnnis, Camden, Waldo P. Walton, rrankfort,
taken.
U iison, in i
tasgtU
the 1 arbor police visited the craft and on liftaaughter, Mrs. D.
Voted that the bill of Dutch Bros, for gro- Evelyn A. Harlow, Fred E. Stone, Everett M. proceeded to Rockland, Thnma.-ton. |• t
ing ti e canvas covering were startled to find
Portland.
On their return they look n Lnti
< astine.
Sarah
J.
Mrs.
Mvrick,
Troy,
Mooney,
kegs, arrels and cases of liquor stored on the ceries furnished to John Merchant while unb<
Gardiner, Augusta. Waterv lle, Nev\
Emma J Patterson, Belfast.
forwar;. deck. The sheriff was notified, made der quarantine be paid and that the auditor
11
ter, Dover and Fexcroft. Milo ar.d 1'
f tin oi
a seizur ■, and the
place same upon the next roil cf accounts.
Rev. Robert G. Harbutt was ;n Belfast last coming to lloulton by the way
cargo, retail value over
>

..

••

1

1

■

$5,000, »as appraised as follows: 40S quarts.936
pints and f]2 half-pints of whiskey in bottles;
6 quart bottles of cordials, 1 gallon flask of
alcohol, 200 vest-pocket flasks of whiskey, 32
10 gallon kegs of whiskey, 15 10-gallon
kegs of
rum, 2 10

whiskey,

l

"he arresteci

cases
mo/)a

mpymmrcu

shown

was

^r‘ an^ Mrs. W. B. Curtis visited relatives^
in Jackson recently.

Miss Effie Curtis has gone to Boston, where
she expects employment.
Miss Grace Glidden of Brunswick is the
guest of Mrs. A. C. Hopkins.

92 25

Bridges.
for Hose
House..
General School purposes.

BRIER & CO.

gallon kegs of gin. 1 5 gallon keg of
5-gallon keg of brandy. All of the
served at 6.30 p. m. by Harbor Light Chapter containers of the liquor either bore labels or
burned stamps of the firm of Thompson & Co.,
and the regular meeting followed.
62 Broad street, Boston. Bills of
lading found
The annual installation of Camden Commandin the cab n indicated that the liquor was conTuesday signed to the firms of E. E. Rokes, J. C Maery, Knights Templar, was held
Eminent Sir Jefso H
evening Sept. 30th.
loney, Camden, Me.; E. L. Hewitt & Co., ColOgier installed.assisted by Eminent Sir Leander cord & Spearin, Rockland, Me and J. E. BrenM. Kenniston as Grand Marshal and Eminent
nan, Port Ciyde, Me.
The
Sir Reuel Robinson as Grand prelate.
Two of tne live members of the unnamed
The
was
private.
installation
following are craft’s crev were arrested by Sheriff
Scully,

home with Mrs. Justin Snow in Bangor, where
she had the best of care.

As-

Grand

Mr. and Mrs Arthur Ritchie, Mrs. 1. S.
Hills, Dr. and Mrs. 0. S. Vickery, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth, Mr. and Airs R. H.
Howes, Dr. and Mrs. Yv. L. West, Mr. Win. H.
Hall, Misses Alberta Wadsworth, Florence D.
Chaples, Carrie E. Gilmore, Charlotte M. Tibbetts, Bertha A. Wiley, Mrs. F. E. Bramhali,
Louis Shiro and Frank R. Keene of Primrose
Chapter. O. E. S., went to Rockport by autos
last Tuesday evening, the chapter having accepted an invitation from Harbor Light Chapter to make s fraternal visit.
Supper * as

Mrs. Bertha L. Heaid, wife

aitci naiuc.

represented.

Leavitt, from Meehan

Methodist, officiating. Mrs. Stevens was born
Old Town SO years ago, but nearly all of her
life was spent in Belfast. She was the w idow
of the late Samuel Stevens and their only
daughter, Mrs. Nettie Smalley, died about one
She was a kind hearted woman,
year ago.
thoughtful in sickness and a favorite with
children. For the past year she had made her

on

\ Resolutions.

charge of criminally libelling

ct-

tr,

•.

The

morning session and was preparhome when she fell unconscious and
uj

K.

Brier store

personal!

Clarence Trundy of Frankfort spent Sunday
with friends in town.
Donald S. Clark spent Sunday at home from
the University of Maine.

332 34

Department..

Fire

PERSONAL.

-•

district meeting of the Pythian s sters was
heid with Juanita Temple, Freedom, on the
evening of Sept. 29th. Golden Cros* Temple
of Belfast and Silver Crown of Brooks were

in

"JKtice George F. Haley of the State
./ rru “°tirt. The alleged libel was conan
h,'(n article printed in the Civic League

ir.8tuj
0kr
R

of

SOCIETIES.

A

remains of Mrs. Annie Stevens arriveu
by boat from Bangor Monday afternoon and
the funeral was held Tuesday afternoon at 2
o’clock at Grove Cemetery, Rev. D. B. Phelan,

6.
Rev. Wilbur F.
perintendent of the Christian Civic
Maine and editor of the official
1111 of that
organization, was arrested

,,

the bereaved.

SECRET

The

FkvH.LE, Me., Oct.

!

to

We wish to express our hearty appreciation
the splendid work of Sher ri O’Connell
and his deputies and that of County Attorney
Snow, and express the h-'pe t. ,ar tney will
not permit the protection accord d b
Justice
riaiev to nersistent law-breaker: to discourage them.
WV earnestly endorse and eo-nn end the
national moverrent now on for ft Foal ccnsti-'
tutional prohibition, and we desire that the
pioneer prohibition State shall have its appropriate share in the work of steal rg, as soon
as possible, a saloenless nation,

Wm.

Bertha Leach.
held in Isle6boro.
was

jjicieeu, cuii&pireu

Hattie Jenkins,

|

to go
amii

me to us all.
l hat these resolutions be
spread
r«is, that a copy be presented to
d our deceased
brother, and that
'' to
each of the county papers for
and that our charter be draped in
o' for
thirty days
Msie Brown,
f Committee

j

of comfort

practical antagonism.

of

went to the

That we each feel that we have
personal loss in his death, which
.-jJdenly to one apparently so
-mibiiious, so hopeful, is a warning
t * be
prepared for that change

:

not even

Sept. 30th, slipped and fell down a flight of
stairs, striking on the side of her hc-ad. She

a

|

one,

continue on to Islesnoro, the former home of
the deceased, and they went by special trip of
steamer Marjorie Friday morning. Mrs. Heaid
had been substituting for one of the teachers
and before going to school Tuesday morning,

Ke.

;

was

no

a

■’i.

I

days

Principal Frank C. Heaid of the Dedham,
Mass., grammar school, were brought to Belfast on the boat last Thursday morning, accompanied by her husband and young daughter. Owing to the storm it was impossible to

we

nc

were

The remains

our

■

few

;n

Third, because sucli judicial action broods
contempt for law, destroys respect for the
Judiciary and f continued, is certain -o overthrow our whole sv.-tern of jurisprudence in
Maine.

of

e of sorrow, and assure them
hny commendable qualities which
endeared him to us all, and that
sense of personal loss in the fact
all meet him in the grange hall no
•would commend our dear sister to
f a loving Father, who will
safely
v'
trustingly follow’ Him.
That we would record this tribute
n orv of one w hose
ability, un iring
:
unswerving fidelity to the wellare
•i
go, as an officer or as a worker in

!

|

a

be

shocked

death of
announced.

flowers, the last offerings of love
from the family, Grange, Club, and friends;
and the very large attendance spoke of the
high esteem for the one who has gone cut
from among us. Much sympathy is expressed
for the parents and for the husband, who is
left all alone in the world in his sorrow7.

State.

1

greatly

when the

of beautiful

od of

j

was

tn

Damm, A. D. M&rden, Bert
and Lewis Nickerson. There was a profusion

carrying apples

Maine, which

f

c

trimental

?

for

ili for

spoke words

•'

Kiit.

2f

realized that she was in any
danger. She was the only child of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Marden and their depenJe e in old
of the working memage. :rhe had been on
bers of the Grange since she joined the Order;
belonged to the Industrial Club and iiadalw:-i\s
been one of its officers and workers. She was
cut down in the bloom of life with everything
to make her life happy, and in the home
where she was so much needed, ami in the
neighborhood, she will be so greatly missed, it
is hard to say “Thy will be done.'
The
funeral services were held at her late home
Saturday afternoon,with Mr. C. R. Coombs of
Belfast in charge. Rev. H. G. Booth of Brocas

iwre tne

■

Sept.

her loved ones,

expects from 3,000 to 4.000
present at the meeting next Deays that this is a conservative
a >t.g the
subjects that will he ft
y the committees at the session
i.rnuTiity service; that is, the im: rural residences in the sense tf
their external

of Swanville

Mrs. Marian Marden Bachelder

Although

-s,n

|

town

saddened

reasons:

Firs:, because such action results in giving
comfort to the lawless anil encouragement to
continue in lawless practices.
Second, because such jud cial action in behalf ot the law-breaker gives him protection
from the law and destroys the work of executive officers in behalf of the community—and
two branches of our government are seen to

Ordway served in the 19th Maine and
many friends in this vicinity who will
learn of his death with regret

meeting State Master C.
Greene, Edward Evans of Bel'ummer. Newport; L. E. 1 utile
E. H. Libby of Auburn. State

following

the

had

at the

t

At the

of

county.
We protest aeainst such judicial action for

Mr.

Bangor

d-_h, 17th and 16th, were discussed
kr of the executive committee of
held in Bangor Oct. 1st. There

trimming

society

citizens.
But we have only words of indignant protest and strong condemnation for those iffior
cers, whether executive
judicia who
prostitute law and manipulate penalties for
the protection and er.couragc-ment of the
lawless.
We desire to distinctly and eisphatical'y
protest against the giving of light fines and
the remission of jail penalties for violators of
our liquor laws, as has recently been done byJustice Haley in the supreme court of this

ville, Mich., Enterprise.

the Maine
in

pleasing

and

ways he made friends
and held offices of trust in his township. He
was supervisor for three terms,
township treasurer for fuur years and justice of the
pe; ee 12
He
was
years.
respected by ali whu knew
him.
He was a member of S. I). Haight Post.
He is survived by one brother, W. F.
Ordway
of Delores, Col
an adopted sister. Mrs. L. R.
Hunt o: P rtlar.d, Oregon, nephew and niece.
William B. Ordw ay and Mrs. George Gr swold
of .Eden, and Mrs. Ralph Near, a r ieee, of
Portland, Oregon. The funeral was held from
nis iate home in
Eden at 2 o’clock Monday
afternoon, Rev. A. H. Decker conducting the
services. The bearers were Comrades J. N
Clark. N. T. Kinne, R E Smart. W. W, Robinson, E. W. Loomis and Charies Wolf.—Seotteuurte.-us

Grange, Brooks, has been

Home

j

do county, Maine. February 21, 1847, where he
spent bis boyhood days. March 31. 1864, when
only 17 years of age, he enlisted and served to
the close of the war, when he returned to h;s
home in Maine. In 1879, Mr. Ordway came to
Michigan and located on a farm in Eden township, w here he had si. ce resided. By his

ar.d

hats.f ora common street weartc
dress affair. The following showed extreme and novel ideas.
A black velvet
English walking hat, soft crown, braided bat e

port government.
Therefore, we most heartily commend the
efforts of all executive and judicial officers
whc seek to administer the laws of the i>tate
in harmony with the intent and purpose of
the people in enacting them, and we as vigorusly condemn the acts of officials who administer law in the interests of the vicious and
destructive forces.
We heartily commend our Governor, Hon.
William T. Haines, for the courageous action
by which he, in accord with constitutional
oath, presented evidence to the legislature of
the malfeasance in office of certain offi< ials
and caused their removal.
We earnestly commend the faithful efforts
of county officials, w hether elected by the peo*
pie or appointed by the Governor. We commend the courts of justice and the individual
members thereof, wherever and whenever
they apply the law and its penalties with the
evident purpiie of protecting the rights of
law-abiding citizens and of eliminating the
destructive influences jromoted by lawless

cemetery.

The ranks of the Grand Army are
thinning
fast, and the veterans of the Civil War are
being called home to answer the last cai of
the Great Commander. Comrade Charles E.
Ordway is the last in this section of the country
to answer the Anal summons. He
passed away
at his home in Eden township Sept. 19th.
For
the past year or more he had been troubled
w ith a cancer, and several months
since went
to
Chicago, where he sustained an operation. Since then his condition continued to

1

w*'

an

fancy facings

Every intelligent citizen knows that it is the
purpose of Government, on the one hand, to
protect the rights of law-abiding citizens and
to encourage those institutions of civilized
which seek to develop and sustain a
high type of manhood and womanhood viz.:
the home, the school, the church, all legitimate commerce and industry; and on the other
hand, every intelligent citizen knows it is the
function of government to restrain and abolish, so far as possible, the vicious and destructive forces whicn prey upon civilized society, v:;.: the saloon, the brothel, and gambling
den. To this end the people of Maine have
enacted laws and for this purpose they sup-

distributed;
org fublic institutions, the sick, etc. The bearers were Edward
A. Wadsworth, Luville J. Pottle, Roy Sholes
and J. Lee Patterson.
The .nteiment was in
were

and

MRS.

The convention unanimously adopted the
following resolutions:

day night, accompanied by Mrs Dolitff, Mr
and Mrs. Cecil M. Clay, her husband and little
daughter; and the funeral service was held at
2 p. m. Monday at the Doiltff home on Congress street, Rev. Arthur A. Blair, officiating.
There was a
large attendance, including
classmates ai d friends of her childhood, and a
profusion of beautiful floral tributes, which
later

pipings

are

Free Library.
School Contingent.
Free Text Books and Supplies.
School Repairs and insurance.
Sewers.
State road.
Sidewalks

motifs of patent leather, for tailored hats
wired lace frills, flower and fruit motifs.
Tal
ostrich fancy feathers, chin
straps, farcy ribbons and goura feathers are
striking novelties
Small hats with upright trimmings lead in fal
shapes, while large hats are also shown.

ments.

a

City Government.

dress hats and many of tne all-black were
th<
most expensive shown.
Among the new ideal

E.

speakers by applause and gave every evidence
of being in hearty accord with their senti-

daugh-

mother’s love and care. The
brought to Belfast iast Satur-

thus bereft of

remains

the little

openings!

the millinery

~

..

Belfast Milliners Display the Latest Fai
The regular meeting of the city governand Winter Styles.
ment was held Monday evening, Oct. 6th. Th<
Despite the heavy rain last Saturday th< !
,
records of the last meeting were read and apmillinery openings were well attended am l
proved in the boa:d of aldermen and the roll
many sales made. Simplicity is the keynot<
of accounts read and ordered paid as follows:
of he fall and winter
styles and at all thi
Contingent.$ 1,324 70
this
openings
feature was in evidence. Blacl
Highways. 1,84101
and black ar.d white
predominate in the ful
240 00
High School.

cases.

He then proposed that at the next legislature an amendment to the constitution be
adopted so that the governor and council could
remove f >r cause any justice of the supreme
court, any superior or municipal judge, sheriff,
county attorney or other judicial or executive
officer who “preys upon our homes.”
Rev David N. Beach, DD., president of the
Bangor Theological Seminary, also spoke in
similar lines, severely criticising the action of
Judge Haley, which, he declared, had entirely
nullified the acts of an honest sheriff and an
honest county attorney.
The audiences at
both churches, made up of delegates fr* m all

1

j

Dr.

He referred to the action of Judge Haley at
the recent term of the Penobscot County Supreme Court where the jail sentences were
not confirmed and liquor dealers were fined instead.
He declared that Judge Haley took
the word of liquor sellers that they would not
go into business again, and ti ey were behind
their bars selling liquor in less than an hour
after they left the Courthouse.
Mr. Berry referred to Justice Haley’s work
in Waldo county at the September term, where
the Justice notified a man there that he must
go out of business and then fined him $200 on

the

Washington Whisper;n a
Picture (story ).
Seas. .Autumn Days (poem).
rrei on Verge of Discovering nity in thtir bereavement. Other relative)
Prolong Life. .Lloyd-George surviving are an aunt, Mrs. Susan Cunning
t., i ens a Poem of Despair.
ham of Belfast, an uncle. George Bowen o:
t-f.eld Peis>»nals ..School C«.nand four cousins, Mrs. Haroid E
Searsport,
•» in
W
Maire
edding Bells. A Marr
and Miss Gertiude Bowen of Se..r.-port
the Apple. A Tale of the
Beij. T. Mudgeit of Belfast and Albert T
-rt.. .Ship
News... Births..
Mudgett of Bangor. The deceased was en-ges ..Deaths..Stockton Springs. deared to a large circle of friends
by hei
bright and genial disposition. She was devotee
tsrind.

ARRAIGNED

JUDGE

Bangor. Me., Oct. 2.

*

effects of cerebral hem
She was born in Searsport, th. ;
orrhage.
daughter of the late John and Mrs. Carolin.
Dolloff and came to Belfast when three
year 1
of age.
Fifteen years ago she married Mr
Havener and they moved to Cambridge, Mass
and remained there about 12 years.
The pas
year thc-ir home has been in Portland. She i
survived by her husband and their only chib
Caroline; by her mother, Mrs. Caroline Doll, f
of this city; a sister, Mrs. Cecil M.
Clay o
Portland, and a brother, Mark Dolloff f Bel
fast, who have the sympathy of the commu
from

MAIXE. THURSDAY, OCTOBER 0. 1913.

For Nullification of the Law.

with typhoid pneumonia, aged 34
years
months and 15 days. She had been criticall'
ill for a week previous,but for several
day >
was thought to be
improving when death cam

:nty Correspondence ...Fiftieth
-versary. F. W. Gowen on the 3d
•r et Election. .Transfers in
Real
Granville A. Prock ,A .B.
-:ate

I

\

A

Joitrnaj

j

At the annual meeting of King Solomon’s
Council, No, 1, Royal and Select Masters, last
Tuesday evening, officers for the coming year
were elected as follows:
George C. Trussed,
T. I. Master; Charles A. Harmon, Deputy
Master; George K. Doak, P. C. of Work; T.
Frai k Parker, Treasurer; Charles E. Johnson,
Reccrder; A. D. Hayes, C. of Guard; Frank E.
Bramhall, C. of Councils; Rev. David L. Wilson, Chaplain; William C. Libbey, Master
of Ceremony; Herbert R. Dickey, Steward;
Adrian C. Tuttle, Sentinel.
The officers
elect were installed by P. M. Clifford J.
Pattee, assisted by Wm. C. Libbey as Marshal
and Rev. D. B. Phelan as Chaplain. The beautiful Past T. 1. Master’s jewels were presented
by Rev. David L. Wilson to George T. Osborne,
James F. Fernald, S. A. Parker, Wm. C. Libbey and C. J. Pattee. At the next annual
meeting the remaining five Past Masters, G.
K. Doak, Wilmer J. Dorman, A. D.
Hayes, A.
L.
G. C. Trussell will receive their
Curtis,^and
cold
jewels Salads,
meats, cake, coffee, etc.,
were'served

at;the close.of;the work.,

gave their names as Michael
7 Eastern avenue, Hyde Park,

men

)
O’Shea if
Mass and (. harles M. CapiJ.lo of 7 Boardman
street. East Boston, Mass. Both claimed to be

employed by Thompson & Co. of 62 Broad
street, Boston, whose trade stamp was marked
on all the liquor containers found on
the boat.
The other three of the crew could not be
found and are supposed to have re-urned to
Boston.

an amount

prevent

road commissioner be indown the highway expenses to

that the

Voted

structed to cut
the

such

city

of the

damages.
Voted that the

city

solicitor be

due the

collecting

instructed

city.

Embree

Bangor to Searsport to make

visit

to his former
and

-was

taken when

Mr.

Brooks last week and

to

C.

E.

Last

reor-

the members of the Brooks local
Farmers' Union, incorporating it under the

year

parishioners, lie came to
by the noon train for Port-

left

they

and

Mr.

the Brooks Farmers’Union.

as

Albert

In order to do this we had simply to withdraw
from the Waldo b ounty Farmers’ Union and
become more directly affiliated with the Maine

Mr.

Misses

had

a

very

Mrs.
of

Mro

llnr,.y

M..rr

M

U

< 1

U'

all the time and any

supply

of

grain

II.

Crawford

the

Mrs. Wallace Reed Tarbox

who lias served

A. R. was presented with a very handsome
President's jewel, gold and enamel, by !h* I u*
partment officers who served on her stall prev-

G

.r.*

Havener.

necessary

Inez

delegates front the Belfast Raptis-'
to the Ftate Convention in Bango
attended the rehearsal or the regular concert.

Bangor, Mr. Lufkin and
Orringtcn, Mr. and Mrs. George

large

a

Hodgdon,

Church

Cecil Clay of Portland, Mr-

meeting last Friday evening a large
and enthusiastic delegation of Union members met and took a vote to construct a building
of their own. This building will be sufficiently
a

to contain

all

enjoyaLle trip to

Cunningham of Searsport,
Castine, Mr.
Cook of Monroe, Mr. and Mrs. »'iiarles McKinney of Winter! ort. and other members of
the family from out of town, attended the
funerai Monday afternoon of Mrs. Wm. J.
worth

Frank

Maude E. Barker, Grace H. Hall, Annie L.
Bair. Edith M. Davidson, Messrs. Jo.'m Parker.
Frank Waterman and Wesley Wood attendee"
the Musical Festival in Bangor.
Practically

Mudgett of

Tyler

Mrs.

At

Mr. and Mrs, Robert P. Chase, M: and Mi;
F. F. Pithcher, Mr. and Mrs. Charles P-rad; ur>
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Frost, Mr. ami Mrs. \\ A
Decrow, Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Dennett, Mrs. \\
H. Hall. Mrs. M. C. Hill, -Mrs. f. L. Read.
Mrs. R. H. Howes,
Mrs. Ada L. Wildes

short

Kineo.

ganized

laws of Maine

a

Mrs. E. W. Pendleton and her sister, Mrs.
Islesboro, were in Belfast
Tuesday and left in the afternoon for Watervine on their annual trip through the State.
They had rot decided when they left here
w'hat direction they would take fromWaterville.

step in the advancement of the
Union

came

in the

Laura J. Scott of

BROOKS FARMERS’ UNION.

Farmers’

Bangor

Calais road. They found the
almost all the way.—Fort l airfield Kev.ow

stay, having gone from
early morning, and

brief

land. Mr. Harbutt leaves this week for Seattle, Wash., and will take a western parish.

to

sewer assess-

Adjourned.

Another

a

from

Belfast

assist the treasurer in
ments

for

Portland to

absolutely necessary to
possibility of incurring

is

as

Monday

and James

Brophy and

ious to

Miss Perkins of

departing

for the south to alien

in»

convention. 1; was a heat t fui jew e
and Mrs. Tarbox was greatly \ leased a it
showed that her most excellent work of the
National

past two years was appreciated. Mrs. Tarboxh
and pleasing presence was as deeply
appreciated by the N ltional body as- in he
own State as she was eh cted on the Ceunci' ,»t
Administration without the assistance e*'
number of delegates, which all f die otiuo
successful candidates had.
Win. L. Ross ot
Pittsfield, Maine, was elected Jr. Vice Commander on the National Commander in ChiefStall’. The Maine party felt highly honored l«
return with two National officers in their party
The following from the Chattanooga, Tenn..
Daily Times will be read with interest by the
many friends of Mrs. Tarbox, not only in
Farmington, but in all sections of the State:
One of the brilliant ladies attending the G.
A. R. convention is Mrs. Mary. R. Tarbox, the
president of Maine Indies G. A. R. Mrs. Tar
box is a very patriotic lady and makes a moat
pleasing representative of the Pine Tree
State. Her father was killed at Gettysburg.
Mrs. Tarbox's husband is with her. Mrs. Tax-

ability

fertilizer and other sup-

South B<r.d, Ir.d., daily recently had a
A
long write-up of a thrilling scene when Miss
Washington. Oct. 2. The Senate at the end
Alice Millhouse, a senior in the High school,
of a listless delate passed the conference
rerescued another student from drowning when
port on the Democratic tariff revision bill at
were having their first lesson in swim3.3(1 o’clock tonight by a v_te o: c-fi to 17
only building where everyone can drive on conven- j they
four more than the necessary quorum of
in the new tank. The girl was going
the
ming
iently with their loads.
senate. Senators La, Follette. Republican
and
down for the second time, and in the confusion
Poindexter, Progressive, voted for the conferFormerly members have subscribed for a
would probably have lost her life but for the
ence report as they did for the bill on
its pas- certain amount of grain and, upon notification
sage and Senators Ransdel! and Thornton
of mind and quick action of Miss
called at the car for it, and to overcome this presence
Demi ciats. voted against it as
they did against
Millhouse, who plunged in and towed the terthe bill.
Otherwise it was a strict party vote inconvenience a building has been rented for ,
Washington, Oct. 3. Surrounded by the the storage of grain until the new building rified girl to the edge of the tank.
Democratic leaders President Wilson
signed the can be erected, so it can be gotten at any time.
A letter from Frank B. Cordon, w ho was inUnderwood-Simmons Tariff bill at 9:09 o'clock
Mr. Isaac Leathers has been hired by the jured in the recent N. Y. & N. H. railroad actonight at the White House. Simultaneously
telegrams were sent to customs collectors Union to sell the grain and supplies and super- cident, reports that he is able to be up with
throughout the country by the Treasury De- intend the shipping of potatoes, hay, etc.
the aid of a brace but that his back troubles
partment, putting into actual operation the
As yet, no potatoes have been shipped,
him very much and it is feared that there may
first Democratic tariff revision since 1894
from the fact that the farmers are too busy be an injury to his spinal column. He has
Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo, will have
digging, but the time is near at hand when been granted a leave of absence from his
a fair Saturday, Oct. 18th, with horse
and cat- shipping will be lively.—Secretary.
duties as secretary of the Y. M. C. A. at Trenbox is one oi tne most patriotic women in the
tle pulling, a ball game and
other sports.
ton, N. J.. until Jan. 1st, or later if necessary,
Department of Maine,and has the distinguish
There will be an agricultural exhibit in
Riverside Grange, Belfast, has accepted an with a continuation of pay. As soon as he is ed honor of hav.ng been elected to the high
the I
lower part of the nail and the women
office
of department president of the Ladies
will invitation to meet next Saturday evening with | able to travel he will come to his home in Belof the G. A. R for two successive terms. Mrs.
have an exhibit in the upper hall.
Everyone Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo. A program fast to regain his health. He was the only Tarbox, who is a resident
of Fryeburg, with
is invited to attend and bring articles for
j
the will be furnished by Riverside Grange, and i one in the car in which he was traveling to es- Mr. Tarbox, accompanied the official Maineexhibits.
Ritchie Grange will provide the supper.
party to Chattanooga.
cape alive.

THE TARIFF BILL BECOMES A LAW.

plies

may need to carry.
of the most desirable in
we

The location is

the village, being
only a few steps from the railroad station and
a set of scales will be placed in front of the
one

|

j

|
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County Correspondence.

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
Charles H. Forbes is
Sagadahoc Fertilizer Co.

PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. Rufus Harriman and Mrs. Harry Gin
visited friends in Sandypoint last Sunday...
W. D. Harriman visited in Sandypoint las
Sunday_Mrs. Edward Avery and childre
arrived home last week-Chester Harriso
visited his mother a few days last week...
Mrs. G. W. Silver visited her husband in Be
fast for several days recently.

You Want :'B
■ More than :;B
B Just“Flour” B

SOUTH MONTVILLE.
Mr-. Kate Rich of Winthrop,

Mass., is visil
ing relatives and friends in this place....Mn
John Goodell of Howard, R. I is visiting he r
brother, O. W. Ripley.... Mr. F. F. Phillips c f i
Boston has been spending a few days here t
attend the Prescott reunion aril Boguesdal |
meeting.... Mrs. ('has. Skinner of Port Clyd ej
and Mrs. Nan
the Prescott
their

Eastman

of Warren

reunion and

H

^B
^B
^B

attende j I

spent Sunday wit ,

mother, Mrs. Nancy Colby.

|B

^B
»

EAST SEARSMONT.
Mr. Herbert M. Donnell, Jr., of the privat
Hospital Corps at Fort Du Pont, Del., lef t
•Sept. 27th to ioin his company after a month' 3
furlough spent with his parents, Mr. and Mrs
Herbert M. Donnell.... Mrs. Alvah Donne I
and little daughter left for Boston Saturday t
join her husband at their homo in Salem, Mass
-We received some fine specimens of rip
strawberries from the garden of Mrs. Rodne;

Thomas,

and

at

the

date,Sept. 22nd,

same

^B
H
^B

::Bj
K

B

at the funerof Charles E. Lane were Marcellus Knowlton, F. A. Greer, Arthur Ritchie and Edgar F.
al

i Hanson.

''.-BE

Mr. and Mrs. Oren Cheney Higgins went to
|
Bangor Thursday morning to attend the Festi-

k

Flour

Rockland, have been visiting the family of
Oscar Stiles at the E. O. Stantial place.

1

val concerts.

Bernard Holmes and family have gone to
Belfast for the winter, and will work in a

FOR SALE AT YOUR GRYCERS

Dr. Mans-

i clothing factory.

field of Winterport was called.Mr. and Mrs
Edgar Thayer accompanied by Mrs. Free
Thayer called on friends in North Searsporl
-at Sunday... .Services are held in the Lam
school house each Sunday; also Sunday school,tc
which ail are invited-Mrs. Minnie and Nellie Thayer of Swanville visited Mrs. Gram
Thayer one day last week_Mr. Hiram Murray, who made his home with his sister, Mrs
Rufus Grant, died Sept. 18th. lie had been ir
failing health for some time, but was confinec
to his bed only a few weeks. Funeral services
e?ere held at Us late home Sept. 20th.
Interment in “Land of Rest” cemetery.

Two of our neighbors are proud fathers of
baby girls, arrived the past week—Walter
Mies Marian B. Philbrook entertained a part
Young and harry Brown.
of friends at her heme Monday evening, Sepl
Several cases of mumps have developed re22nd.
The invitations jokingly read that th
guests were invited to attend a dress rehearsa 1 cently. Among the victims is a son of Charles
for the
Treat-Atwood wedding receptior
Ryder and a son of Harry Bradford.
The dresses, many of which were quainl
Thomas Bachelder is dangerously ill at the
proved to be attractive and becoming and
home of his daughter, Mrs. Will Emmons.
was
Miss Jessie E
spent.
merry evening
Mrs. Henry Webb’s father, Mr. Stimpson, is
Baker kindly played many selections on th> ?
also quite ill,
piano and flash-light pictures were taker
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Goddard went to Bangor
Delicious refreshments were served.
Thosi
last week, and on returning brought back Mrs.
there were Mr, and Mrs. W. H. Kelly, Mr. am I Goddard’s sister, Miss Bessie Kilpatrick, for a
week’s visit.
Mrs. W. H, Lord, Mr. and Mrs. llery Bowden
NORTH ISLFSBORO.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer McAuliffe, Mr. and Mrs
Frank Fogg has sold the cottage occupied by
Freeman Coombs of Whitman, Mass., spenl
H. H. Hutchinson and mother to Mrs. Edith
J H. Foley, Mrs. Lizzie Eld ridge, Mrs. Mattie
who will take possession next June,
Murch,
last week ir. tuwn with relatives and frier ds
Cole, Miss Sproul, Miss Moody, Miss Eaton
when the lease expires.
-Rev. Harry Hull closed his labors for the Miss P’isher, Miss
Haley, Joshua Treat, Misi
Fred H. Brown has bought the cottage now
ummtr with the Free Baptist church
Sept Atwood, Miss Peterson, Miss Crimmin, Misi
occupied by George Miller and family, and
1st and left Sept 23rd for a visit in Greene
Thompson, Miss Smith, Miss Hill and Misi several other pieces of village property will
ofnre returning to Yale to resume his studies
You ng.... Friends of Clare J. Moody, son o:
change hands in the near future.
Miss Caro Heald, who teaches in Brock*
Mrs. Sarah Moody of this town, will be inter
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cunningham have
on, Mass., is enjoying a week’s vacation witiested to hear that his marriage to Miss Anns
come to live in the village, in the house owned
er parents, Mr and Mrs. B F. Heald_Miss
Morgan of Helena, Montana, occurred in tha' by Lisle Dearborn. Mr. Cunningham has emin the John Gordon factory.
i.era Ri se spent the week-end with relatives
city, Sept. 17th. Mr. Moody is engaged in the ployment
John
.»nd rriends in Belfast_The Ladies Circle
Mrs.
Johnson, who has been at Lisbon
reclamation service as a civil engineer.
is
He
Falls with her daughter, Rosie Hobbs,for some
.ad a most enjoyable meeting at the vestry a
graduate of the U. of M. class of 1905. Mist time, visited this
week at the home of George
Wednesday evening, Sept. 24th. It is hoped Morgan was a public school teacher. Many Johnson, and with her brother, Wm. Rowe.
■heie will be many more present at the next will wish them a long life of
happiness... .Mr
The family of W. S. Jones received news of
meeting tc- participate in the good time_ and Mrs. Long and Arthur Bailey of Hyde the aeath, Sept. 22nd, of Mrs. Ransom Rich,
The Sunday school meets at 10:30 a. m. The
of Brooks. The family were
left
after
a
visit
formerly
at
the
Park, Mass.,
Saturday
well;
known by all. Of a large family of brothers :
members are asked to make a special effort to home of Mr. and Mrs, W. B. Gould_Mrs
and sisters but one remains, Mrs. Augustus
ncrease *he interest and
attendance while
Belle Braden of Monroe is the guest of hei
Rose.
without a pastor.... Newton Bunker and mothI sister, Mrs. John Cole....Mr. and Mrs. A. C
Mrs. Rcsanna Cilley, who has been very much
er very pleasantly entertained the following
j Ford of Hyde Park, Mass., have been the of an invalid for the past three years, went to
friends last Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs.
Belfast
and thence to Islesboro,Tuesday
She
E.
C.
of
Mrs.
Levensaler
and
Clarence
guests
was accompanied by her brother, Preble SarLlewellyn Fail field, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ladd, Ford
Miss Olga Peterson of Lowell, Mass.
and
gent,
hopes the sea breezes will benefit
Mrs. Bates, Mrs. Rose, Mrs. Helen Ryder,
is the gue6t of Miss Marian B. Philbrook.... her.
Misses Lena Rose, Mary Niles, Lettie Ryder.
! Capt. and Mrs. Prank Whittier of North BerF.lsa Bates, Mrs. Niles Douill and Jessie Hates. wick were in town last week
calling or
FIFTIETH anniversary
friends.
Mrs. Whittier was Miss Olive TupMONROE
Miss Anna L. Wildes has returned to Belper, a former Methodist minister’s daughter
iviuiiiuii ui
1'iaiui vavany.
fast after spending several weeks at her ole !_Misses Mary and Nellie Morgan have gone
An eventful day in the history of the Regi- |
winter...
Mrs.
the
to
Boston
to
Abbie
home in Monroe... Mr. Mark Chase has
spend
ment was passed at Augusta,
23rd.
W INTERPORT,

>

j

....

uui*

gone

for

few weeks to

a

work in

blacksmith
shop. He is learning the trade_Rev. Frank
S- Dolliff of Jackson will supply the village
church the next two Sui days, while our local
pastor has his vacation... The last meeting of
the W. C. T. U. was with Mrs. Charles Clements and q iite a number were present. The
next meeting will be with Mrs. Clara Fish of
Winterport, Cct. 3rd.. Misses Carrie Durham
and Margaret Watson have returned to Casting to retime their studies at the Normal
Scl ool.... M it s Lena Nye of
Searsport has return* c hi
after a visit here of several days
with friends... Mrs. Ansel Fliingwood will
visit her brother in Rhode Island and her son
Harold, who lias employment there.. ..The
enurch sociables are held every two weeks
with good lx endarce,.. .Miss S. A. Mansur is
visiting in Langor for a few days....Mrs.
■•ieorge Stamps remains seriously ill.... Mrs.
Lllen.W’t'i I r v.i has returned to Massachusetts a it i* visiting her mother for several
•weeks... Mr. Fred Fogg is working in Winterport on a ouse for Roy iV.eally.
away

a

Dyer

Philadelphia was the guest of Mrs
Belle Thompson the past week....Miss Fran
j ces M. Lougee has gene to Orono to attenc
the U, of M.... Miss Mildred C. Haley entertained a few friends at her home, Friday
e ven ing,Sept.!9>$h. Refreshments wrere served
Roy Smith has gone to Baltimore to enter
of

....

a

medical school.

..

SWANVILLE.
Mr. ar.d Mrs.

week-end with

Cunningham,

:n

Brockton

Brooks... Mr. J. W. Nicker-

Friday

to attend the

children_A
gloom was cast over the community lastThursday morning on learning of the death of Marian,
wife of Herman Bachelder, only child of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Maraen.
Friends extend
fair

aid

visit

his

'sympathy to the bereaved husband and

par-

Albert Goldsmith of Salem, Mass.,
and Mr. James Chase of Waldo were guests of
their brother, H. M. Chase, last week-Mr.
and Mrs. W. N. Briggs and son George and
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Nickerson attended Unity
fair last Thursday_The L. A. S. will meet
with Mrs Porter W7ebb, Thursday, Oct. 9th
There came near being a serious automobile
ents.

...

Mr.

...

a

accident Mono ay a. m.

jTiond

Sfcern

an

in

car driven

coming around

by Cunningham’s hall

Dy uaythe curve

colliding with
Raymond Mar-

came near

cart driven by Mr.
Sherman stopped the car so suddenly that Mr. G. S. Ford, an occupant of the car,
was thrown out and received a cut on the hand

the

cream

den.

Mr.

injury

and

to

one

leg.

MORRILL.

George Clark

from

Northampton, Mass.,

called upon friends in town last week....Mrs.
Matia Wadlin and Miss Sabina Morey from
Belfast called upor. relatives and friends here
Mrs. Robie Mears and Miss
last Thursday
Nettie Smith a^e visiting in Massachusetts_
A little girl came to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Merriam last week....Mrs. Helen
Mears has returned from a fortnight’s visit in
Newport, Me,,..Mrs. Roy Gurney returned
..

five weeks’ stay in Waterville....Mrs. Taylor and son from Limerick,
Maine, were guests of her sister, Mrs. Charles
Meservie, the past two or three weeks....
Several from this town visited the fair in Union
last week....The Ladies Aid will meet with

Saturday

from

a

Mrs. A. B. Hatch Thursday, Oct. 9th....Oui
village blacksmith, Mr. Geo. C. Dow, has lately
taken to himself a bride, leased the Erneel
Townsend stand of buildings, and begun house*
keeping. Mrs. Dow was formerly Mias Rutb
Know It on of Liberty, and is teaching No. I
school in this town.... Morrill, at a special
town meeting, voted to establish a High school
for five years. Ernest Haskell from Sullivan,
Maine, a graduate from Brown University, hai
been engaged as teacher. School began Sept
80th.... R. B. Smith bad a bad spellot sicknesi
last week, but is much better at this time.

Children
i

\

I

Y

£ Mr and Mrs. Fred R Downs and daughter,
Miss Blanche, of Winter Hill, Mass., were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Hurd for a few
days recently. They were accompanied from
Belfast by Mrs. R. S. Brier.... Donald Walker
city is passing a few weeks in
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J J.
Walker_Mr. and Mrs. Marlton Knowlton
have returned from a two w'eeks’ visit with
friends in Camden... Mr. Green of Portland
spent a few days in town last week looking after the business at the cori; factory_Mrs.
J ohn Chadwick and Mr. S. G. Norton of Belof

New York

town

with

tim

Sept.

Sixty

comrades, many accompanied by their wives,
were present.
Companies C., D., K., G. and
E., were well represented; Company H., we
are sorry to state, had but two members present—Lieut. Barrows and E. B. Billings.
A
business meeting was held at 1.30 p. m. After
tae reading of the records, the Historian,
Comrade W. A. Austin, gave an account of
the services and also read the death list for
the j .st year.
Comrade Gillespie was elected
f resident, and took the chair and delivered one

ringing speeches. Gillespie is all right.
good one in the old war days and
seems as good today as ever.
In the evening
the banquet was followed by a rousing campfire, in which the hoys all joined to make it
lively. We were favored with an orchestra,
c

f his

He

was a

and

a

the

boys

quartette, which favored
old war time songs—songs that
all familiar with, and it seemed that

most excellent

we were

dry

FOR FLETCHER’S

v

CASTOR I A

fast

were

in town for

a

few

days

with

where

we

baked

our

beans;

but

no

out in

vote

Mr. Gowen Made Glad.
Editor The Tribune:
Your statement in
Tuesday’s issue of the Tribune in reference to
the recent special election in the Third Congressional District in Maine, viz. that the

“Progressive

vote

was

heavy”,

is not authen-

tic. aS the retlimS nf that Into nnntaL't nLinln
show.
Hon. Edward M. Lawrence, the Progressive candidate for congress, polled only
6,478 votes as against 13,236 for Roosevelt in
this district in our late national contest. These
figures show that the Progressive party suffered a loss of over 50 per cent from the vote
of 1912.
Your statement, however, that the
“tariff issue decided the contest” is true. The
great industries of Maine have been hie a
staggering blow under the Democratic tariff
bill or law, as well as the beet sugar and citrus
industries of California under its provisions,
and in this special election in Maine, the first

in

Belfast.

Josephine E. W'ebber, Searsport, to E. Frank
Colcord, do.; land in Searsport.
Savage Pooler, Unity Plantation, tc Isadore
F. W hitehouse, Unity; land in
Unity andUnity
Plantation.
Heziah H. Croxford, Wmterport, et als, to
Arabell A. Barden, do.; land and
buildings in

Winterport.
Geo. W. Kelley, Rockland, Mass., to Wralter
S. Cowing, Germantown, Pa.; land in Lincolnville.
Walter S. Cowing, Germantown, Pa., to
George Wr. Kelley, Rockland, Mass.; land in
Lincolnville.
Walter C. Ordway, Skowhegan, to Minnie E.
Hawes, Vassalboro; land in Burnham.
Nellie E. Heal Camercn, Lincolnville, to

John P. Lane, Northport, to Fred-L. KnowlBelfast; land and buildings in NorthportEdwin G. Lander, Thorndike, to Clyde M.
Ward, do.; land and buildings in Thorndike.
;on,

Ulysses Malcolm,

Frankfort, to Hannah
Malcolm, do ; land in Frankfort.
Enaery Buzzell, Jackson, to Nicholas Walton,
rhorndike; land and buildings in Jackson.

visible

where once was the scene of so
The old fence is in the same
position at the railroad track; the Britt House
Emily Perkins, Lewiston, to Rose M. Pike,
we could not quite locate.
The gulley back of
uhe stables waa the only spot that remained Belfast, land and buildings in Waldo.
Mary A. Bennett, Brooks, to Lila E. Robeasily recognizable. Returning to the hotel,
all felt amply repaid for the trip. “Comrades," erts, do., land in Brooks.
Eva L. Wentworth, Thorndike, to John C.
great admirers of nature and are very enthusfifty years seems a long time, and few men are
iastic over Georges Lake and surroundings.... so favored as we of the old 2nd
land and buildings in Thorndike.
Cavalry. Dlark, do.;
Charles M. Howes, Liberty, to F. E. Howes,
Mrs. Rhoda Benner, who had been visiting There are still a
goodly number living who
friends in Augusta for two weeks, has returnIo., land in Liberty.
ought to be present at these reunions; a privied home....Mrs. W. D. Merrow of Bangor
Mary R. Coggins, Lincolnville, to Milton B,
lege which no men enjoy but the members of
spent Sunday in town with her daughter, that great and Grand Army who saved this Bills, do., land and buildings in Lincolnville.
C. O. Montgomery, Camden, to William A.
Mrs. W. L. Cargill... Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Union and made
possible for our country to
Sanford left Monday for Boston and will at- take her
Waterman,
Northport; land in Northport.
place proudly as the foremost Nation
William Ginn, Prospect, to William H. Hartend the Brockton fair. They were accompa- of the world. God bless our
country, and the
nied by Mrs. Sanford’s niece. Miss Alice Light. men who
riman, do.; land in Prospect.
helped to save it! Comrade Fred l
Albert P. Carver, Brookline, Mass., to Fred
F. P. Bennett recently bought a fine Overwished to be remembered to the boys
Hussey
land car... .Walter Young and Mr. Green were
of Co. H., he being unable to attend on ac- i
Orra E Richards, Belfast, to Eugene W.
auto visitors in Waterville Sunday-Mr. and
Next year our meeting will
count of illness.
Lamb, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Mrs. C. M. Hurd ate their Sunday dinner with
be held in Gardiner, where we hope to see Co.
Edward K, Foye, Palermo, to W. W. Wood
} M rs. R, S. Brier at the Head of the Tide, Bel- H. in the majority. Our best wishes to the
and J. L. Dean, both of Winslow; land and
and
G.
H.
Postmaster
Dr.
fast....
son,
Cargill
j
Jim Palmer, Jim
absent
Crockett,
boys—Sim
! W. L.
Cargill, made an auto trip to Pittsfield, Dunton, Freem Curtis, George Osborne, Frank buildings in Liberty.
Alfred L
Bowden, Burnham, to Charles J.
Sunday... Dwight Kimball, who has been in Whitcomb—with whom we are waiting patientRichards, do.; land in Burnham.
; charge of the creamery here this season, has
to
meet
next
year.
ly
Allen L. Curtis, Belfast, to Maurice E. Curbeen transferred to Hartland and left for there
E. B. Billings, Co., H., 2nd Cavalry.
do.; land in Belfast.
tis,
last week. L. F. Hurd will have charge of the
Lynn, Mass.
W. J. Knowlton, Liberty, to Clarence C,
business here_Mr. G. L. Peavey of Belfast
l
! spent Sunday with his aunt, Mrs. Mary J.
Sylvester, do.; land in Liberty.
O. B. McKechnie, Burnham, to Dominic
Hurd.Allen Knowlton spent Sunday in town
Susi, Pittsfield; land and buildings in Burnham.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter KnowlJeremiah Holmes, et als., Frankfort, to John
I ton.... Mr. Harold Donnell, principal of the
D. Downs, do.; land in Frankfort.
Well?
To
High school in oearBporv, »pem .'ULU1UUJ biiu
Alice E. Ordway, Revere, Mass., to Sadie A.
Sunday in town with Mrs. Donnell and theix
To be still strong and active at 40 or 50, to
Bragg, Winterport; land in Winterport.
infant daughter, at the Ayer residence.
be well, free from pain and discomfort at 75
George Spear, Searsmont, to Julia F. and
Are you careful about your eating, eat
or 80.
Orris S. Vickery, Belfast; land in Searsmont.
Square Kigger at Philadelphia.
kind
of
food?
Exercise
the
and
right
slowly
Frank H. Hoag, Belfast, to Inez N. Holmes,
e nough out-of-doors every day?
Plenty of
The full-rigged American ship Edwarc
land and buildings in Belfkst.
Brooks;
at
fresh air in your sleeping apartments
night?
Sewall arrived in Philadelphia
Wellington Chase, Winterport, to Arthur W.
Watching the bowels and liver to keep them
ber 16th from the Hawaiian Islands 11E
Knight, Monroe; land in Winterport.
days out flying from her foremast a flag active, taking a teaspoonful of ‘-L. F.” Atthat had been presented to her captair wood’s Medicine to quicken them when needed
Marble Busts for Seminary.
by the natives of Kahului as a token ol and to break up a cold when firat symptoms

signs

remained

much activity.

....

1

WHAT ARE YOU DOING
Keep

Septem-

their American citizenship. She brought
5,000 tons of sugar. The arrival of suet
vessels as the Sewall in times gone by
was an almost every day occurrence, but
now it is as rare as it was frequent formerly. She carried a crew composed ol
Hawaiians, Samoans, Chileans, Philip
pine and South Sea islanders, one Swede,
and one colored man, a very different
condition from that which prevailed for
ward when the Stars and Stripes visitec
nearly every port of the world on thi
fast American packet and clipper shipt >
of former days.

appear?
Mrs. O. B. Fuller, Union, Me., writes: "The
L. F.” Medicine has been our standard remedy for years. Neither my husband, children
or myself have been sick enough for a doctor
in twenty-two years. I tell my friends it is because I always have -*L. F.” Medicine on hand,
and 'An ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure.’”
On sale at all good stores. 36 cents a large
bottle. For free sample by mail address
“U F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Ma.

-■Umb

Kent’s Hill, Me, Oct. 1. E. T. Burof Portland, one of the trustees
of the Maine Wesleyan Seminary, who
recently returned from an extended trip
abroad, has presented the institution
with marble busts of Apollo and Diana,
which he purchased at Florence.

——waaMMaaK^g-'.

GRANVILLE A.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the two weeks ending
Octobers, 1913.

Cornforth. Thorndike; land in Thorndike.
Annie M. Partridge, Searsport, to W. R.
Gilkey, do.; land in Searsport.
William A, Gentner, Hartford, Conn., to
Mellie A. Randall, Belfast; land and
buildings

Mitchell ru Trussell, Belfast

i

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

The Mount Waldo Granite Works, Frankfort, to Mary E. Lowe, do.; land and buildings
in Frankfort.
George S. Flood & Co., Waterville, to Edwin

—

W

!

of any importance since the
presidential contest, the people of the state have spoken in
thundeiing tones against Democratic free
trade.
Frank W. Gowen.
Hynes, Cal.

point, (two deeds.)
Frank L. Cunningham, et al.. Troy, to Luetta
E. Harding, do ; land in Troy.
A. E. Chase, Brooks, to Chase & Varney Co.,
io.; land and buildings in Brooks.

many sang who never sang before, such was
the good and happy feeling generally. The

last

Haven, Conn.... Mrs. Charles H. White of Augusta, Mrs. Maud Hamblin of Florida and Mr.
Edw ard White of Boston were auto callers at
E G. Norton’s last week.... Mr. and Mrs. Phillips and daughter of New York, who spent the
s ummer here on the shores of the lake, have
returned for a few weeks stay to enjoy the
beautiful coloring of the forest. They are

a statement that the Proin this District was heavy; but
Mr. Frank W. Gowen, who is a regular contributor ot that paper, at once set it right in
this matter as follows:
came

gressive

ueorge w. Cameron, do.; land and buildings in
Lincolnville.
Laura A. Stokell, Palo Alto, Calif., to Laura
Cole, Winterport; land and buildings in Winterport,
W. j. Bicknell, Hampden, to Edmund J.
V. ebb. Unity; land in Unity.
Guy P. Norton, Unity, to Edmund J. Webb,
do.; land in Unity.
Martha W. Babbidge, Isiesboro, to Winfield
S. Babbidge, do.; land in Isiesboro
Fred C. Grant, et als., Stockton Springs, to
Joseph W. Grant; land and buildings in Sandy-

interval between the business meeting and
week,
was
devoted to an inspection of
camp-fire
called by the serious illness of their brother,
our old camp ground, the boys falling in and
Mr. E. G. Norton... Mr. and Mrs. Ned Taylor
marching down to the plot in front of the
Emery Cunningham spent the and Mrs. Alfred Pulsifer have closed their State
House, where v e spent nearly two hours
their children Henry ahd E. L. cottage and returned to their home in New
locating the barracks, the stables, the holes

went to Boston last

son

LIBER

After the special election in the Third Maine
Congressional District, the Daily Tribune of
Los Angeles, Calif., the great Progressive
paper,

The Misses Evelyn and Mar}- Thompson of
Belfast, accompanied by Miss Ella Dow of

feliantM!

:

...

now.

Among the Belfast people here

j

*#;'d^B:
;

Brooks for fifty cents

j

:.-;^B
■

in

Charles Brock, M. D., and wife of Waltham,
j Mass., were in Brooks last week. Mrs. Brock,
nee Minnie Rich, is a niece of Charles E. Lane.

—

—

^B

then

blossoms on the vines
Ralph Heald are haul
ing their sweet corn to the factory in Belfast
H. M. Donnel! has shingled his house anc
made other repairs.
sick list.

.’

They sell

I

td^Bj

process
from the finest Ohio
Ri d Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will
have it
just say
seud rue
(16)

publish. I rejoice over the election of
Hon. John A. Peters to Congress from my old
Congressional District in dear old Maine, and
as a careful reader and subscriber of the Journal ever since the days of boyhood I appreciate the interest your clean and able paper
took in his behalf during the late campaign.
I am entering into extensive sugar beet raising, which has been a very profitable business
in California under the principle of protection
and of course would naturally be highly
pleased over the election of such a man to
Congress as Mr. Peters, who not only stands
for the protection of our beet Bugar industry,
which yields a revenue of $60,000,000 annually
to our government, but to all honorable industries in our land. Congratulations, and here’s
wishing him success in Washington.
Frank W. Gowen.
Yours ever,
Hynes, Calif., Sept. 21, 1913.
can

I

d^Bf
.^B
t-^K

am

ladder recently.

The friends of Mrs. H. H. Pilley were glad
She has
see her at church last Sunday.
I been in poor health for a long time.
Digging potatoes will be the principal business in this vicinity for the month of October.

a^B!

I

enclosing you my brief letter to the
Tribune, which explains itself and which you

to

.-^^Bj

special

our

'm

green berries and
.Leslie Marrir.er and

WEST FRANKFORT.
E. C. Moore is on the

;

H
m
H

were
..

von start
make the dainty
<-r luscious pie
or the "rod, whole^o-mc bread on which
the far.iilv thrives.
Order William 'fell
Flour and baking day
will ! <*a pleasure and
atnv.mph. Kichest in
nutnt.ve value too,
am; goes farthest, bemilled by
cause it is

To the Editor of the Journal.

Charles E. Small, the well known house
painter, was quite badly hurt by a fall from a

Mr. Electus Oakes has the frame of his
house up and will finish it so that he can live
i there the coming winter.
At this writing twelve Rice Potato Diggers
! have been sold in this vicinity this season,
Marcellus J. Dow is the local agent.

’’

When

ELECTION.

the road for the

Our friend Sam Shibles of Knox recently
took a bride in the person of Miss Gertrude
Daggett of Jackson.

|

![

on

-zr.-j=

F. W. GOWEN ON THE 3d DIST.

PROCK.

A.

B.,

1

Principal of the Lubec High School.
Granville A. Prock. A. B. (Bates,) for

FOR SALE

charge of the boys' dormitory'in Goddard Hall, Westbrook Seminary, is now the principal of Lubec High
school, the largest and best paying High
school in Maine, east of Bangor. Prof.
years in

some

Prock

was

one

structors in the

THE CLD ESTABLISHED BUSINESS OF

of the most valuable in-

faculty'

at

the

Seminary,

although he was re-elected a memfaculty last June at the trustees, meeting, he resigned and accepted
the position at Lubec, where he is making good with a fine school and five asand

L. T. Shales & Son

ber of the

(FORMERLY SHALES & FOLLETT

sistants under him.

Prof. Prock is among the
inent educators

in

ti
most

promthe State and has long

RETAIL

DEALERS

been identified with education in Maine.

thoroughly devoted at the Semwas loyal to the school, upholding athletics and a very high standard
of scholarship. He was a true friend to
He

Grain, Flour, Feeds,
and Groceries,

was

inary and

student, and especially the deserving student, and hundreds of the alumni
the

will stand by Prof. Prock for his many
kindnesses to them. He worked hard for
the upbuilding of the Seminary and got
mure

new

ai.u'-icii'-s

rui

me ouiuui

64 Main

St., Belfast,

any single member of the faculty.
Born in Lincolnville, Waldo county,
this State, in 1867, Prof. Prock was eduis native
cated in the public schools of
town. In 1885 he entered the Normal
from
the
and
normal
school
graduated
course in 1889. From '89 to ’94 he taught
in grammar schools in that locality, and
in '95 graduated from the Farmington
Normal school in the advanced course.
He then taught at the IslesboroHigh, and
from ’96-’97 attended the Maine Wesleyan Seminary'at Kent’s Hill. While at the
Hill he made the Calliopean Society, the
first Greek letter frat to he organiz 'd in
He taught the
this country, in 1829.
Searsmont, Union and Lincolnville High
schools after that, and in 1903 entered
Westbrook Seminary, graduating the
same year.
He then entered Bates College and graduated in 1907, the college
giving him the degree of bachelor of arts,
and he divided class honors with Louis
B. Farnham, the present principal of
DeeringHigh. While at Bates Mr. Prock
taught at Deerfield High in New Hampshire, Buckfield High, and sub-principal
He then beat Bridgton, m this State.
of the
came a member of the faculty
Seminary, teaching mathematics and
science, and was in charge of the boys at
Goddard Hall. Prof, and Mrs. Prock always entered into the life of the school
with a zest that made them popular, and
everywhere the alumni speak highly of
both Prof. Prock and his wife.

For

particulars inquire of W. A. SHAI.ES
Belfast, Maine.

CASTORI A

|
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OFFERS AN ELEGANT LINE OF

NECKWEAR,
HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
SHIRTS,
HATS, CAPS,

MURCH FAMILY REUNION.

In fact
All new

The Murch reunion was held Sept.
27th at Bayside grange hall. The attendance was not as large as usual, several |
being unable to come owing to illness, j
but a very enjoyable time was had.
Dinner was served in the dining-room,
the tables being beautifully decorated
with flowers. The same officers as last
Ellsworth Ameryear were re-elected.
ican.

j

anything you may wish.
goods and up-to-the-minute

j
in

jj

style

!

MASONIC TEMPLE, BELFASI. MAINE.
_

—

i------1

the
Pinklets, the

new

DO YOUR

Complexion

Potato DiJ

CASTING

laxative pills, do not

accomplish- i
ing their work of correcting constipation. j
wear

THE RICE

LET US

Pinklets Will Clear

out their effect before

We have reopened the foundry
street, under the superintendence of Mr. A. R.
You have heard it said so often of other
laxatives that- tliey were line at the start LEADBETTER, an experienced iron moulder,
but that tliey have no effect now. Pink- have a large stock of patterns, and are prelets do not lose their effect because they | pared to fill all orders promptly and at reason30tf
do not stimulate the bowels to over-exer- ! able price*.
tion. Tliey assist nature so gently that
the action is regular and thorough, yet
BELFAST I0UNDRY & MACHINE CO.
Pinklets put the liver,
without griping.
stomach and bowels in harmonious, perfect working order. Tliey are the laxative you should use to clear the complexion, arouse the sluggish lfver and
I
correct biliousness.
A short trial of Pinklets will convince
you that they are the ideal laxative.
Every druggist can now supply you with
Pinklets at 25 cents per bottle.
on

Front

Nothing better
j

m

on

i*

arket. For sale by

MARCELLUS J.0#
!

BROOKS, MAIM

TED. E. JOHNSON, Dr. W. C. L1BBE!
DENTIST,
Attorney at Law,
93 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, W

BELFAST, MAINE.

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chirjrody, Manlourand Shampooing. Also facial Work.
Fall line or all kinds of Hair Work at ay
parlors over Shiro’a Store, Phanlx Row.
ng

FOR FLETCHER’S

Maine.

man

rowes

Children Cry

IN

t!23

MISS EVIE HOLMES.

Practice in all Courts.
spec altv.

a

Probate! practice
2tf

Weber Wagons
a new car or w eoer Wagons.
running general purpose wagons.
For tala by
J. A. MCKEEN

Just received

Light,

easy

TRUCKING

I am prepared to do all kinds
*
Furniture and piano moving a spec
orders at the stable, corner of Man
streets, and they will receive pror
tlcn. Telephone connection
W. W.
14tf

.4

^

BLA^
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and Notes.
Literary News

LETTER FROM LIEUT. H. E. MARR,
U. S. A.

Path (Point Loma,
Katherine Tingley)
r, is, edited by
is
rir.cipal features of its October
[P
.'-['he Essential Truth of Chris-1
by a Christian and a Theoso6>', [he Romance of the Dead,” by
tC’
Kuicely Evans, 33° (Hon.);
¥; r'_ Greater Self,” by H. T, Edge,
d-: „ ,i "The Island Continent,” by
1
Neill. Shorter articles are:
L
Macpherson and the Poems of
d
L’V P. A. M.; “Is there a Hell?”
'"./..vers, M. A-; “Sunlight,” by
5
VUi-hell; "Astronomical and Other
U. S. Geographic Board;”
Tree,” a charm- I
Sj>: ", ana • an Apple
tore by Old Louis; and a poem I
1
ri
.h Morris, the Welsh Poet,
Muses in the Islands of the ;
|l!'. i'r,e illustrations, as usual, are a
■:active feature.
ntrihutors to the October Strand

Theosophical

■

Gonan Doyle, Morley Roberts,
irczy, Lady Randolph Churchheylesmore, General Neville
Richard Marsh, W. B. Maxmany others of lesser note.
s
contribution, a curious
.1 "How It Happened,” althat the noted author holds
Sir Oliver
ar to those of

■

,

Randolph Churchill—per-,

y

at noted American woman
.rried into the British peeron the subject of “The
-sive Sight 1 Ever Saw,”
theme tht' first jubilee of
T. H. Oyler discourses
ria.
Golf” and describes a
:.,,n
,ieh the hoi" was thirty-five
Prof. W'ard contributes one
The
table nature articles.
numerous and excellent,

Multitudes of people lose their
Simply don’t care for any-

appetite.

thing

to eat.
The
interest to them.

dinner bell has no
They loathe t!-«ir
breakfast.
They may nibble a little
of this and a little of
that, but they
do not care for it.
Lunch has lost all of its charms
although they try to eat something
Dinner about the same.
There
is
something
positively
wrong, of course, but no disease that
can be named.
Just out of sorts
That is all.
It is in this kind of ta condition
that Peruna acts very
beneficially.
After using Peruna. interest in food
is revived.
Beginning with a teaspoonful of Peruna before each meal
will generally quickly Improve the
appetite and help tile digestion.
Thousands of people can testify to
this. Liberated from a slavery that is
almost unbearable.
The slavery oi
having no interest in life. All used
Yet
one
does
up.
not know exactly
why. Take Peruna lxfore each meai.
Skies will get blue again. Fields will
look green once more and life v. ill
be pleasant.
You will feel that you
are good for something and the world
is a good place to live in.
Peruna
will do it. Not as an artificial stimulant. Simply a tonic th it stimulates

1

1

with the result that
we set out on
the return voyage. A week later we made
Nagasaki, Japan, a most interesting
place to visit, and as we were storm
bound there for four days we had an opportunity to do considerable sight seeto secure
ten

a

delay,

days in that city,

lu I
tinue

World for October still bears
:: c-ctness of the saying which
it “Truth is Stranger Than
This issue of what is really a
-irkable publication contains
articles dealing with a score
Amt countries and peoples.
,,t
continues his articles on
.ft in West Africa” and Mary describes her exciting trip
Ungo. G. M. Dyott writes
notices as an airman in Yucai[it. James Barracliffe tells of
-Thousand-Mile Race for a
There is an exciting des“A Battle With a Stag,”
'.ally absorbing account of a
In his arr which ran away.
'Unknown Canada” James
vc.od describes vast areas of

r

Canada absolutely unknown
.1 d
by the white man, where
and other ivonThe magazine is
with striking and

geographical
found.

be

illustrated

itographs.
mtober Atlantic Professor
;rives home to organized labor
iitable but very useful truth
'.y years of struggle for inages without relation to iniciency has so raised the cost
at the union man is no better
The artiwas at the outset.
,se feeling and argument. The
iture of this October Atlantic
installment of “Letters of a
■mesteader.” These genuine
itten without thought of pub-

j

tVizj

inorv5*»inrr

utoPV

nf

«

left a penniless widow
s from
the drudgery of doice and goes ho nesteading,
xtraordinary adventures are
th a natural vividness which
trd indeed to surpass. Gama: contributes a Confederate
:
Raphael Semmes, who was
ti.e mildest mannered pirate
Katharine Fuiut a throat.
: u,d
traces in entertaining
Ilie Boundaries of Truth.”
:
serious papers on “India and
lament,” by H. Fielding-Hall,
..id Mystery,” by Harry Emerx, and “The Goal of Equality,
-ident Tucker. John Burroughs
“A Hay-Barn Idyl,” while
ticisn is represented by W.
Some Novelists and the BusiIn many ways the most imqier in the number is a dispasalysis of the Mexican ima lifelong resident of that disintry. The stories are “Uncle
.neral,” by Mary B. Hedges,
L. Aller’s “Who shall ascend
Hill of the Lord?” and “A
of Arcadia,” by Julia D.
There are poems by Wil.son ant;
Edith M. Thomas,
: tributors’ Club as usual.
nan

\

|

■

by

successful demonstrations of a motor
operated by the rise and fall of the tides.
At present, however, activities along
tiiis line seem to be in other sections of
the Country.
A number of wave mo'ors
are being tried out at various points
the
Pacific
along
coast, and some of them
are of unusual construction.
At Venice,
California, one has been installed and it
pumps the sea water to a height of 40
feet. To generate electricity it is planned
to pump this water into a storage tank,
allowing it to run through the turbines.
A wuoden frame is built out from the
pier about 20 feet above the water and
this supports the motor, which consists
of a large wooden wheel 10 feet in diameter mounted on a steel shaft.
Two
heavy timbers extend from the wheel to
two feet below the surface of the water,
where they connect with a wooden plane
placed to receive the full force of the
waves.
The incoming breakers dash
against the plane, driving it shoreward,
while the receding waves force it violently out again. This motion oscillates
the wheel, and the power is transmitted
to four pumps, by means of steel wire
The sea water is pumped to a
cables.
height of 40 feet through a three inch

year ago was brought herefrom the Presidio of Monterey, Cal.
Officers of the
field artillery of all grades from field
officers down are detailed here to study
and perfect themselves in the latest
methods and kinds of big gun firing, so
that this branch of the army may be
maintained at its maximum efficiency.
The school has undoubtedly produced results which more than justify its maintenance, and although it means three
months unusually hard work and separation from his family, no officer regrets
being detailed here.
MR.

:

Peters appears to be the
most talked-of representative in Washington, and already is in great demand ;
for speech-making tours in States where
Republicans art fighting to regain lost
ground. His speech in Boston in Capt.
Gardner’s behalf created great enthusiasm. and now that Gardner is the Republican candidate for Governor of Massachusetts, it is more tnan likely that Mr.
Peters will,be invited tostump that State
for Gardner.
The roar of Republican cheers in the
House had hardly died away when John
C. Eversman of Illinois, secretary of the
Republican Congressional committee, informed Congressman Peters that “the
next battle" was in the first district of
West Virginia, and that the party leaders desired his services there, and it is
liaely that West Virginia voters will
have an opportunity to hear the man of
whom Maine Republicans are so proud.
Mr. Peters’ reception on the floor of
the House recalled a remark made by !
Congressman P. H. Kelley of Michigan
at Bar Harbor.
Gov. Kelley expressed
the ardent wish that Mr. Peters might
be elected, and added, “If he is, we'll
make the rafters ring when he takes t.-ie
oath, now I tell you!" According to (he

of different wave motors
A
out along the coast.
San Diego works on a somewhat different principle from the one
just described, as it is proposed to generate power without the use of a pump.
At Huntington Beach a company has
recently secured a concession on the municipal wharf on the promise that it will
install a wave motor ami supply free
light to the little town. Hence its development is being watched with much in-

Fully

a

score

being tried

motor

near

terest.—Portland Evening Express.
Some time ago we printed an interesting article on this subject from Mr.
Googins of Searsmont and have since

published
showing

articles
that

from

the

other

utilization

power is attracting much
this and foreign countries.

sources,

of

boast.— Ellsworth American.

tidal

attention

DEMAND.

Congressman

pipe.
are

PETERS IN

in

WELLMAN

FAMILY

REUNION.

The 17th annual reunion of the WellThe Royal Month and the Royal Disease. man family was held at the home of
Mrs. Marcia Lothrop in Searsmont. The
Sudden changes of weather are especially
foienoon was spent in
greeting old
trying, and probably to none more so than to friends and forming new ones. At noon
the scrofulous and consumptive. The progress
ihe tables were spread under the beautiof scrofula during a normal October is comful shade trees and soon everyone was
monly great. We never think of scrofula— it*
a chicken dinner frorr. the varibunches, cutaneous eruptions, and wasting o: enjoying
After dinner the
the bodily substance—without thinking of the ous lunch baskets.
called to order b\ the presiwas
deri\meeting
great good many sufferers from it have
ed from Hood’s Sarsaparilla, whose radical and
dent, Charles Wellman; prayer was given
permanent cures of this one disease are enough by Mrs. Martha Luce, and Men carte
in
the
to make it the most famous medicine
; election of officers for the next year
world. There is probably not a city or town which resulted as follows: Cha.-ies Wellwhere Hood’s Sarsaparilla has not proved its
man, president; Rillard Hall, Freeman
merit in more homes than one, in arresting and
vice presidents; Mrs. Warren
completely eradicating scrofula, which is al- Wellman,
secretary and treasurer;
most as serious and as much to be feared as its Wentworth,
Martha
near relative—consumption.
Mrs.
Luce, chaplain; Ot a Wellman, Myron Wentworth and Gilbert
It
GOVERNMENT REPORTS LOWEST
Wellman, committee on location.
to hold the next reunion at
was voted
FIRE LOSS.
Martin Athern’s, the first Tuesday in
Washington, D. C., Oct. 6. 1913. With September, 1914. if pleasant; if not, the
fair day. Other committees elected
the middle of September the fire season first

Committee on entertainment,
on the national forests came practically
Mrs. Mabel Athern, Mrs. Lona Had and
to an end with less damage than ever Mrs. Marcia Lothrop, and obituary comrecorded. There is always some danger mittee, Alice Piper, Mrs. Gilbert WellThe entertainment was as folman.
from carelessness of campers or of setlows: Graphophone music by Mr. and
Hit. SARDINE SITUAl ION.
tlers burning brush and clearing land, Mrs. Knight; recitation.
Mrs.
J sie
but the real danger season extends only Knight; reading,Mildred Hall; recitation,
The
local
Sentinel
Fuller.
otport
says:
from the middle of June until the middle Sarah Fulier; recitation, Agnes
were:

■

Will Save

That if Followed

Many Losses.
Honorable J. W. Blunt, Insurance
Commissioner of the State, is calling attention

to

of the ca.'ses of fires
little care, could be pre-

some

two

1

There’s a generous
pages of “Walnuts and
department of humor. Wellms by W. J. Lampton, Sara
Ella
Morrow Sollenberger,
,.rk, and Mary Eleanor Rob-time pithy epigrams by L. A.
complete the number. The
is by Clarence Underwood.

Suggestions

days out of Honolu- which, with a
received'orders by wireless to con- vented.
His
While yet

ing.

to the States and report at the
on
School of Fire September 15 for the regular three months' course of instruction.
As the station here is only temporary,no
appetite in a natural way.
quarters are available for the families
Those who object to liquid mediof student officers; consequently Mrs. ;
cines can now obtain Peruna Tablets,
Marr must either remain alone in Hono- I
lulu, my permanent station, or return
,-r Lippincott’s follows up
home.
She chose the latter. We arTHE OCEAN.
HARNESSING
ition’s gratifying successes
rived in San Francisco August 31st, and
of
mer months with a budget
We
It is reasonable to believe that some left for the East September 2d.
tv and nualitv.
The leadj
the energy of the tides will be util- | stopped two days at the urann canyon,
day
of
novel
swift
a
is
Mrs. Marr
complete
ized, harnessed to do the bidding of man. Arizona, and I accompanied
ami compelling interest—
The sight of the ocean uselessly expend- as far as Newton, Kan., then turned
m-hed Valley,” by Elizabeth
for
south
here
and
duty on the
reported
ing its force on the sands and rocks of
own for her melodramatic
ninth.
our New England coast has started
many
The School of Fire is a recent military
ion, for stirring action, and a man to
puzzling over a way of capturabout j
Mrs. Dejeans is the author
this immense power and putting it educational institution, established
ing
Fort Sill
louse of Thane,” “The Far to work.
In the past tide mills have two years ago, and lucated at
•'The Winning Chance,” and been in successful
on account of the unusually excellent
operation at various
r; of Desire,” all very successwhich serves a purpose for field
the Maine coast.
A year or terrain,
points
along
a
number
of
are
There
to that of the
so ago an
inventor at Bath attracted artillery officers similar
and
stories
ok
short
School of Musketry for infantry which a
papers
considerable attention to himself
his
-rest.

»M UH1

The following extract from a letter
from Lieut. Marr to the Farmington
Chronicle will interest our readers in
Searsport and elsewhere.
The past summer has been a somewhat remarkable one for me—I crossed
Prof. Budlong Was' Quickly Relieved of
the Pacific once for my wedding, then
Both Afflictions by Using Rheuma.
twice with my bride, and now she is back
at her home in Searsport, Me., while I
If you suffer from any form of
Rheumatism
am down here in northern Oklahoma. Inremember that RHEUMA goes to work
quickcidentally I much prefer Maine, but my u t0 r*move f**e cause, not simply to relieve
wishes in the matter were not consult- the distress. Many years use has demonstrated that it goes to the seat of the disease
and
ed. When we reached Honolulu in June,
expels the poisonous matter through the naten route to the Philippines, we learned
ural channels—the kidneys, bowels, liver and
that my battalion had been ordered from skin.
the Islands to Schofield Barracks, Oahu,
"For many years I was troubled with RheuH. T., and were told that we might re- matism, also with Bright’s Disease of the Kidmain there and wait its arrival. But neys. I suffered awfully. Tried many adverthinking that I might arrange to remain tised remedies. After using your truly rein the Islands another year and complete markable preparation, RHEUMA, I was fully
cured.”—Prof. C. J. Budlong, Sound View, Ct.
my three years’ tour of foreign service,
RHEUMA is guaranteed by A. A. Howes &
we decided to go on.
Co., who sell it for SO cents a bottle.
2t40
We arrived in Manila July 18,and found \
the batteries all packed and ready to sail
THE PREVENTION OF FIRES.
I was unable
on the outgoing transport.

I after

suggestions regarding
chimneys, furnaces, stove-pipes, ashes

ler, Mrs. Etta Robinson, Mrs. Sara!
Robinson and Mrs. 0. Gross from Camden, Mrs. Charles Skinner from St.
George, Mrs. Nan Eastman from Warren, Mrs. Louis Bartlett and Mrs. Colby
Bartlett and Miss Bartlett from Appleton and Mr. F. F. Phillips from Boston.
A sumptuous repast was served, delightful music was rendered, pleasant recollections were related, and Mr. Phillips
gave an historic sketch of the first white
settlement of South Ridge, later Trues
Mills, now known as South Montville, by
Stephen Prescott and his son Edmond,

aanoail

Kir

Settled

00 feet west.
O. W. R.

The marker was unveiled to the light
>f the beautiful afternoon of this reinion, with the company grouped around
tinging “America,” followed by approbate remarks, and three rousing cheers
or O. W. Ripley.

nn.nl...

and neglect of the occupant to see I
that the heaters, furnaces and stoves
many

spring,

the work to be

imposed

You,

ter.

toy

as

a

]

un-

upon

you from

householder or tenant,
chimney is in good

should see that the

j

I

[rowers.
Ji

HUMPHREY*,

repair, and if you find bricks loose or mortar falling out between the bricks it

These remedies

are
scientifically a
carefully prepared prescriptions; used it
many years by Dr. Humphreys in his privatt
practice, and for nearly sixty years by the
people with satisfaction.

should be

repaired at once, as many fires
ire caused by the condition of chimney
iieglect. Also see that the chimney is
cleaned.
If possible have the creosote
which

has

removed.

collected

wait until it burns out

itself,for

you may be

a

without

night during

the

coming

fire;
through,

bad

a

rusted

the

No.

if you do
home some cold i

to

seams

j

have
have

opened, insist on its being replaced or repaired. Stoves should always be placed
on a sheet of zinc or some other metal.
This should be extended in front of the
stove

some

coals and
to fall

little distance to catch ashes,
burning wood which is likely
If the stove is set

the floor.

on

within three feet of the wall

a

shield of

77 la Grippe—Crip.25
Bold by drugglstsHor sent on receipt of price.
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICI!.3 CO., Corn*
William and Ann Streets, Nev/ York.

board, which is not
expensive, should be placed over the
woodwork or plastering.
This should

metal

asbestos

or

extend at least

a

foot above the top of the i
along these lines

GIRLS OF SCHOOL ME

A little time

stove.

may
Ashes

save a

Price

foe

1 Ferre*. Congestions, Inflammations..2*

2 Worm*. Worm Fever.....25
3 Colic, Crying and Wakefu!nes9 of Infanta.25
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
7 Coughs, Coid3, Bronchitis.25
8 Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.2'
9 Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.2->
10 Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
13 Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
14 Salt Kheuni, Eruptions.25
15 Rheumatism, Lumbago.25
16 Fever and Ague, Malaria.f
17 Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal £.
19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.2
20 Whooping Cough.2
21 Asthma, Oppressed.Difficult Breathing.2.‘
27 Kidney Disease.25
28 Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.l.CO
30 Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
34 6ore Throat. Quinsy.25

winter.

if it is found to
or

Medical Book mailed free.

Don’t

Have your stove pipe taken out and
cleaned.
It won’t cost much and may
save

Challenge.

Clarence S.
of the Pool road planted a peck of
totato seed last June.
This peck result'd yesterday in 15 bushels of fine potatoes.
Clarence invites all who doubt his
1 tory down
to see his potatoes.
He
vouid like to hear from the Aroostook

in

A little effort and care now may
a bad fire later in the win-

them.
save

in a suitable condition to

are

iertake

thereof, which

A Potato

Biddeford, Me., Oct. 1.

have not been used since last

cases

In Use For Over 30 Years.'

1801.

ness

and the connections

Always Bought

Stephen Prescott

different articles.
He calls attention to
the fact that this is the season of the i
year when a large percentage of the fires
reported to the insurance department are I
hair, Kaan

The Kind You Have

place where the meeting was
the date being 1801. He was
followed' by True, Dyer, Fogg and
others from New Hampshire.
Through the generous enterprise of O.
W. Ripley, a great grandson of the said
Stephen Prescott, who owns the splendid
estate stretching over the greater part
of South Ridge, a large glacier-smoothed
granite boulder has been set for a mark] er of the original log-house of Stephen
I Prescott, bearing the chiseled inscription :
the very

on

being held,

as an illuminant, are of
value at this time when we are
about to make the most use of these

In

ror infants and Children.
Castorla Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil. Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups,
ft is pleasant
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other
Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms and aUavs FevcrConstipation, Wind Colic, all
and Diarrhoea,
Teething V* IT11ieves
It regulates the

soon

especial

shmxrn

REUNION

The Prescott annual reunion was hek
Saturday, Sept. 27th, at the home of Mr
and Mrs. O. W. Ripley, and was an oc
casion of unusual interest. Besides those
of the name and connection living ir
South Montville, Liberty and Searsmont, there were present Mrs. Catherine
J. Rich of Winthrop, Mass,, Mrs. Johr
Goodell from Rhode Island, Mrs. 0. Ful-

kerosene

and

FAMILY

serious fire.

j

,

Need Dr. William,'Pink Pills to Keep
Their Blood in Good Order.

another source of danger.
should never be placed in wooden
are

i

They
boxes,

Girls in their 'teens are often troubled
barrels or receptacles of this nawith thill blood, making the complexion
ture or piled up against the back of
pale, sometimes greenish, the cheeks
wooden buildings or partitions.
Many thin, the lips colorless. There is shortness of breat h after the slightest exertion,
fires have been caused by these things,
a general feeling of weariness and a diswhich are sheer carelessness.
inclination to study or work. Sometimes
Another great danger from fire is
a slight cough causes a feeling oi alarm
caused by kerosene lamps. Lamps are ! that tire lungs may be affected.
There is one remedy that will surely
responsible for nearly two thousand fires
correct this form of an emia in growing
each year in the United States. Under no
girls and that is Dr. Williams’ Fink Fills.
circumstances fill a iamp which is burn- The
action of these pills in such cases is
ing. Never use paper shades If lanterns direct and certain.
are used around tne barn be sure to hang
Every mother whose daughter is pale
and thin owes it to her child's future to
them up.
Do not leave them on the
at owe give her a course of treatment
floor for the cat or dog to upset.
with Dr. Williams’ l'ink Tills.. Neglect
A little attention to these things may
at this time may result in a lifetime of
Your druggist sells Dr. Wilmisery.
save
you a big ioss, and if people as a
liams' Fink Fills.
whole in the State of Maine would exercise

an

amount

of care along these lines

would not have as many fires
do now by one-half.
we

Women Who Get

as we

Dizzy

Every woman who is troubled with fainting
anc
dizzy spells, backache, headache, weakness debility, constipation or kidney troubles
srould use Electric Bitters. They give relief
wren nothing else will, improve the health,
adcing strength and vigor from t e first dose.
Mrs. Laura Gaines of Avoca, La., says: “Four
doctors had given me up and ray children and
all my
my

son

friends

were

lookir g for me

insisted that I

use

die, when
Bitters. I

to

Electric

did so, and they have done a world cf good."
Just try them. 50c. and $1.00 at all druggists
or

by mail.
H. £. Eucklen & Co.. Philadelphia
St. Louis.

or

]

I

Look Our Wav!
•/

=

The original of the compound Rheumati
The original formula has been pui
chased and the oii is being prepared by th E

Oil.

Blended Rheumatic Oil Company.
m. 0. POOR & SON, AGENTS,
liELFAST.

MAINE.

15, 25 and 50 Cent;

I

j
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The following clubbing offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it
should be stated what premium, if any, is desired. It
is also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from this office.
We have to pay,for these publications one year in
advance, and they are then sent from their respective
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as
follows for one year’s subscription paid in advance:

A

H. C. Hoffses

__

a\j

max

live
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ORDER,

1

■

The
The
The
The

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

and Farm and Home,
and Tribune Farmer,
and McCall’s Magazine,
and Woman’s Magazine,

The publications included in our
may be sent to different addresses.

$2,00
2.25
2,10
2.25
clubbing offers

••

Hardwood Matched

Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat

Floorings,

AND RLfRACTION.

j

Journal

OUR CLUBBING 0FFLR5

-jOIL?

Prices:

*->-

Republican

Rheumatic

-]ry it.

—

We Want YOU to Have The

Blende d

FOREST NOTES.
t23
'nation hasn’t improved in the of
A vote of thanks was extended tc Mr.
September.
their
and
indications
at
the
for
weeks
and
Mrs.
of
the
The
railroads
Lothrop
hospitality.
United States use
x
Forest officers throughout the west
oie do not point to any great
about 150,000,000 wooden ties each year.
are congratulating themselves on a sea- I
■
1_1
1_1_
-nt.
“No fish” is the story in OUll
ncuij
Cadillac, Mich., is reported to be the
.s
and it looks as though the
They feel that the immunity from loss
foremos' city in the country for varied
CLEANING.
1013 would establish a record has been due to two
causes,
principal
and close utilization of forest products,
J
rest ever in this vicinity. It is
S TEAMPRESSING
partly to a favorable season, but, largely
at
all
in
these
More than one-fourth of all the sheep
story
points
to a much better organization for fire
and REPAIRING
Grand Manan, the North Shore
HAS
BEEN
DANGEROUS IN in the eleven States nearest the Pacific
prevention than has been attained here- DELAY
other places at which fish are tofore. The effectiveness of the
coast are grazed on the national forests.
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orgai iCUSTOM CLOTHES TO
'mil in quantities at this time of
T'
zation is shown particularly by the fact
The national forests contain water
:
Do the right thing at the right time.
up to date the pack this year that while there were in all approximatewith an aggregate estimated capowers
Act quickly in time of danger.
Tel. 216-1
'.bout 25 per cent of last sealy2,260 fires, as against 2,470 last year,
j pacity of 12,000,000 horse-power, avail- At 52High Street.
ler the corresponding period.
In tifne of kidney danger Doan’s Kidney
the area burned so far this year is
able for use under permit from the secreyet
1
!
is very favorable and prices
tary of agriculture.
only about 60,000 acres as against 230,000 Pills are most effective.
William Lincoln West
ike fish cannot be caught it acres in
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few fish caught in this vicinA single administrative district, which
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lock
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to
and
western
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other
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southern Idaho, western Wyoming, Utah,
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to have a great deal of trouble from pain
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keep the plants running Nevada, and western Arizona, gives an gan
I believe it was comes mainly from British Guiana.
across the small of my back.
ustine fish are almost too small,
situation.
of the most favorable
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example
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The western forestry and conservation
r part
on by heavy work.
being “snippers.” A
43 fires were encountered, 29 of brought
association will hold its annual conference
Hospital, Tharmacy and Office.
f fish from now until the close Only
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which originated in Idaho. The total area worse and finally I was so bad that I ofien had
about December 15th.
This year it will
-sen would be a great boon to
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burned over amounted to only 956 acres, to press my hands on my back for the slight
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sted in the sardine business, which is
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considerably less than four one relief that this had. Hearing good reports its mainVancouver,
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to
the
consideration
with
i ackers and others, and
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city. Unless business picks have suffered most during the past sea'it will be almost
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impossible to son. The various causes of fires have not and am now rid of the trouble. I still use
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c.rews to run the factories as changed greatly in their relative propor- Doan’s Kidney Pills whenever I feel that my started a
kidneys are in need of a tonic, and the best of
survey party at Woolwich, and
!s p 1 ’■kifd of the factory employes tions.
Railroads and lightning head the results
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Last Monday two more parut of the
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city carries departing been, however, a marked decrease in
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to
seek
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elsewhere. the number of fires caused by burning ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole
go
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brush, which, according to the forest for the United States.
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of the Woman’s Magazine have
increase in their subscription price
and a consequent advance in clubbing rates, and The
Journal and Woman’s Magazine are now $2.2>.
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The publishers of McCall’s Magazine have sent us
this notice: “The subscribers may select their free
pattern within 30 days after the receipt of their first

magazine by making a request on an ordinary postcard, stating that the pattern desired is a free pattern
to which they are entitled.”
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Lift. C. E. Milliken of the Maine Free
R■

association took occasion to
Haines for a second term,

tot

dorse Gov.
the

at

session

of

the association held

of Belfast.

The News

Loss of

!

Senator

I.a Follette of Wisconsin is

Republicans who voted
>r the I'ndt rwood-Wilson tariff billon
its r.iiKs passage, and there may be some
curiosity to know what kind of a Repub■c:.t. bt is.
Tht Searchlight supplies the
desire information.
"He has
It says:
u lwaj s Leen e It cted by Democratic votes,
m i bt;t for then; would now be a coune

of the two

It

is

serious

people that

must

and

keep

especially so
up and doing

to
or

get behindhand.
The best medicine to take for it is
the great constitutional remedy

th<

Hood’s

the

appointed: Mrs. A. Millett, Miss Annie V
Field, Mrs. O. S. Vickery. Notices and card!
will be distributed as usual and all friends ar<
cordially invited to share in this opportunity

bap ns r

was

i

The

Baptists

The

Baptists
Bangor,

are

inspection of all produce so sold or consigned
and the selling or c msigning of produce a ? j
agent of the producer; the buying and sellinj :
of real estate and the buying and owning o
stock of other associations; also the carryinj
!
on of all kinds of
business, manufacturing
mechanical, mercantile, trading, contracting
Even had his commercial, building, agricultural, logging
ty u-wyerii; Wisconsin.
lumbering, mining, quarrying and all kinds o
■. etc i eei, necessary to pass the bill, it
business relating to the above mentioned. Th
been
more
than
he
owed
no
would have
the Ford estate.
amount of capital stock is $10,000, all commoi
these deaths on the board of trustees were
the D-n.oerats.” And further: "He has stock;
capital stock paid in $60; par value o
noted: Rev. G. D. B. Pepper, Dr. J. W. Beede,
U
A
T„.w,
T
12 1_
T
IJ
way- talked one way and voted the cliorac CIO
Rev. C. M Herring, Col. George S. Fuller,Rev.
■< r-so his tariff vote is at least conMcKinley, D. II. Boody and Geo. R. Roberts William 0. Barrows, Rev. Benj'. F. Turner and
Rev. Samuel R. Belyea.
:-t v
with his regular habits in life.
directors; Robert M. Stiles, clerk; D. B. Boody
At the men’s supper after dinner speeches
president; Geo. B. Roberts, treasurer-Th
were made on the topic, “Wanted, Men for
AV.lowist of yellow monthlies is certificate of organization of the Wyman the King’s Business,” by Walter A. Danforth
of Bangor. E. M. Hamlin of Milo, I>r. T. N.
H last's Magazine, with Alfred Henry Knowlton Company of Belfast was recordei
Pearson of Morrill, and 0. E Frost of Belfast.
at the Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Oc
It was resolved that b th bodies favored the
6th. The purposes of the corporation are t > union of Baptists and Free
he
atBaptists in Maine
In the September number
as soon as details of union can tie satisfactorily
manage, lease, sell, buy, and care for all kind
3. ks V. S. Senator Boies Penrose of
The
committee
on the relaarranged.
joint
and description of real
property on con.
tions of Baptists and Free Baptists were inri nsyivania, and no one can read what
to
mission;
acquire, own, etc., real propert; structed to prepare a basis or constitution
says from a Hsinterested, unpreju- of all kinds; to act as
agent of any and a! j upon which the Maine Baptist convention and
the Maine Free Baptist, Association may unite.
i: v.i standpoint without seeing his un- insurance
companies in all forms; to operat
Officers of Free Baptists were elected as
a.vr.ess, to use the mildest possible and conduct an employment agency; also t
follows: Hon. C. E. Milliken, Island Falls,
rn..
In fact, his article abounds in buy, sell and deal in a1! kinds of goods, wares
president; Rev. W. R. Wood, Saco, 1st vice
president; Principal F. U. Landman, Pittsfield; 1
-lunatic; venom and malice, and is a merchandise, materials, and property of ever;
Hon. R. W. Shaw. Iloulton, 2d vice president:
-grace to the author and the magazine. class. The capita! stock is $5,000; all commo:
L-v- J- P. Roberts, Lisbon Falls, clerk; Rev. S.
;
articles as this in the yellow press stock; capital stock paid in. nothing; par valu ? C. \\ hitcomb, Bangor, corresponding secretary
and State agent; George H. Brown, Orringt >n,
of shares, $10.
Edwin E. Wyman, M. R
wspapers and magazines—are worktreasurer; Miss Clara Pu*ington, W est Bow
Knowlton am! Carleton Doak are directors; E
doin, assistant treasurer; Charles F. Bryant,
‘ug serious harm to the country and E
Wyman is clerk; M K. Knowlton, president ; Bangor, auditor; A E. Purington, Waterville;
eat.the institutions that have made
Rev A. J. Marsh, Auburn; L R. Stilman, Saco,
E, E. Wyman, treasurer.
executive commute.
great ar.i prosperous.
Officers of the Maine Baptist conve Uion,
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
were ekcted as follows: Rev. T. J. Ramsdell,
.1 has become the conviction of many
D. D.,ol Caribou,president: O. E. Frost,Belfast,
a.
the chief obstacle to the enforeevice president: Rev. I B. Mower,D. D.,WaterSmall & Jones are painting the forest K
vdle. c ^responding secretary; H. M. Mating,
f the prohibitory law is the SuRoberts buildings.
Portland, recording secretary and tieasurer.
t
i.'.e court, or rather certain members
New directors to till vacancies: Rev. B. T. LivThe corn factory shut down last week wit!
: u. rt court; and ever, those opposed to
ingston,
Bangor: A. M. Hamlin, Milo, W. T.
less than half a pack.
:!
^eiinarrnan' Auburn,and Rev. W. F. Sturtevant,
recall of judges are coming to the
lne
Maine
Potatoes have been selling in Brooks for o'
Baptist Historical Society reelecttsiot. that that or some other means
ed its officers,Rev. C. E. Young of West Enfield
cents arid quite a quantity has been hauled ii 1
being president.
nust be adopted to put a stop to the
from the fields.
The Maine Baptist Charitable Society recm1 ideation of law by those entrusted
elected Dr. W. O Ayer of Kenduskeag, presi\\ e recently saw our friend F. J. Webb o
dent, and H. M. Maling of Portland, treasurer.
with administering it. The recent terms
Swanville in town with his new wife and ex
Rev.George C. Sauer of Bangor was elected
of court in this city and in Bangor have tend to him
congratulations.
secretary.
The electi on of officers of the young people’s
shown plainly why, with a sheriff who
W. O. Estes has bought a fine pair of horse
society resulted in the choice of the following;
iives up to his oath of office, a lower court of the Croxford
Brothers. They7 are a heavi
President, Rev. W. F. Sturtevant of Belfast;
that sustains the law, and a grand jury pair of workers,
just what he needs to handl --ocwcioij, miss naiuei vmc
Sedgwick; corresponding secretary. Miss Ethel
that performs its duties honestly, the his big crop of potatoes.
Fish of China; treasurer, R. S. Emery of Portprohibitory law cannot be enforced.
land.
Arline Estes is row at home to preside ove
That iaw was placed on the statute books the household for the winter in the absence o F
by the ri) resentatives of the people of her mother in the South, where she has gon
the Churches.
Maine, vdo have twice voted to retain for the benefit of her son Lawrence, suppose' I
>

The Uptown it essentially a
shopping shoe for, although
smart and trim, it is unusually

|

j

|

This shoe is distinguished from
other models by a wide, noticeably raised toe. The effect, while
striking, is distinctly attractive
and feminine. It is a favorite
among women who are constantly on their feet, because generous
toe room is allowed by the high,
roomy toe and sweeping outside
curve. The short vamp and high
arch make the feet appear smaller.
The splendid King Calf, of which
this shoe is made, will stand service without getting shabby.

j

average crop.... Mrs. Melville Curtis died Oct.
6th from a clot of blood on the
brain. Her
family have the sympathy of all in the sudden
death of their loved one.

Uptown Black King Calf
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Town Fair
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prohibitory amendment to the eonWhy should a judge of the
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H.

Pilley,

one

of

our

older

citizens,
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The regular services of the Episcopal church
will be held next Sunday at 3.30 p. m. in the
North church vestry.

held

here

on

The William M. Critchett, at

Phippsburg

and the Tarratine at Rockland.
The

three-masted

Critchett,

built for

schooner, William

general coastwise
launched Sept. 30th at Phippsburg.
she struck the water Miss Annie Jones, a
charming lslesboro Miss of 16 and a niece of

trade,

the

was

As

the

commander, Capt John Davies, broke a
bottle of champagne over the bow and christened the craft in go^ d old New England style.
Later Miss Jones cut the colored ribbons which
had encased the christening bottle into pieces
and gave them to her friends as souvenirs of
the occasion.
Among the out-of-town guests
at the launching were Capt. F. P. Hardy and
Horace A. Stone, Bangor, Mrs. R. p. Pendleton and F. M. Low and party of Portland. A
dinner at New Meadows Inn, provided by the
owners, followed the launching. Ti e schooner
was
built for the firm of Rogers & Webb
of Boston and is the third craft built at
the Bowker yard for members of the firm, the
other two being the Edward R. Smith and Edwin G. Farrar. The official measurements of
the Critchett are: Length, 157 6 feet; breadth,
34.1 feet; depth, 14 2 feet, gross tons, 554.

reported.

average
about 18 feet every

of late. She
very
newspapers, and has nol

ton and Mrs. W. F. Sturtevant made interest_Mrs. Winfield Lunt and daughter Harriet
ing reports of the meetings they attended and and her brother, Ralph Thompson, retur ;td
heard
and
there
|
were
speeches
lay.
dressed for many weeks. For most oi
they
general
remarks by the pastor, Rev. W. F. Sturtevant. Sunday from Danforth, where they made a
the time her former bright and active mind if
APPLETON
two weeks’ visit with their sisters, Mrs. Arthur
! a blank.
j The Baptist Sunday school will have Rally and Mrs. Samuel Gil patrick.
M r. ar.d Mrs. Albert Davis of West SomerDay next Sunday and have arranged an interville, Mass., were recent guests of Mr. and
esting program for the Sunday school hour.
MORRILL.
The regular preaching service of the morning
Harnson Hawkes-John Carkin of
Mrs.
Mr. and Mr*. George Dailey of
will also be devoted to Rally Day and Mr. O. E.
Cambridge
Lynn. Mass., has returned to his home after a
Frost and Rev. W. F. Sturtevant, teachers of
Mass., were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlei
visit of one week with his cousin, Frank E.
adult
classes in the Sunday school, will speak
Woods last week....Miss Winnie Grey fron
ark in. Mr. C ark in’s last visit to this, his naon the subjects, “What is Team Work," and
Camden
is
her
visiting
Mr.
am
grandparents,
“The Cost of Team Work.” A special invitaEd- i
,vt place, was twenty-five years ago
Mrs. G. W. Pearson-Dr. T. N. Pearson ant
tion is extended to the public to be present at
win Keating and daughter, Mrs. Sidensparker
these services.
Elisha Brown attended the Baptist State con
of W;-.rren, have been gue. ts for a few days of
A Sunday school rally was held last Sunday
! vention in Bangor last week_Rev. and Mrs J
Mr. ar.d Mrs. >i. N. Titus and daughter, Mrs.
at the Universalist church, when some 70 or
Fred H. Morgan will close their summer hoim
more
children and young people were present,
T rank Kenney... Btnj. Dunbar, Mrs. Fogerty,
here this week and return to Wollaston, Mass
chairs and tables for the primary
Mr. and Mrs, M. E. Webber of Thomaston,
j The new
-Mrs. Sarah Storer of Beverly, Mass., for
grade were christened and delighted the hearts
-Mrs. Georgia Tuttle of Belfast and Mrs. Anna
of
the
little
ones. These chairs and tables were
merly a resident of this town, is visiting he
*ri-;s of Union, called on friends here Sunday.
bought by the young men of the Current
many friends here-Ernest Higgins begins
Events Club, F. I. Wilson, teacher, assisted by
term of High school in Liberty village thii
.Mrs. Georgia Ripley returned to her home
two classes of young ladies under the instrucweek-The Ladies Aid will meet with Mrs
in Bath Monday, after a visit of six weeks
Minnie Hatch Thursday, Oct. 9th... .Mrs. Idi | tion of Miss J.A Wiggin and Miss Grace A.Lord.
with her father, G. H. Page....Miss Lottie Cross is
The gift is greatly appreciated by all who are
visiting in Monson, Me.
interested in the Sunday school. The young
Young has put out a very pretty millinery
people earned the money by giving entertainsign made by U. N. Dyer.
ments and are to be commended for their
thoughtfulness and generosity.
SEARSMONT.
.Mrs. Lizzie Treat of Searsport was a recent
Opening of Big Game Season.
guest of her sister. Mrs. M. A. Fowler.... Mrs.
L L. Nutt of Union is visiting friends in
Bangor, Me., Oct. 2. The game shipments have started with five deer retown....Alex Fogg of Lewiston was in town
ceived up to noon today.
Geo. W. Norlast week hunting up old friends... .Miss Ida
ton of Portland had a doe. Tne other
Whitten of Belfast called on friends in town
hunters
with
deer
were Bangor people.
Oct. 4th....Mrs. A. W. Keene of Camden was
Glen C. Clifford had two bucks, Wm.
»n town recently... .Mrs. Emma Berry arrived
Nason one buck, C. H. Glaster one buck
Ihome from Matinicus Saturday after a visit of
and J. C. McElroy one doe. The huntseveral weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Fred
Ames... .Mrs. Sarah Storer of Beverly, Maas., That Dr. Fots’ Gold and
Pills wil I ers report game plenty and no difficulty
Grippe
was in town
29th....Wilson
Whitten
Sept.
in getting it, although the weather is
raised on a piece of land 30x19 feet eight and positively cure all colds In 24 hours if takei
warm and the leaves are not all off the
a half bushels of potatoes—by weight-Mr.
as soon as you notice the cold, also ourei 1 trees.
They say that many deer have
and Mrs. Joseph Stickney of Saco were at Mr.
sick
headaches.
Don’t
fall
to
i
use them Dili
already been shot, but few will be ship■C. Q. Brown’s Sept. 28th. They were en route
until
cooler weather. A heavy rain
£or St. Stephens on a camping trip of two wi nter and be well. Only 29e. a box.
has prevailed today in the game regions,
vwecfcs.... Mrs. Lelia Lasse 11 has taken rooms
in Mrs. M. J. Poor’s boose and will move as
which will improve the hunting condisoon as arrangements can be made.
4ltf
are

no

longer

read* the

been
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the pulpit Sunday forenoon, and Mr. Coy in
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Plant does not give satisfactory results,
hums tor, much fuel
I
quirts too much attention, we can help you and will
pr.,mptl> ,
Our prices are very low for the
your cal!
of our w .!

quality
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organ... Mr. and .'Wr> Wilber J.
littie daughter, \vh< have been visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins and Mr. and Mrs E. M. Hunt, fur several
weeks, returned to their home in Andover,
Hu

e

llnceii

APPLE

DAYS.

u by so much Sweet Fruit was Planted
the Days of Long Ago.

Every ok! farm
arieta. s of svi et appl,
wife had her t'-vurilt \
kind of sanci, pr, serve-.
The apple hut ter and dr.,

i

\

in

The early Pilgrim ancestors learned

,•

it su( eient quantity s<
nearly at the start of New England ap- used at
nearly even j,
that
ple
would
eat
sweet
growing
pigs
father,
fruit. i 111.:- an! j. Mies'.'
while they wouid hardly look at
apples,
Bragg place adjoining. He ill not come here
teacher I It tv, often
sour apples. Therefore our ancestors sot
t‘iv km Is ot stitiCe or r
to live, but has bought the farm for an investout sweet apple trees.
For the pigs'.’ we rate,! thi
ment. The farm is under a high state of cultififth as
Yes, because pigs liked sweet apples and \\
hole sauce, spin ;
vation, cuts from 40 to 60 tons of hay, while would fatten up on a sweet
apple ration. ed apples were resen.
hoed crops just grow and smile. Wilber is one Sweet apples made fat pork, and fat
and they were | U
salt pork is a famous Nnv
of Thorndike’s young men who are making
England any company, too. nty go,
stand-by.
;
good in Massachusetts. He is an up-to-date
"Why don't you maki
Possibly the man who planted the j mother'.'
poultryman, and has charge of one of the
we woU; I
Mass., Monday.

his

E.

While here Wilber bought of
M. Hunt, the home farm arid
w

!

1

largest poultry plants in the old Bay State
A surprise party was recently given to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Fickett. Twenty-five friends and
neighbors met at the Fickett home, where
they received a warm welcome. Social chat,
...

games

and music filled the hours and

an

added

a--

not behind his times. The
not yet gray, but when 1
was a child the Pound Sweets were used
on every farm about us for
drying. At
sweets

writer

was

s

hair is

i
great-grandfather’s home a “dry-house” I
stood very near the dwelling.
It was a
small building of one room, about S or 10 I
feet square. A small stove stood in the
middle. The walls were covered with
shelves of open slats, or lath, to facilitate the drying of
apples for market.
At that time all country stores bought

once

was

'in

very

thrifty

more

apples

apple

;

t

j

at

.it

t

neighbor

than tin j„or.c

isket

there would be games at
the impatient youth
I
when the hostess left c
frames were prt»irrt*ssn.sr
oven door
opened and tr-s
rolled about the Moor.
I would hke to \ >ose th*
family it- tlie ac: of
appl. s, with the Kedhea
around the fireplace, an
pended over the hitch,
oh, to go
so

;

ordinary !
households some apples were peeled each |
in
late August and September i
evening
by the women of the househol I, helped,
at times, by the men folks,
1 remember !
father would peel apples very neatly, ^
them each fall and winter.

!

grew reminiscent.
"(>:
folks would muss up tf,
waste more a: p|. s
t;
peel.” Ac old aunti, !.,

proper. When the

In

1

I

|

■

i

but laid them all up for mother to core. !
We had a small machine to screw t ist to 1
a table which
peeled apples very weli
when they were uniform, medium
Swivis, and 11,.■ s;
Young brother loved to operate this, but Sugar
al Swerts'
1the [;, :i
iwh-ii nMnniuiin II \\ lilt .a
Mg app.t-,
ler these te liananas v\ e s
which invariably rolled across the flo-n
lor their ''ei"i e.i'e
when nearly pared.
up.
It is a great offense
Hope Farm or.h.v.l an :
against etiquette to drop appi- s v hid: come
down
from the m
are being pared.
It is iquai to dropping
ing wa- done for tin f'
your plate at table—or spilling v-mr cofnot for m-irkets.
Th>
fee. Decorum was not obsolete, so brothwas ■} iiit» self-stipportn
er's assistance was not appreciate
W«
dried only good,ripe sweet apple- for our Hop.. 1 armor m tv wri;•
Irasting the (iiilVrent pru»!n
own use.
They were cored, the larger now,
and one hundred
ones cut in eighths, then
spread neatly the human character year
not
on
large pans and platters and dried the
apples. --Bangor News
around the kitchen stov*

I

UIB«

1

1

They

carefully covered, while !
we swept.
They would dry in less than
two days. Then we placed them in paper !

set

away, and

flour sacks
then

or

bags of

new

them away for winter.
At
that time, we also canned fruit in glass
jars, but we used some dried apples for
variety. We soaked them over night, and
then cooked them slowly for two or three
hours, adding a handful of raisins or currants, and sugar to taste.
The sweet apples were used for our
own barrel of cider.
Most of it was
boiled down the day after it came home,
That evening we all gathered a!
it the
task of cutting apple butter apples,
bor

were sweet
two

or

quite

ones.

dropped in,

Often
and

a
we

neighwere

l

itching skin tr.»u.
rheum, hives, it,m. set

J

scabies. Doan’s Ointment
mended. 50c a box at al stoi

l

salt

j

muslin, and

laid

They

;

were

>r

any

t

i
Bankrupt’s Petition

,

for I

j

! In the matter of the
! partnership of A. \\

former
Fletcher & Son, the individual c >
partners in w hich were Ab
ner \N. Fletcher
and Fred
L. Fletcher ami they ind:-

j

j
j
j
j

j
;

.;
'<

ij
!

vidually. Bankrupts,

J

To the Hon. t. aki-n ! Ha
District t’ourt of the l nite
District of Maine

!’
;

Abner VV. Fletcher and Fr.
Burnham, in tlu- t maty r Vv1
Maine, in said district, imiiv..in
\

1

as sociable as present-day whist
players, bridge players, and the like.
Some of the boiled cider was saved for | >' A. W Fletcher & Son, n-.-j
who has been in Augusta several weeks, re- ;
whole sauce.
More of the Largest sweet 1 sent: that on the 2St:i da> -o'
turned home Oct. 1st.Mrs. Walter Butman
apples were used for this, with whole they were duly adjudged bat U:
of Peabody, Mass., who has been the guest of
It | and as former co-partner* u:
cloves and bits of cinnamon bark.
and style of A. \\ FU-tchnr a
was simmered
with great care lest the i
her mother, Mrs. Leroy Pickett, has returned
Acts of Congress relating t
to her home.
quarters break into a mush.
they hav duly surrerub

rights of property, indiv
co-partners under the I.
>f A W. Fl-tchet X S.„>. an i
died w iti; all th
reqmrtnd of the orders of the cor
»nd

ner

mkrupu-y
Wherefore the;
ha: t!
:i;
Court r>> ha\ a fti! 1 o:
lebts provable again, t lie
■

•y the

and as former c partnW *•'!r!.■
lame anti style of A
e\.
aid hankrupte\ A.•XeepLod by law from such d.
Dated this 2nd dav of «)ci.-i"
A \\. Fid
AliNF.lv VN
FRED Li.1
OK DPR Ol
Ji.strict

of

Maine,

NOIICH

111

kI

j

ss.

j

day of October.
eading the foregoing petition
On this 4th

Ordered by the Court, That
v
■'
tpon the same on the 14th day
3. 1913, before said Court at i
3istrict, at ten o'clock in the for.
totiee there.tf be published in 1
lournal. a newspaper printed 1
md that all known creditors, a*
n
interest, may appear at th*
dace, and show cause, if any th>
he prayer of said petitioner

FOUND

granted.

And it is further Ordered
he Clerk shall send by mail

1

t

Prices

Always 25c., 50c., 75c. and $1.00.

)ctober, A.
[L. S.]

i
;

j

i
|
j

b>
l"

>

ors copies of said petition an-: r
Iressed to them at their places
tated,
Witness the Honorable t 4
fudge of the said Court, and the
it Portland, in said District, on t'

ped

Tuesday, October 14. |

••

illy

...

Colonial Theater,

Sj

Women and Children.

..

CITY DRUG 8TCRE.

Style-

RELIABLE ta
Hoods ill llio Lowcsi lYic,,

=

pleasure to the friends were the nice selections
about the streets in fully as good condition a
o' i'-ji.
uui
uc
oiiv.’nvj
'.’vcuiuc
played by Mrs. Ross C. Higgins on her grap oThe
schooner
280
he
has been in for a long time.
Tarratine,
three-masted,
He has been
The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold
■he aw ai d the expressed will of the
regular tons gross and 230 tons net, was launched Oct. phone. “Uncle Josh at the Campmeeting’’ was
! life-long resident of this village and is knowi
Sunday services at their place of meeting on 1st from the yard of I. L. Snow & Co., Rock- amusing indeed. During the evening Mrs.
oeojile of Maine?
by everybody and we all have a personal in
land. The vessel was christened with flowers
High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
Fickett was presented with a handsome
by Mrs. Mertie Jones of Lynn, Mass., a daughter parlor
he Atlantic Monthly made a rare find terest in him
The Christian Scientists hold services in of
lamp. The presentation speech was
Mrs. Anson B. Outhouse, whose husband
has
re<
Word
been
ived
here of ihe deal!
,vr -n
it got the “Letters of a Woman
their hall, 12« Main street,
Sunday morning at will command the new schooner. Tne oak by Ross C. Higgins and was, as usual, just
frame was cut in the town ot Palermo. The
the first instalment ap- of Lydia Grifiin in New York. She was bon
Homesteader,
11 o’clock and Wednesday
right. About that time Roy and Rebecca
evening at 7.30
in South Liooks ar.d was a sister to Charles l
planking and ceiling are hard p.r;e. The for- invited the
o’clock, to which all are welcome.
dining room
company to the
ir.g n the October number The ediward
house
is 18x20, and contains the foreand James Austin and a cousin and school
to partake of cake, pumpkin pie and the
'or ot the Atlantic says:
The services next Sunday at Mason's Mills
mate f the late Charles E. Lane and died 01
has a Hyde double-cium hoisting engine, con
delicious coffee that hoy knows how to make.
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed
Most A'lantic features are born of
by the nected with a Hjde windlass by messenger This seemed
the same da}-.
to satisfy the inner man and all
A
and
much thinking and correspondence.
school,
at
Sunday
Trinity Reformed church chain. The after house is divided into the
went home feeling full... We hear e referaA. R. < iark has taken the place of substi
forward and after cabins, and is finished in oak,
ai 2.30 p. m., followed
'a'; wh-; lives in Denver had read the
by Sunday school.
natural wood.
The lower masts are Oregon ble criticism nowadays about our modern
'.Letters >r a Down-and-Out” in our lute L. F. 11. Currier on route No. 1, in placi
I he subject of the sermon at the Universalist
pine, each 82 feet in length, .vhile the topschools and colleges, particularly our Agripages las! year, and so sent us a bundh- of S. R. Wade, resigned. The regular carrier
church
next Sunday will be,"Sorrow in Human
each
45
masts,
feet; and the jib-boom, 52 feet,
.f the corn spondtmee she had received
W ill C. Austin, has not been able to make tht
cultural Universities, educating our young
are
The
tackle
includes
two
it
spruce.
ground
the
Life,"
second sermon the series on
being
from a woman 1 omest.-ader who once, route for
some time past, but is said
Raidt anchors of 2000 pounds each, and 180
men. even farmers’ sons, away from the farm.
to b(
the general theme, "A Spinner in the Sun.”
through a singular twist, of fate, had somewhat
of
fathoms
1
3
S
inch
cable
chain.
stud-link,
It is refreshing to the w riter to note a few inimproved at present.
,•■(.:
washerwoman in her employ.
The services at the North church will be as The vessel’s equipment includes two boats,
stances to the contrary.
In the town of
Mrs. \\ U. Estes started for New Mexico
More iwl ghtfu; letters we never read in
built by C. K. Staples. One is a 20-foot yawl,
followsPrayer meeting Thursday at 7.30
Thorndike we have a goodly number of young
Oct. 1st, with her son Lawrence, who has beer
containing a 7 h.p.Mianus engine,and a dinghy.
manuscript.
m.:
p.
Morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; John M. G image was master builder, Henry J.
men, who after acquiring a good practical edu
,V. rev.
the Letters of a Down-and- an invalid for some two years with what apSunday school at 12 m.; C. E. Prayer meeting Keating did the cabin work, Walter Wardwell
cation have chosen to follow the plow, instead
Out as it.i-resting, but hardly up to the p eared to he tuberculosis. He has been tak- at 6.30 p. m.
made the spars, Dunn & Dliiott Co., of Thomof the citv trolley car or sweeping the disaston furnished the sails and rigging, Knowlton
andard of The Atlantic.
Of ing the out-door treatment for some time anc
literary
Rev. t r. Kealey of Waterville held services BroS. of Camden made the blocks, E. O. Babb eased corridors of
the Massachusetts Insane
that the southern winter may cure him
in St. Francis church at 10 a. m. last
the present series too much cannot be hopes
was
and
Albert
was
blackSunday,
caulker,
Guptill
Asylums.
Among our young men who are
tne trip here
A sad event this week was the death of Mr,
auto after
making
smith.
by
holding
said !praise. Aside from the personal
making good on the farm may be mentioned,
and Mrs. Thomas Bachelder within a few early mass in his home city. There is no
interest they inspire they rank high in
regular pastor here and Fr. Kealey will hold CENTER MONTVIU E.
Charles and Prescott Wren, Fred Hunt,
Mr. Bachelder, who was services here
i hours of each other.
every other week.
Frank Cooper of North Searsmont cut Thos.
literary value and are truly delightful past eighty years of age, had for some
George Gordon, Wallace Palmer, Charles Ware,
years
The
services
for; the week at the First. S. Erskine’s corn for the silo last Saturday j Herbert Ward, Burleigh V. ard, Frank Pea- 1
-reading. One envies the writer’s experi- lived on a farm at East Dixmont and with his
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Monday Mr. Knowles assisted in putting it body, Henry Small, Will Ward, Lewis Philences on her holiday; longs to see the wife came to Brooks to
visit their daughter,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sun- into the
silo_Harding Erskine has been i brick, and last, but not least, Clyde Ward, son
landscapes she depicts, inhale the pure Mrs. Will Emmons. Both were taken ill with day at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
ill for the past two weeks, but is able to oi me laie
ueorge r. ware, wno recently
mountain air, drink from the ice cold p Deumonia and died after a few days* illness. at 12 m,; Epworth League prayer meeting very
Sunday evening at 6,30 p. m.; evening service be up at present.... Mr. and Mrs. C. Whitcomb bought the nice buildings and farm of Edwin j
.streams, partake of the trout from their ! The funeral was held at the residence of theii at 7.30 p. m.
their
Mrs.
visited
granddaughter,
recently
Lander on the South Ridge near Knox Station,
waters anc of the game cooked over the daughter Wednesday afternoon.
The services at the Baptist church will be as Penson Clement, and their daughter, Mrs. T
The farm is favorably located and under good
Mrs.
Eliza
of
follows:
Campbell
Prayer
foi
this,
evenmeeting
open campfire.
Winterport,
Thursday,
S Erskine.... Perley Allen has gone to Lewisand under the management of its
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; ton to take a commercial course-Mrs. Wal- cultivation,
many years known here as Eliza Nesmith,
new owner, we predict for him a prosperous
Record Eastport Tide.
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
and who with her brother kept the hotel of
attend Sunday school at any other church are ter Bean is much improved... Ernest Morrill
future. ..Edwin Lander and family are packing
this place, is now here with her nephew T. I, | cordially invited. Christian Endeavor at 6 30 of Belmont and Mr. Butler of Searsmont are
j
their goods and will start for their new home
During the Huxford. She is
EASTPORT, Me., Oct. 2.
probably the oldest persor ! and evening service at 7.30 p. m.
in this city to ‘ay the
sorting and packing apples for John Morrill, in Medway, Mass., the middle of this week-j
severe rainstorm
in Brooks, being 93 years of age.
Until
The evening service last Sunday at the Bap- who has bought the apples on the Bartlett
tides were “he highest of the year, rising
Miss Helen 1 Philbrook has been very ill with
1
tist church was devoted to the State conven28 feet and 3 inches. Many wharves j recently she has been very bright and smart,
farm. F Jackson, Cecil Gay, Stanley Curtis I the mumps the past week. Dr. Kilgore of
tion held in B *ngor last week. Miss Frances
an interest in all local and
no
was
but
taking
|
were oveifowed,
genera!
damage
Sargent, Miss Grace Hayes, Miss Della Knowl- and Ralph Thompson are picking the apples. | Brooks attended her.... Mrs. V. N. Higgins,
rise and fall of affairs, but has failed
The
much
‘he tides here

1

;

hut Sunday was a perfect OctoU r day
d all
roads led to the old church. Rev’s Si neon
W hitcomb of Bangor,
Coy of Har:>on, D.
Brackett of Belfast, and F. S Doll ill’ f Jack-

tVlP
1

M.

—HOWES5—

|

sum was

Saturday.

ie

I

Oct. 1st and

THORNDIKE
The tree Baptist quarterly meet g was held
at the Center church Oct. 4th anu am.
uwing
to the rain the attendance was sm

I

|
!

was

0. E. Richards left Monday to
relatives in Boston and vicinity_George
Mahoney and Ed Goodwi attended the fair in
Brockton, Mass, last week.

TWO LAUNCHINGS.

*AT«-

1

lU

Dickey....Mrs.

The Dinsmore Store

1

i
I

Moss_|

D.

visit

■

-litut'or.

was

1

realized from the fair and dance....
Mr. Lewis Wiggin of Boston arrived
Tuesday
from Boston fora short visit with his
brother,
Mr. T. B. Wiggin-Mr. and Mrs. David
I Cross have gone to Somerville, Mass., to
spe nd
the winter with their daughter. Mrs. Kmma

1

the

e

ICS

Jlir

largely attended. There was a beautiful
I display in the hall and a ti e exhibit of fruit,
vegetables,poultry and cattle outsi le. A go >d!y

j

1

tuberculosis.

T!

"lia....

this week with Mrs. N

!

.

1 MERCHANDISE

I
I

NEW FALL

-

]

L1NCOLNVILLE center
Stanley Gray was in Rockland Friday on
business-Carle Mathews is at home from
Boston on a vacation... Frank R. Wiggin of
Boston arrived Wednesday and is a guest of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. B
Wiggin, for a
few days-Mrs. Ella
Wiggin, who has been
very ill. is recovering. She is attended by I)r.
Elmer Gould.... Miss Nellie Pendleton re-

fin

and Tan Russia Calf Button

|

]
! w

digging their potatoes
unusually good, with an

and

■

be ill of

very busy now
the quality is

I

1

to

ers are

comfortable*

+

ui

SWANVILt.E CENTER.
Richa'd Robertson is at home
very sirk with
typhoid fever. Mrs. Litzie Webb;r of Mnnj
roe is
to
care
helping
for him.... Herrr.on
Bachelder is s-opping with Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph
Marden fur a while until his health
improves. !
Littlefield has bought a new potato
digger... Charles Thayer and Charles Riley
have built silos and filled them ...Mr.
and i
Mrs. H. R White visited Sunday at the home
!
of Mrs. Lydia Clements in
Monroe...The farm- !

I-EH.
j

Maine

Since 1903 the number of churches
has been reduced from 246 to 242, but the
membership is now 21,114, a gain of 1128 The
Sunday school membership, now 19.691, shows
a gain of 250.
The average number of acces*
sions upon profession of faith and baptism for
the past 10 years has been 664, the largest
number being in 1S10, when 1096 were added.
In 19 3 there were 147 Baptist ministers in
Maine and the last report showed 184.
The
total benevolences have increased from $26,466 to $31,645. The value of church property
:ias advanced from $1,013,850
to $1,328,765
There are 116 parsonages owned by the
churches, a gain of 25 in 10 years. In the
past year 102 churches and missions have
been aided to the extent of $8,325.
The missionary force has been increased from three to
The gross convention fund is now
eight.
$264,530, an increase of $103,325, largely from

6th. The purposes of the organi
the buying, selling of produce; th<

|

of Maine

conditions.

Oct.

Sandypnint.

conventions!

and Free
Meet in

New Corporations. The certificate of or
ganization of the Brooks F’armers Union wa
recorded in the Waldo County Registry o
zation

j

Sarsaparilla

Which purifies and enriches the blood
and builds up the whole system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called

Plans for the annual observance of donatioi
week for the Waldo County General Hospita
were discussed at the
regular meeting of th«
Woman’s H -spital Aid held Friday, Oct. 3d
and the following committee of arrangements

Deeds,

j

j

ease.

Baptist Association meetings
roars lay.
He said,
“I consider his to aid in the good work. Contributions o | were held in Bangor October 1st and 2hd.
The
feature
of
the second day of the Maine
vegetables, fruit, jellies, pickles, articles fo
actinr in. enforcing the prohibitory law is
Baptist Missionary Convention was the report
use in the hospital, or
will
be
money,
accept
of Rev. Irving B. Mower, D. D., corresponding
entitled to the endorsement of every lawable. Further information may be obtainei I secretary of the organization, covering the
ale ii g citizen in the State regardless of
from members of the above committee.
past year, and a 10-year survey of Baptist
party, if he is a candidate for re-election,
us I hope and expect he will be."

Mrs. Warren Benson came from
Augusta
iaat Saturday and will
spend a week at her
home here before going back for
the winter,
....Edwin Killman, who has been
employed at
Seal Harbor during the
summer, came home 1
last week—Linwood
Sprague has moved his
family to North Jay....Mrs. Alice Sylvester
of Stetson was in town
last week, called here
by the death of her aunt, Mrs Julia Bowden,
...-Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Blake, who
spent the
past week with Fred Dockham and
wife, I
have returned to

Is loss of vitality, vigor or tone, and Is
often a forerunner of( prostrating dis-

The Traveller’s Club will meet with thi
Misses Mathews, 24 High street, Tuesday, Oct
14th. A report of the meetings of the Maim 1
Federation of Women’s Clubs, held in Lewis
ton Sept. 23d-26th will be given by the dele
gate, Miss Annie L. Barr. This will be follow
ed by a “Review of Lalla Rookh” by Misi
Elizabeth Kelly and a reading. “Tnrough
Khyber Pass,” by Mrs. Walter C. Shaw.

Prospect.

Appetite

■>

?

D. 1913.

JAMES K.HKW
A true copy of petition and ord*»
Attest: JAMES E. HFVN b

j>
t

The News of Belfast

A copy of the new tariff lew has been
ceived at the custom house.

C. T. U. will meet tomorrow, Friday,
with Mrs. Minnie Coombs, High
3,. p. m.

Arrangement* are practically completed for
Mrs May French Rich of Rockland to address
the Reading Department of the Arts and
Crafts Club some time this month.
Mrs, Rich
has many Belfast friends who will be
glad to

W.

I

itr^et-

you are the one who de-

gregational Guild will meet next
F
eve ling with Mm
Shaw,

C

11

cides.

YVe could talk till
Doomsdry and never tell
you half as much about
these wonderful non-mend-

-treet.
,?eper & Co. are displaying a school
which the High school is think-

|
\

|

.,ing.

I

g Circle of the Woman’s
et in room No. 2, Masonic

|

j

Friday,

j

Lee

at

2 p.

Hospital
Temple,

j

l Hides six months old

I
!

plant

u

or

large private

the

\ n

David H. Smith at Dark Harbor,

j

of the 1913 world’s chatnplayed on the polo grounds in
k
Tuesday afternoon between the
iid
Athletics and the New York
e Athletics won by a score of 6 to 4.
-1

the trial of one
box, or the recommendation of some friend who
has had satisfactory Hole-

stockings,

resi-

I

game

ri<

vf the North church will have

vestry from b to 7 o’clock,
October 22nd. Tnere will also be

.v,

evening, when
Japanese articles,

nment in the

fancy and

6 prs. Boys' and Girls' Hose.

published an item concerning
-f a pocketbook under the engine
h at the L A. Coombs’ boat shop.
\<!hy writes from Sunset that S. B.
whose name was on the pocketbook,

ek

we

>

■r resident there and is ‘‘now at his
daverford, Penn., and will no doubt

finder

•.rrt

p,.u

bp

1

meeting

a

Teacher-

of the

Monday evening in
:iool room. Officers will be elected
nrl Stevens, school physician, will
explaining his work in the schools.
All parents,
program will follow.
the association, and all interested
-.■oiation

|
j!

nt-xt

Sfwjbimmore^tom^

1

be

present.

|

j
i

j

Despite

heavy rain
pack- automobile parties went

meeting of the Association of
for Aged Women was held at the
The following dilesday evening.
ere elected: Dr. Elmer Small, Mr.
Robert F. Dunton, Mrs. Sarah E

|
\

f

was

the

the increasing demand for rents
Knowlton h..s begun work on four
enement houses on the Alden property,
bought by him. They will be built on
per side of Front street and the little
recently erected on the lower side of

will be removed.
IS

ana

taxing

uuwh

Mr.
me

Knowlton has

,y
n

large

uunuing

!

Thursday several

additional letter carrier for

ji

I

|
..

j

homas

H.

Marshall Circle Ladies of

R., Inspecting Officer, Mrs. Georgiand Department President, Mrs.
Wallace of Augusta, were present.
pecting officer gave Thomas H. Marcredit for floor work. Mrs.
Belfast girl and her father was

the

j
|

|

station
v-d

1
j
I

c-t

exception

near

of

YVellsfleet,

a

Mass.,

high

'nmercial station.
Town East."
;■:ay of New
mes to the
:

r-i^ht. At

no

of tne

•'S

Lottie Blair Parkers’s

play

been

l

more

«»r

The characters in it

are

distinctive

There is

a reality about the scenes,
personalities and the envir:"nt that appeals to all.
Even the most
v'
**-rate theatregoer is enevitably impressed
"
the truth of the
pictures presented. To
*any the coming of the play is an event.
see
possibly two or three plays a year.
choose the best, and having seen “Way
°°wn Last" they know what
they will see

ualogue,

*hen

the

it returns.

How many times have
and talked about the
ar,i0UH
snowstorm, Anna Moore’s love story,
aVi,T« manliness, the forgetful professor,
Holler” and his “Pickings from Puck”, the
v
Tisigv gossip,and all the other well remembercharacters. In announcing the famous play
18
season the management can safely say
at
never in its history has it had a better
Assentation. The cast is one of exceptional
headed by William Lawrence, who for
^
Past 10 years followed Denman
Thompson
n
The Old Homestead." An entire new
protion.aa faithful as loyalty and art can make
Enounced. Night pricee 25 cents to $1.00.

h(JVJSaP(j8

^erit*

gone

home

TP£P£ /S /VO 07"PER
PLAY L//f£ /T
/TS Pt/R/r r PAS
B£CO/Y£ A PRO VERB
/TS WPOLES OA/E/VESS
A ROUSEPOL O

Poor’s Mills.
The club will hold their
yearly meeting Tuesday evening, Oct. 14th
Mrs. Annabell Underwood entertained Thomas
W. Pitcher, Mr. and Mrs. Henry C.
Warden,
Mrs. Lee Schubert, Miss Rachel Anderson and
Miss Lena Twombly last Wednesday_Mrs.
Elsie
Banks and family entertained last
Wednesday Mrs. Orrin Stimpsofi and Richard
Hall, who have been in the west for 23 years,
his brother Fred Hall of Brockton. Mass.,
their father, Ambrose Hall, and Mr. and Mrs.
George Meservey Mis. Olivia Carver and Will
Conar.t of Vinalhaven are visiting there_
They harvested in 63 hours a; the Peari Brook
farm 8,463 bushels of potatoes and are not
half done digging yet
Mrs Arthur Higgins’

WORD.

j

iuc

'tuttu

Hualu:

‘Uto

ami

Storm.

val

FROM

j

-KEEP IN

ton

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday
at

2 p. m., and

ni
Tuesday, Wednesday. Friday
day-The steamer Marjorie ha:;

H. J. LOCKE & SON.
•*

and Satur-

touches

Landing and people

only

Warren’s

ai

from the

Harry W. Clark &
and overioats,

New Advertisements.

$18 to $25,
the

Kuppenheimer

other

suits

good mai.es from $6.50 _o $18;
ai d full lines of under-

popular Guyer hats,

spirts, etc_James H. Howes, Odd
Fellows block, has the best of the new fall

wear,

styles

in

moved from Main street to th- south stor in
Colonial Theater blook, whsre he is bet er

the

prepared than ever to serve nis old patrons
B. O. Norton ha:and the public generally
taken the agency for the 1914 Cnevrolet, anew

Daniel H Strout has moved
to No.
from the Fletcher house on Main street
recently
8 Miller etreet and M. F. Pease, who
house.
Belfast.has taken the Fletcher
Furnishing
....Eethel Willey of the Home
floor of the
Company has taken the lower
will board
Peirce house on Franklin street and
.Mrs Walter
Mrs. Carrie Peirce this winter...
moved from
P. Carter and son Charles have
of her father, M. W
home
the
to
street
High
L. T. Shalee
Welch, on Waldo Avanue ...Mrs.
taken rooms
and Miss Florence Libbey have
Conner and Mr*
with Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
on High street for
Shale* haa rented her house
of Boston,
the winter to Mr. C. C. Dickinson
.Mr
South Shore
who own. a cottage on the
from the Flanders
moved
has
B
A
Wyflie
to the W. M. Woods
Block on Church etreet
tenement vaca ed
the
in
atreet
hou*. on Cedar
ha* moved to the
who
by Amo* Partridge,
tenement ov*r the JellUon r«itaurant.
to

..

Colonial Theatre,
Prices Always 25,

The Dinsthis market, bee his advt
more Store sells the Regal Shoe, which is well
named as it is regal in style and quality. This
is the only store in Belfast where you can buy
the non-mending Holeproof
stockings for
men, women and children... See advt. headed
Aldress Wanted... Horse wanted for the
...

for the winter. Apply to H.W.Healey,
Belfast... Mrs. C. S. Webber, 4 L ell street
has received the new fall models of Spirella
She will
corsets, which are not sold in store?
call by appointment and explain whit Spirella
service can do for you, and you intu- no obligation to purchase-Wyman & Knowlton,
Inc., offer bargains in real estate, write insurOffice 92
ance, and arc employment agen's.
For colds, coughs, grip, etc.,
Main street
and
Foss’
Coll
Pills
Dr.
and WilGrippe
try
son’s Honey,Hort hound and loll. for sale only
Store.
the
Drug
at
City

keeping

ONT DREAD
iWINTER'SCOUX

Tuesday, October 14th.
50c., 75c.

and

!!
^

$1.00.

for M.

C.

R.

R

| Charles B. Eaton, who bought and will occupy the Moody house on Court street, will
Mrs. Luther Hammons entertained a thim- ! make improvements before moving in and has
b'le party at her home on High street last ! petitioned the city government for sewrer conMonday evening,

at which time

a

nection.

linen shower

A

has

never

been util.zed

on

sonage

one

side

uses

The

Methodist par-

the

Spring

Hazcltine house
side the Franklin street sewer.
and the

sewer

Messrs. Elon B. Gilehrest and H

street

includes the mapping of the
the

and

Waldoboro

The field work
areas

known

Washington

Pond

they did

quadrangles,

in

15-

roc

1

ing transfers
tne 2nd page

tailed surveys necessary to prepare maps acto the usual standard of the Geolog.-

of

!

to

Lucy
Islesboro.
B.

Colcord, Sea.-sport,

to

John

v

!

C.

i,

Bbnchard, do.; land in Sea.-sport.
Edwin P. Treat, Winterport, to Joseph H.
Carleton and Patrick J. Cuddy, do.; land in

S

J

Winterport.

y

i

Belfast Savings Bank, by James H. :
Howes, President, to Charles B. Eaton, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
Eli Mou ton, Unity, to Herbert J. Hamilin, j
v
Brooks; land in Brooks.
C
Rosena Wyman, Islesboro, to James B. Dun- !
j1
•
tion in level of Moos eh end Lake, Green Lake lop, Evereit, Mass.; land in Islesboro.
William 3. Knight, Lincolnville, to Orren A.
>
At these gaging stations Ti lx Ms SmtiI-. ( >■liz (’alif land in Spnpunmnt
a id Branch Latte.
I
tiie height or stage ex the rivers is determined
each day by iocal observers and measurements !
The

to determined.
Maine chief!,

enjoy its exhilarating frosts by
making your blood r ich
pure and active to pre-

colds,

grippe

and rheumatism.
Good blood prevents sickness
and Scott s Emulsion-wiW energize
your blood and create reserve
| strength to endure changing

water

are

is

not

the purest cod liver oil—free from
alcohol or stupefying drugs.
Scott’s Emulsion is nature’s
greatest blood-maker and furnishes
the elements necessary for body
warmth, rich blood and healthy
circulation.
Shun alcoholic substitutes and demand
the genuine Scott's Emulsion

is

of

use

in

j

design, construction and j
power plants, in the study of !

storage, and in the selection of suitable
for municipalities. The records
in

the

annual

the
report
Maine State Water Storage Commission and in
the water-supply papers of the United States
Geoiogical Survey. Information relative to
stream flow in Maine may be obtained by application to C. C. Babb, chief engineer, State
of

House, Augusta, Maine, or to the Director, U.
S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

j1

I
!
!

Has Benefited Thousands of

Catarrh Suf' !

ferers—Will Do the Same for You
or Money
Back.
The Hyomei treatment that has effectively

Wait Paint
There

are

painters and waiters. Which

am

going to do? Paint or wait?
Which is better?
How much am I worth with my
property
waiting? How much if I paint? Will my house
be worth more or less if 1 paint?
Say it costs $2 a gallon *Devoe~ I wouldn't
paint any other—and $3 or $4 more for putting
1
it on. That's $50 or $60 a 10-gallon job.
The money is gone. Is it in the house? Is it
i all in the house?
I

«

pleasant

to use. Just pour a few
inhaler and breathe it in—no
stomach dosing. The healing, soothing and
antiseptic air will reach every nook and crevice of the mucous membrane of the nose and
throat; will surely stop crust in the nose, raising of mucus, haw king and that choked-up feeling. It will quickly allay the inflammation and
banish the disease or money refunded by A. A.
is easy

drops

anu

in

the

A complete Hyomei outfit, including inhalar
and bottle of liquid, costs only $1.00, and an
extra bottle of liquid, if afterward needed, is
but fO cents.

js©

Presenting

'"T

The 1914

CHEVROLET

-

‘‘The Product

~

of Experience.”

J

Cylinders cast en-bloc. thus securing lightness compactness and the most
efficient system of cooling over the old types with the cylinders cast in
pairs,

The construction is such that they are enabled to do away with the valve
cages entirely, and with the very efficient cooling system and the method of casting the top part of the motor the valves are kept unusually cool, thereby reducing
the tendency to carbonize over the old types of valve-in-the-head motors.

j

!'

/
"

Valves enclosed, which assists in making the motor an exceptionaliv
quiet
one, this tends also to keep the moving parts free from dust, by so doing

|

greatly

Detachable head permitting easy access to combustion chamber.
very simple motor to maintain at its highest point of efficiency.

reducing

wear.

It makes

a

Type H—2 “Royal Mail" Roadster,
H—3 “Phaeton" Roadster,

<

—

?

Type D—5 "Special." Touring Electric Lights and Starter, complete. $1250.00
L-"Light-Six"
1475.00
C —“Classic"

2500.00

B. O. NORTON, Agent. Belfast. Maine.

I

I
J

$750.00

800.00
4 “Baby Grand" Touring,
875.00
Electric lights and starters on above types $125.00 extra.
H

j

\

|

1

\

REMOVAL
W. M. Thayer, The

Jeweler,

be found in the South
Store in the Colonial Theatre Block

Will

now

YES

Wilson’s Honey, Horehound and Tolu will
cure any Cough except Consumption and
A large bottle
Suppose I were selling* what should I get Chronic Bronchial Coughs.
for that house fresh-painted and what should
A horse for the keeping for the winter.
for 25c. and money refunded if it don’t stop
I get for it needing paint?
H. W. HEALEY,
I wonder why men paint before selling!
Apply to
the Cough. For sale only at the
DEVOE
Belfast, Maine.
4Itf
it.
Mason & Hall sell

|

y^s.5=!~ja5~ !BSc©fl6Se©flKS^

1

benefited many thousands sufferers or catarrh, I
bronchitis, husky voice and colds in the head

Howes & Co.

an

experiment but hasserved humanity
faithfully for forty years: it contains

i

are

in the

supplies
published

water

information

This

maintenance of

seasons.

Scott’s Emulsion

l

made by
discharge
engineers of the survey. From these data the j
fl
quantity of water >wing past the stations is
of the streams

of the

|||

motor is the result of the experience of men who have been building
valve in-the-head motors foi years, and with a given bore and stroke it is much
more powerful than the old type of valve-in the-head motor.

was printed:
Frothingham, Philadelphia, Pa.,
Harris Frothir.gkam, do.; land in

Frank

JSJv

CARLE & JONES.

I
ITIiis

Estate.
The followrecorded after the list on

Theodore

cal

ifS

The Car with the Real Valve-in-the-Head Motor

Real

were

ff

open

Yours truly,

>

I

and

Woodcock, and W’ife.
Transfers

p|

1

H. L. Woodcock has a very attractive camp
there and is entertaining his son, D. Fau.nce

cording

Survey’s topographic work in Maine, show
ing ad rivers, towns, roads and railroads, as
well at the surface relief of the country by
means of 20-foot contour lines.
The complet
ea maps will be engraved on the scale of 1
mile to 1 inch and will probably be ready foi
distribution about two years after completion
of the field work. In its investigations of
surface water the Geological Survey publishes
records o: stream flow in Maine which are
furnished by the State Water Storage Commission, Cyrus C. Babb, chief engineer, and
which include hydrometric data collected at
23 gaging stations and records of the fluetua-

much Juck with the

Crockery department

"----

E. McDon-

ill

few barrels and want to close
them out.

a

|

shooting tneir quota of part- j
The conditions
ridges went deer hunting.
were not favorable but they got one deer.
Mr.

Lincoln.

1

until 8 p. m. until after Xmas.

§S

j

line and after

as

Knox ana
Waldo counties. These quadrangles have each
an approximate area of 215 square miles.
The
work is being done by Topographers W. :i
Griffin, J. H. LeFeaver, J. M. Perkins and J
H. Davey. This mapping will include the deminute

have

not

W/i

the other

on

ald returned last Sunday from a ten days’ hunting trip to Chase Pond Camps, Bingham,
Geological Survey. Topographic mapping bringing a deer and tneir quota of partridges
f
and investigations of the water supply
They made the trip in Mr. Gilchrest’s car,
which took them within three miles of the
various sections of Maine are oeing carried >n
this season by tire United States Geological camps, going the rest of the way by buckSurvey in cooperation with the Maine State board. Although the fishing had been,good

Water Storage Commission.

pi

built several years ago
street to the Moody house, but

sewer was

from Spring

given Miss Lelia Howard. The following guests were present: Mrs. Lurc-na While,
Mrs. Leroy Webber. Misses Winifred Sar barn,
Florence Brown, Geneva Hutchins, Ruth Atherton, Alberta Farnham. Lelia Howard, Edna
Goombs, Louise Brown, Laverne and Bertha
Whitten and Marian Perry.
.Assorted sandwiches, cocoa anti cake were served.
was

|

m
We have

NOTICE.

j

Prepare

§

LOOK!

||

J. L. Sleeper brought in last Sunday
from Ti'.den’s pond a spray of ripe raspberries.
Mr.

..

vent

Inspector

1

fcunday morning, did not arrive
She left Boston Saturday
m.

until about 11 p

Co. sell the

\\ atch

I Tin Top Jelly Glasses
2 Doz. for 25c.

lower end of the
island find it inconvenient. The Tremont will
make landings at Ryder’s Cove and Hewes
Point_The steamer Camden, due here from
Koston last

_District

|

taken
Isiesboro route and the Tremont will
take her place as soon as she can be got ready.
been

off the

Belle

TOUCH WITH THE NEW THINGS
Positively no trouble to show goods.

W't- invite your inspection.

and Saturarrive from Boston at 7.30

a.

Anna

Jewelry Store

Watches in Waltham. Elgin. Hamilton and
South Bend. Bracelet \\ arches in Gold,
Gold Filled and Nickie.

i

Notes
Last Monday the steamers of
the Eastern Steamship Corporation
changed to the fail schedule and now leave
for Boston 3 hour- earlier—at 2 instead of 5
p. m. As the change was not announced before it went into effect a number “missed the
boat” Monday. The boats now Lave for Bos-

day

to

A FIVE LINE OF

Steamer

She

Fall Moving.

Locke's

Bangor.

in

—

October 1st to December 25th.
1 he Holiday goods are arriving and its never too
early
plan for Christinas at

mother, Mrs. Wood, and her sister, Mrs. Milton, visited her last week.... Mrs. Annabell
Underwood aitended the Maine Music Festi-

the w’harf here

the top of the tide,but was not damaged.
and towed
was floated Friday by L. A. Coombs
wharf. It
to the dock above the steamboat
the coast.
was a record high tide all along

came

—--NEW GOODS DAILY

...

until Friday morning.
up
The Stockton came down river on her regular
tr!n Knt nn tViti rptiirn went direct from Camden to Bucksport, omitting the Northport and
Belfast landings. The auxiliary sloop owned
beby B. L. Tuttle broke from her moorings
on
low the steamboat wharf and went ashore
at

Colonial Theatre next
time in its long career has
famous

violation of
the fish and game laws are reported from An
gusta: On complaint of Game Warden L. E.
Crosby of Amherst, L. H. Ryder of Wintrrport was fined $10 for setting an eel trap without a permit. Wardens Walter E. Harw trd of
Augusta and Charles Jones of China report
the payment of a $30 fine by Oscar
Bragg and
Henry Taymor of Oilison, for the killin of
eleven skunks and one raccoon in close season.

bay,but

England life,“Way Down

its popularity more emphatically
i than at the present. The one tri-thing about this New England idyl
dism. It is a leaf from the book of
•d

1Ul

The rainstorm last
Tnursday was very heavy and was accompanied by an easterly gale and an unusually
high tide that filled the harbor with drift stuff
washed from the shores. The water was nearly over the lower bridge and some of the
wharves were flooded, but no material damage
is reported on the water front. The steamerAnnaEelle. Capt. Ben. Arey, made her regular irip
the Marjorie remained tied
across the

school

a

EVERYWHERE.

L/NA N/A/OUS
//V /TS RRA/SE
Cl E ROY UN/YENSALLY
NAVE LAUDED
AND RECQNRfENDED,

for

usual hour, but having some trouble,
with her machinery returned to the lower
harbor and remained at anchor there until 4 a.
m. Sunday, when she proceeded, but did not
make her usual time.

Thursday’s

experi-

High

RRE5S

on

at the

checked.
It is supposed to have caught
The loss is a severe one
around the chimney.
for Mr. Bates, who is an elderly man, and the
insurance of $600 would not go far toward
replacing the comfortable home he has lost.

Pitcher schoolhouse,

the

by Ben. T. Elkins,
with

an

good time

reddish in color.

The home of Edward H. Bates on Upper
Waldo avenue, with a shed adjoining, was
totally dei troyed by fire about noon last Friday. Some of the furniture was saved. A
still.alarm was given and Chemical No. 1, and
the chemical engine responded, the latter
taking water from a well; but the fire had
made such headway that it could not be

Melville H. Robbins,
employes of the Penobscot Bay

the

following prosecutions

car in

Station.

with

make

The

new

their return home.

Co., has set up an experimental stawireless telegraphy, at 21 Court
the Boody house, and expects later to
full outfit and be able to send mesAs yet he can only receive.
Mr.
s was for four years an
operator at the
•nental and commercial station at PortsN. H.
His is the only station in this

I

flag for the largest class
by the 6th grade.

of Thomas H.

keless
f

the

will allow. The interior is quaintly furnished and the place is exceedingly restful
The party were entertai ned
and attractive,
for the day, enjoying dinner and tea before

Marshall Post.
ueBts present were Mrs. Martha Chase,
r member of Martha Washington CirI.ynn, Mass., and members of the Post,
whom were obligated into the Circle. A
was served after the meeting.

i

a

or

land

rcle much

Moore

of the

scene

cannot

hilly roads. An auto lefr
Northport fire, g«»t 200 feet

and

wearing apparel for women and children. Feliable goods at the lowest prices...
The Old Corner Drugstore is offering new vaMention was made last week of the enterrieties this week in both Green Seal and Apollo
Clement
of
a
numHarriet
Miss
tainment by
chocolates... Goodhue & ('•• have a large asber of her Belfast friends at her summer
sortment of heating stoves and are prepared
home, Red Roof Farm, near A'ford Lake.
If your {dumbto make low prices on them
Miss Clement bought the old place several
ing is not satisfactory or y .ur heatirg plant
years ago and made it into a most attractive
does not give satisfactory esults, they can
summer home, where she spends as much time
help you and will respond promptly to your
as her duties as head saleswoman in the c »at
M. Thayer, th? jeweler, has
and suit department in Fuller & Cobbs, Rock- call_Wm.

son

was a

of

was won

rain

business approximately $8,010,000 yearly
and with an output of better than 3,010,000
pairs yearly. The Queen Quality shoes art
sold in Belfast by A. Colburn.

biggest motor company in the
engineers of this company are all
>erience ;n their respective lines,
n?en drawn from the leading motor
uiing plants of the country. This
is capitalized at $6,000,000.00.
regular meeting last Tuesday after-

i

prize

the

its

the

I

i

Globe presents
some interesting facts revealed by an exhaustive study of the Thomas G Plant Company
factory at Jamaica Plains. This is the largest
exclusively women’s shoe factory in the
world, employing (200 people, with a value of

ue

j

The

in this connection the Boston

has

of this

norses

rough

potatoes
had formed. One tuber had three new potatoes on the outside and a fourth just breaking
through; another a group of five little potatoes that had made their way out of the parent tuber, and the third, two somewhat larger
potatoes part way out. The new potatoes were

lucai

as a

irton

HAVE APPLAUDED AND
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
BEEN SPENT ON IT.

the

from the hose wagon and had water
before the wagon arrived at the scene.

C. F. Hovey & Co., Boston, have taken the

city
recently taken
.«*y for the “Chevrolet” line of motor
prising six dilferent models, ranging
from $750 00 to $2500.00. The head of
et Motor Company, Mr. W. C. Durant,
irlv president of the General Motors
N

j

for the

1

shop and office in connecmarine railway. It is a comnew building and the material will
building the new houses.

y used
:ih the

|

last

and in which while in the cellar

R.

meet

to

of hose

Another vegetable curiosity was brought to
The Journal office last Thursday by Mr. Gilbert
Levansellar of Waldo—three old potatoes on

meet

|

A

attendance

Miss

j

I

an

because of

Navy.

Murch, Miss Emily
J. A. Wiggin, Messrs.
r.gham,
R. Coombs ar.d Clement W. Wescott.
Small was elected president; Robert
C. W. Wescott,
M..n, vice president;
r; Sue M. Partridge, clerk; Miss J. A.
collector.
H.

Mrs. Frances

|
I
|
j

j

over our

matinee, we
cannot say but a large majority of the pupils
were at the Opera House, where in addi ion to
a program of feature pictures ('apt, Pickard
gave an illustrated lecture on life in the L’ b.

ual

j

m a Tire ana

■

I

OVER TWO THOUSAND

<■

necessitated

j

|

the firemen say that the recent

Some of

Chautauqua Circle will meet with Belfast and Thomas E. Bowker, who has been
ries Rhoades, N
22 High street, substitute carrier, has been appointed. There
ftornoon, October 13th. The C L. S. ar»r two substitute carriers,and Ansel b. Kelley,
who had previously passed the examination,
jj for the year will begin with the
!,e C. L. S. C. book, “Rambles and
has been appointed from Washington to sucGreece," the introduction and first ceed Mr. Bowker, promoted. The other subthe required reading in the Sep- stitute carrier is Earl L. Talbot.
agazine. The new book for 1913When the whistle sounded aoout 1 \ m. last
rv interesting and instructive, and
Thursday it was takc-n by many for a tire
ng course will please all Chautau- alarm from box 24; but was intended for six
blasts, meaning “no school”. Whether this

;

j

Northport fire demonstrat d the need of an
auto hose truck.
Time is everything in going

to Bangor to attend
Valley Canning Co., finished
the music festivals, others going by train.
:i$t Thursd ly night and are now
d shippii g. having sold the entire
William Jelhson has bought Percy Greer’s
is a fair one and of extra quality. i Merest in the
restaurant, and will continue
>sts made a slight shortage in the in tlie business.
Mr. Greer is in Boston, and
ntracted for. They will soor. begin Mrs. Greer will join him next week.
..ig and Mr. Elijah Ritchie is now
The new law requiring postal employees to
country buying apples fur 5,000 or do their eight hours work within ten hours has

S

! Seats

| Monday.

at 10 30 a.m.
Oct. 2nd, ushered in the Jewish New
Year,
amid one of the worst storms in years. In
spite of the fact there was a good attendanceRabbi Richardson of Bangor is
officiating at
the ceremonies. The observance will last 10

days, closing with 24 hours fast prior
Day of Atonem *nt, Oct. 10th.

2 00

v.

: to

j

i

Not expensive, finest texture and fitting qualities,
Six pairs Guaranteed to
last Six Months without
holes, is their little story
and they mean every word
of it.
To be had only at

aprons,
will be

25c-> 50c- 75c.
and $1.00

Leighton, F. V. Thompson.
The blowing of the Rani's horn,

6 prs. Men's Hose,
$1.50-$3.00
6 prs. Women’s Hose, 2.00— 3.00

the

in

'r

as

proot experience.

an

1 Prices ^ame
Always
I_I

CITIES HAVE RECEIVED
OVER FIFTEEN MILLION

Advertised Letters. The f..’lowing letters
remained uncalled for in the Belfast office for
the week ending Oct 7th, Ladies -Miss
Carrie
A. Colton, Miss Dora Howard, Mrs. H.
L
Perry, Mrs. Minnie Simpson, Mrs. Esther
Simpson. Gentlemen—J. M. Cavanaugh, L C.

holeproof

a

THE PLAY DEAR TO OVER 20 MILLIONS

_THEATRE

The town of Belmont has just cnmnleted
2135 feet of State road leading from Belmont
Corner in Searsmont.
r he work was done
under the supervision of Charles R.
Andrews,
chairman of the board of selectmen, a-d 'he
cost was $599 97

ing

younger.

of this city, have installed

Ce

COLONIAL

hear her.

m.

Nash of Camden won first
baby show at Lincolnville Fair

re.

WANTED

CITY DRUG STORE.

V

ADDRESS WANTED
‘Will the gentleman who talked with me
about my cottage please communicate with me
as 1 have lost his address.
A. F. SWEETSER.
Iw41
Hampden Highlands, Maine.

Annals of

Belfast tor Half

Kent, Whig, 299; for Curtis, Abolitionist, 3. Fairfield was the successful candidate. Nehemiah Abbott, Esq., was
elected Representative;
Ephraim K. Worthy the Attention

a

Century.

Smart of Camden and Joshua F. Elliot
of Knox were elected Senators.
The memorable event of this year was
the movement here and throughout the
country in behalf 'of temperance; a
movement which originated in Baltimore
the preceding year, known as the Washingtonian; the history of it is familiar to
all. It was, briefly, a movement initiated by inebriates; the only weapon with
which it contended, and the banner over
it was—Lcve. Love for the
intemperate, hate for that which made him so
rather than for those who placed
temptation in his path. The results of the
efforts made were almost miraculous.
Tens of thousands were snatched, or

BY AN OLD SETTLER

(Hon. Wm. G. Crosby.)
CHAPTER XXXV.

(1841.)

With this year came about another
revolution of the political wheel; the
Whig spoke, wffiich had been "down” for
the two years preceeding, came “up
again.” Edward Kent was once more

of

People

\\ ho
I

Wish to Preserve the Hair.
Never

use a

places, they

comb found in public
usually covered with dandruff

brush

are

Shampoo the hair
soap

and water,

every two

or

a

Kitchen

j

or

germs.

WOMAN i
i
I GREAT SUFFERER

Bhampoo.

Use Parisian Sage every day, rubbing thoroughly into the scalp. This delightful and invigorating hair tonic, which A. A. Howes & Co.
sell in large 60 cent bottles, is guaranteed to
quickly abolish dandruff—to stop hair from
falling and scalp from itching or money re-

Touring
France

on

foot along the coast of

between

Rochelle,

St.

sketching

N a zaire and

La

way. I
came to a
picturesque spot where
stood a cottage. A boy often came and
funded.
Governor; as a natural consequence,such
To put life and beauty into dull, dry or faded
looked on while 1 worked.
I was
hair and make it soft an* fluffy, surely use
had become the law of party, the official
to cease my landscape drawParisian Sage—it is one of the quickest acting tempted
guillotine was again put in operation.
ing and sketch the boy instead, for I
] hair tonics known.
James Y. McClintoek was removed from
never saw a finer model of a child of
that age.
1 chatted with him and
the office of Sheriff and Joseph Muzzy,
1
learned that he lived in the cottage
of
Searsmont was appointed in his
with his mother, a widow; that his faplace; William H, Burrill from the office
Washington, D. C., Oct. 6, 1913. ther had been a wealthy man. and unof Clerk of the Courts and Solyman
rather snatched themselves, as brands
til his father's death a few years beone of
Heath appointed; Charles Palmer from
from the burning. Love proved mightier Notwithstanding that he has been
fore die family bad lived in a chateau.
since
the
busiest men in Washington
the office of Register of Probate and
than legislation, as God’s law is mightier
Curious to know something more of
Congress convened, Senator Robert M. ! the story, 1 asked the
Bohan P. Field, Jr., appointed; Charles
than man’s.
boy if lie would
his ;
from
La
time
Follette
has
taken
R. Porter from the office of County AtAn association was formed here
present to his mother the cooipliuients
early other work
to prepare for the October ; of an American artist who was on a
in the month of May
torney and Joseph Williamson appointstyled the Inde- number of
National Highways, the mag- sketching tour and beg shelter for the
ed.
Hon. Ralph C. Johnson was elected
pendent Temperance Society of Belfast.
a Member of the Executive Council from
It was composed of those who “had azine published by the National Rivers uight under her roof. He ran away
and Harbors Congress, a most interest- with my message and soon returned to
this District, but declined to accept the
been in the habit of
using intoxicating
ing and highly instructive article on say that his mother would be happy
office and Hon. Thomas Marshall was
as a beverage.” Prominent
liquor
! at least to receive a
uni_•
it.,_a.:_
c
r>
visit from moil
among
(lay was celebrated under the auspices of its
elected in his place.
members were many who had been
I folded my stool, easel and'
sieur.
the Belfast Independent Temperance Sothe
Interstate
which
authorized
Congress
The 12th volume of The Republican
other equipment and. slinging the
equally prominent in the large company
ciety. A long procession marched through
Commerce Commission to make at the package on
of recognized
Journal closed with its issue of January
my shoulder, accompanied
inebriates; still more of
the principal streets to the Unitarian
earliest possible time.
the child to his home.
muse wnu i»au Deen
28th. The next volume began under the
Known as moderate
Church, where an Address was delivered
“The magnitude of the work required
I found Mine Ciairmont. his mother,
proprietorship of Rowe ami Griffin (Ben- by Andrew T. Palmer, Esq. At the close drinkers. No one was admitted as a
of the Commission”, says the distin- as aristocratic locking as her son
I
jamin). Mr. Griffin, under whose edi- of the services at the Church there was member who belonged to any temperance
Senator from Wisconsin, "be- told her that my curiosity had been
guished
torial charge it had been in part for the
whose
society
platform contained the
a dinner at Phoenix Hall.
“The 13 regugins to appear when it is realized that excited by her boy as to her family
four months next preceeding,became sole lar
toasts" were drank in the btst of plank of legal force. Meetings were
and if it would be no intrusion
there are 250,000 miles of railroad, with story,
editor.
His connection with the paper “Adams’
Ale;’’ the last one in order is held regularly in this and neighoring all of the cuts and fills and grades anil upou her feelings 1 would like to knowcontinued until he left for California in
more of it.
She made me welcome
worthy of preservation; "The Ladies! towns, and similar associations were culverts and
bridges to be surveyed anil and gave me the facts.
1840 in the baique Suliote from this how
formed throughout the county. Why did
can we be temperate in our love for
is
the
Then
there
nlilPfi
Ho WQi at nno timo li’Kilo
rolling
appraised.
them!—and who would sign the pledge not the movement continue until this
stock, the 50,000 passenger cars, the 00,- much older than herself who was both
nected with The Journal, a Member of
if it. applied to them the rule, touch not, day, and why, like many other move000 locomotives in all the varying stages rich, high horn and In every way
the Board of Education o: this State.
taste not, handle not!” In the evening ments inaugurated to promote the cause
One child, my little friend
After his return form California he was there was a ball at Phoenix Hotel. The of temperance, did the interest in it die of depreciation, and upwards of 2,250,- prominent
Gaston, had been born to them at a
000
from
the
little
cars,
freight
grading
for awhile editor of the Providence Daily
j
time when it was supposed that she
day was a happy one to those who par- 1 out, are interesting questions; to furnish wooden
cars, placed in service in the
Post; afterwards of the Syracuse Demowas too old to bear a child.
Her lnisticipated in its festivities, and to the com- an answer to them does not come within
to the great steel cars
early
crat.
He died at Fayetteville, N. Y.,
’seventies,
the scope of these annals. God’s law'
ha ad's brother, who had been looking
munity in general.
of
the
time.
March 14, 1ST4.
present
He was a man of high
forward to inheriting the estate, had
wrought better results through the inA course of Lectures on Phrenology,
“Three things belong to the public at shown from the birth of Gaston that
order of intellect; his editorials were alillustrated by “suitable apparatus and strumentality of the Washingtonian rethe hands of every transportation com- he was bitterly disappointed at being
ways characterized by vigorous thought,
public examinations,’’ was delivered at form movement than man’s law has ever
But he gave no sign of
simplicity of style, and a fairness which the Court House this month by Mr. Yin- wrought since. God’s law has never pany that holds a franchise, and the gov- supplanted
ernment owes it iu the public to secure j any intention to dispute the succesdid honor to him as a man and a politiing. A seceding Shaker Carter by been repealed; and the human heart, for those three
sion till after the death of her huscian.
things—reasonable rates, |
name —lectured on Shakerism; giving a the government of which it was enacted,
band a year a go tie.
rates and adequate services.
impartial
On the third day of March Rev. Darius
is
the same now, subject to the same inM. Clairmont had scarcely been indescription of the ceremonies, songs,
On the other hand it owes it to the rail- 1
Forbes was installed Pastor of the Uni- modes of
terred when lits brother. Martin Clairworship, &c., of the disciples fluences, that it ever was.
road
company to see to it that it has a fair
versaiist Society.
mont, claimed the property on the
A Temperance Convention,
of Mother Ann Lee; one of the last sublargely at- return on the fair value of its
The inauguration of President Harriproperty
that Gaston was not Ills son
jects which might have been expected to tended, was held here on the 18th of De- no more and no less. Now for the first ground
! nor the son of his wife, but the child
son. March 4th, was observed by a Ball
be seen on the dissecting table of the cember. An Association styled the Waltime, the Government is putting iiself of one Annette Voudray, a laundress,
at Pr.uenix Hall—the old battle-ground
lecture-room.
Three Lectures on the do County Washingtonian Total Abstinwho hail been brought into the chain position to require the railroad to
of the Tippecanoe Club —and a supper at
condition and prospects of Poland were ence Society was organized and a Constiits obligations in full measure. 1 teau to be palmed off as the child of
discharge
the American House.
C.
Johntution
Ralph
delivered in August by Major Tochman,
adopted. Among the Resolutions
Mine. Clairmont
The claimant obThe railroads, through more than half a :
son. Paul R. Hazeltine, James W. Web- a Polish exile.
Poor Poland! The pat- passed at the meeting was the following:
tained from this woman what purporthave
more
had
than
their
own.
century,
ster, Albert Bingham, Henry Colburn, riotic and
ed to bo a confession to that effect.
sympathetic resolutions passed "Resolved, that the laws granting li- The
people now, so far as transporta- There was a trial that was dragged
William II. Connor and Jacob Johnson by the
good people of the village at the censes to a certain portion of the com- tion rates and services are
concerned, through the courts for two years; then
were the managers.
Dancing commenc- close of the Lectures, although gratify- munity to sell intoxicating drinks are
are coming into their own.
the highest court continued the decied at 6 p. m.— Supper at 11; the good, ing doubtless to the Lecturer, rendered not founded upon moral and
Republican
sions of the lower ones, deciding in
old-fashioned hours were observed.it will but little substantial aid or comfort to principles; because, if the business be
The forthcoming convention of the
j favor of Martin Clairmont, giving him
be noticed.
Four of the seven managers her oppressed people.
inconsistent with the public good, no law
his deceased brother's estate and (las
National Rivers and Harbors Congress,
ai e Miu liv
ton to Annette Voudray.
During the month of August extreme can make it rignt; and if it tends to pro- which will he held in
De- j
Washington,
With the inauguration of President drought prevailed in this vicinity. The mote the public good the monopoly thus
Maie. Clairmont had possessed a litcember 3, 4, & 5, gives abundant promHarrison the sceptre departed from the fields became so parched and dry that established by law, as well as the excise
tle money of her own. with which she
ise of exceeding in interest any previous
Democratic Judah of the Nation, as it many were compelled to feed out hay to required, is entirely at variance with
bought off the woman so far as Gaston
convention of this great organization,
was concerned, and he remained with
had already from that of the State. Col.
their cattle. There w as so great lack of true Republicanism; and, therefore, all
whose slogan, ‘‘Not a Project, but a
his mother
They had come to live at
George Thatcher of Monroe was appoint- water on some of the islands in the Bay such laws ought to be repealed.” Such
Policy,” has brought untold benefits to the cottage. Mine. Clairmont having a
ed Collector of Customs for this Port in that the cattle on them wtre brought ott was the solemn protest, the earnest
ap- the nation in the
way of improved rivers small allowance from her relatives.
place of Nathaniel M. Lowney, removed, to the main. On the 11th of September peal of the inebriates of 1841 —the poor, and harbors.
Such was the story I got from the
United States SenatoNorman E Roberts, Deputy Collector,in came rain; the first that had fallen, with tempted slaves of appetite
struggling Joseph E. Ramsdell, of Louisiana, the lady’s lips, and 1 could not doubt her
|
j
place of David W. Lothrop, and Webster the exception of two slight showers, for freedom. What answer do w'e, the
me—
President of the Congress, which is sec- statement. One thing surprised
nun
of this generation, make to them
Kelly, Deputy Collector and Inspector ai since the 20th of July.
that a court should Lie made to believe
ond in importance only to the Congress
Frankfort in place of Isaac Allard. In
Gaston was .the son of a launPhoenix Hall was converted into a and those following in their
footsteps? of the United States, is authority for the that
dress. True, he did not especially rethe foregoing official changes Belfast “Dramatic Saloon” for a portion of the
Him
uiiiMfiii,
v^urne
statement that the program of the Co'i- j semble his
mother, but I have observwas kindly
remembered; two of the month of September and occupied by a up to our city rum-shop, sanctioned by I
vention will embrace the appearance of ed that sous and daughters hear the
three appointees being residents here.
the
company of strobing play-actors,
public opinion and the law of the lam',
many noted men who have made water- closest resemblance to their parents at
It seemed good to the Whigs that there most prominent of whom was a JIr. and drink your fill of
liquid damnation; ways problems a life-long study. He a corresponding age One can hardly
should be a change in the Post Office Forbes. They were supplemented by a and to entourage
of
a
you in so doing we
hopes to have President Wilson open the expect a child to resemble parent
also. A meeting was notified and held “home production” composed of several promise as a
municipality that when all Congress, as was the custom oc Presi- sixty.
at the Court House for the
Mme. Clairmont kindly offered me a
purpose of of the young men of our village under manhood shall be burned out of you,
dents Roosevelt and Taft, both having
room for the night, which I gladly acnominating.-! suitable person tone recom- the title of the Thespian Society, who when your eyes have become bleared,
taken a very deep personal interest in the
Her personal effects, furnimended for the office of Postmaster in occupied the same Hall ; ml gave several your hands palsied, your wives and chilcepted.
affairs of the largest and most represen- ture.
heirlooms,
pictures, etc., had
of
the
dren
are naked and
p.ace
incumbent, Hiram O. Aider, historic exhibitions; among them the
starving, we will tative of the waterways associations of been removed from the chateau to the
Esq. The whole number of votes thrown tragedies of “Douglas” and “Revenge.” clothe and feed you and them, free of
The cabinet will also be cottage. The room 1 accepted showed
the country.
at the meeting was seventy-five ;
In the month of September and Octo- charge, at the city Poor-farm!”
fiftyevidence of this. Over the mantel was
on the program, together
represented
nine were for Henry Colburn, and he was ber Dr Coilyer lectured here on Animal
A Ladies Temperance Fair was held at
It was
that interested me.
with representatives of foreign govern- a picture
accordingly recommended and appointed, Magnetism, or Mesmerism, with practi- Phoenix Hall on the evenings of the sixroses arranged in an oval shape to
ments, as well as heads of great transbut did net take possession of the office cal illustrations of the
The
make n border for a portrait
theory then new, teenth and seventeenth. The Hall was
until utily 1st. He "ield the office until and in its infancy, but since that time beautifully decorated and the merchan- portation interests.
portrait was that of an old woman.
the change in ti e > ational Administra- wonderfully developed. To a large ma- dise offered for sale was
Stopping in strange places as I did. I
of a very atBut very few persons realize the mag- carried with me the most powerful
tion in ls45. During his term the office jority of his audiences he was a "setter tractive character. The
amount realized
In ornitude of the Government meat inspec- electric hand lamp I could buy
was kept e the built ing since known as forth of strange gods.”
“What will from the sales made was about three
der to see tlie portrait more distinctly
the Telegraph Bui irg, in that part of this babbler say?”asked the “Epicureans hundred and fifty dollars. A few sta- tion service or the close scrutiny that is
given all meat slaughtered. In the past I brought my lamp to hear on it. The
it nearest the American House. A brief and the Stoics” of our village.
They tistics connected with this Fair may not
strong light revealed that the old wo
seven years 377,000,000 animals were inof
Mr.
not
the
nor
the
who
have
Colburn
has
were
be
been given
biogran ly
last,
first,
man's picture had been painted over
uninteresting to the fair—if any such
at slaughter houses and 1,100,spected
heretofore.
seen
works wrought approximating to
waste time in reading these annals. The
another picture. The one lirst painted
000 carcasses and 4,700,000 parts were
President Harrison died on the fourth the miraculous and still doubted or hesi- tables at the Hall were in charge of
was too indistinct for me to see anycondemned.
Eicht billion Hounds of more of it than to
warrant my assumday of April. The announcement of the tated to credit the evidence of their own thirty-four ladies, twelve of whom were
prepared meat were inspected and certi- ing that it was the head and shou!
event was received i ere with
senses.
It
is
too late now for observing
married,
This
becoming
twenty-two unmarried.
fied for export.
ders of a hoy.
demonstrations of soirow. The bells and reflecting minds to deny the exist- was thirty-three years ago; ten of the
To do this work a force of 2,400 veterThe next (lay 1 called Mme. Clair
were tolled, the newspapers. The Jourence of the power, or faculty—by whattwelve married ladies and fifteen of the
inary
inspectors has been kept continu- mont’s attention to ffiy discovery and
nal and the Signal, were dressed in ever name it may be called- which the twenty-two unmarried are now
living; a
was also
ously at work at 792 slaughtering and was surprised to find that it
wonderful tenacity of life.
mourmng, and on the Sunday following Lecturer advocated ai d illustrated.
Of the
a discovery for her
Being an artist. 1
cities
and
in
227
establishments
packing
a funeral sermon was
In November, for the first time, a Dapreached by Rev.
was familiar with processes for removtwenty-two then unmarried, eighteen
towns. These men, through long expeMr. Forbes at the Universalist Church. guerreotype Artist, Charles W. Perkins, have since married; four
ing paint and offered to attempt to
only have es- rience, can
instantly detect tuberculosis take off enough of the first portrait to
The Day of National Fasting and Prayer, made his appearance in our village. His caped.
A strong encouragement, or
or other disease in a carcass and can, by
reTeal the second, suggesting that
appointed by President Tyler, May 14th, rooms w’ere in the second story of the warning, to all young unmarried ladies
touch and smell, detect abnormality in there was a remote possibility of some
was observed
by appropriate religious building on High street on the site now interesting themselves in Temperance
family evidence behind it that would
any organ.
services at the Unitarian Church, in occupied by Clark and Fernald, Marble Reformation.
bear on her fortunes.
She assented,
which the people united without distinc- workers.
the German govern- and I at once began my work.
Several
years
ago
tion cf political party or religious deFAMILY REUNION IN PITTSFIELD.
A new “Coach Line” from this place
But I was obliged to work in a dark
ment bought a site for an embassy buildnomination. The house was draped with to
room and with my electric light, for
Augusta, on the r^ew bounty itoaci,
in Washington, the land alone costOct.
Pittsfield,
l.-Thehome
ing
Me.,
the emblems of mourning and a discourse as it was then called,
the boy portrait was only visible unpassing through of Mrs. F. H. Bean was the
scene Tuesing over $100,000. Not content with the uer iuy electric lump.
peculiarly appropriate to the occasion Belmont, Searsmont, Liberty and Windday evening of a very happy event, the present ambassadorial residence, plans j By very careful work I succeeded in
was preached by Rev. Mr. McKeen of sor,
was
established this month by
occasion being a family reunion in honor have been adopted in Berlin for a $500,- removing enough of one
layer without
the North Church.
The coach left
Thomas W. Lothrop.
of her brother Llewellyn Parks, one of 000 structure to be erected in the Amer- the others to show the boy’s head and
the
valuation
to
taken
for
According
this place three days in the week at 8
the town’s oldest and prominent business ican
capital in the very near future. was surprised to reveal a portrait of
the purpose of assessing the State Tax a. m. and returned on the days next folmen, who celebrated the 65th anniverof Argentina appropri- | little Gaston. But his mother said no:
of his birth. The affair was planned The government
for this year the number of Polls in
sary
lowing.
of Gaston’s father at
ated $300,000 to establish a fitting home It was the head
his
M.
brother,
Parks
of
by
George
and
town was 302,
the value of estates
Christmas was celebrated at the Uni- |
R. I., and arrangements for it minister accredited to the United Gaston’s present age.
Providence,
There were owned in the versalist Church by appropriate religwas $058,523.
That picture brought about a return
were carried out by Mrs. Bean.
It was
States, and one of the finest residences of the C'lairmont estate to Its rightful
county 3,851 horses, 5,138 oxen, 9,606 ious services in the evening. The house ! given as a surprise to Mr. Parks, who
in Washington has been purchased.
owners.
As to the picture, there was
cows, 47,518 sheep and 4,930 swine. The w'as very tastefully decorated and a Dis- j w ith Mrs. Parks was called to the home
All of which is in marked contrast to , but one
of Mrs. Bean about 6 o’clock, when he
The original
explanation.
tons of shipping owned by parties re- course delivered by the Pastor, Rev. Mr. I
w as received by his brother George of
marks
the
that
the nigggardliness
pro- must have been painted in colors reForbes.
siding here was 16,441.
Providence, his brother, W. Scott Parks, visions lor securing quaiters for Ameri- quiring certain artificial light to bring
The steamer Bangor made her first apAmong the vessels built and launched of Boston, his brother O. F. Parks and can Ambassadors in foreign capitals.
them out
I alter some one not knowwife of this tow n, his sister Mrs. J. F.
pearance here this year on the third of : this year were the brig Tonquin from
ing that there was a portrait within
Marden and
Mr.
Marden of SearsApril and her last on the third of Decem- the yard of Master Carter, the brig Ohio mcnt, and his sister-in-law, Mrs. Julia
the flower border had used the canvas
The Family Cough Medicine
She ran regularly through the sea- from the yard of Master Burgin, the J.
ber.
Parks of Waterville.
for a second portrait
An elbaIn every home there should be a bottle of
son.
ship Octavius from the yard of Master orate course dinner was served from Dr.
for immeNew
Discovery,
ready
King's
6 to 8 o'clock.
Mr.
Parks
was pre“A splendid and combined Attraction Rolerson, and the ship Dumbarton from
sented with a diamond pin, which was diate, use when any member,of the family conof Equestrian and Gymnastic Perform- the yard of Master Palmer, each of
the gift of his brother George, who, tracts a cold or a cough. Prompt use will stop
Ovanwith Scott, left for their homes in the the spresd of Bickuess. S. A. Stid of Mason,
ances, with a beautiful collection of Liv- about 600 tons burthen; the barque
evenirg Fullmer, being in town only for Mich., writes: “My whole family depends upon
ing wild Animals, comprising the Stu- do from the yard of Master Perkins, the the occasion.
For Infanta and Children.
Dr. King’s New Discovery as the best cough
at Russ’ Point, and the brig
Lisbon
brig
and
Giraffe,
Elephant,
pendous
every
medicine in the world. Two 50c botand
cold
Arixene
James
Y.McClintock.
built
by
variety of Beasts, Birds and Reptiles”
tles cured me of pneumonia.’’ Thousands of
At the annual spring meeting Nathan—so read the hand-bills—was exhibited
ether families have been equally benefited and
Bears the
Blackstone
iel
F.
M.
of
Benjamin
June. The manager
Lowney,
here on the 30th
depend entirely upon Dr. King’s New Discovchosen
Selectand
Samuel
were
Signature of
Haynes
throat
and
colds,
to
their
“pledged” himself that the exhibition
cure
lung
coughs,
ery
1 will guarantee you to stop that Itch in two
should be “of a strictly moral charac- men, David W. Lothrop, Clerk, and
troubles. Every dose helps. Price 50c and
No
I
that
have
ever
sold
for
The
remedy
Treasurer.
only
ter.” When the account was made up Timothy Chase,
11.00. All druggists.
Eczema. Psoriasis, and all other diseases
the balance in favor of the morals of our contest was on the election of Clerk, in
H. E. Bucklen & Co., Philadelphia or
of the skin has given more thorough
Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy, pimply
satisfaction than the
which 538 votes were thrown. At the
St Louis.
complexion, headaches, nausea, indigestion.
village was not alarmingly large.
D.
Thin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly.
The public celebrations of Fourth of annual fall meeting the whole number of
For a mild, easy action of the bowels, try
For
2
25c
this
ticket
laxative.
at
pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
were
“Temvotes
thrown
on
the
all
guarantee
tne
remedy.
Doan's
gubernatorial
county
July throughout
Regulets, a.modern
Blood Bitters. $1.00 at all stores.
1tores.
Vi m. O. Poor & Son,
for
was
for

h.v

Girl

Tells How She Was Restored
To Health by Lydia E.
Pink ham’* Vegetable Compound.

weeks with pure

good ready prepared

the

Wanted

i
Grayville, 111.—“I was a great suf- I
ferer of female complaints for a year I
Ft-^r^iii^i^^iiLiiii^iiiiand I got nothing i
helped me un- j
I began taking j
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Com- |
til

|!

Washington Whisperings.

1
!p
Ip pound.

I was

irreg- j

Ip ularand had

cramps
j| so bad that I had to ;
Now I
P; go to bed.

j

p have better health
than I have had for
years and I cannot
t—-

ex tv

■

luu

nij'iny

ul

1

j

jour medicine.”—Mrs. Jessie
413 Main St., Grayville, 111.

j

Case of 3Irs. Tally.
Chicago, 111.—“I take pleasure in
writing to thank you for what Lj-dia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has
done for me. I suffered with such aw- j
ful periodic pains, and hail a displace- j
ment, and received no benefit, from the
1 was advised to take Lydia ;
doctors.
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and |
am now as well as ever. ''—Mrs. Wil-

Tully,
Chicago, 111.

LIAM

2052

For Sale

;

Schaar,

Gasolene

AT-

TO

If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia 12; Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound will help you,write
to Lydia 12 Pinkham.'MedieineCo,
(confidential) Lynn, 3Iass„ for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and liehl in strict confidence.

ueauilfnt,

druggists.

■

w.u.i

I

:i
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i

j
j
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j

Probate Court, within and for
Waldo, in vacation, A. i1. 1918.
certain instrument, purporting
then!Halted copy of the las* u
ment of ( haries >. Young,
late
Mass, deee'ast'<L having iit-m

\

probate.
Ordered. That notice he _.\. n
i interested hy causing a < op\ ot :1
published throe w<»ks 'i.cct-ss,^
j! publican Join it a >. jut Imbed :u
t.r.,
appeal at a Pi-.h tie v
! may
t av
a

J

mi for said l
m
t, witlun
ot October hex;. at i«
before noon, ami show oa
.n
why the same should mu ho p
and allowed.
8w89
JAMES LIP.
A true copy.
Alt nil il W. Lt n \i

Tuesday

WEBBER.

DR, E. H. BOYINGTON
SPECIALIST
experience

Inti's Nil l it h

in li e t cunty of \\ a,ili». deceabonds as the law directs.
\
j
demands against the estate ..t
are desired to present the same [.,
and all indebted tieieto aie reipn
payment in lned ab ly.
SILAS I-..
Palermo. Me,. August 12, 1918

31.00.

5 p. m., after my enforced vacation on account
of a surgical operation.
I have materially
renovated arid improved my office,
installing
one of the latest models of the Weber fountain cuspidors.
34tf

years

c

r.

4 mi 1 Nisi K

NOTICE

EYE

modern

to

A t*r hereby gives
that 1
appointed aummistrator ot ti:«-.
EMMA 8. BAILEY, late ot I

free book1

T WISH 10 ANNOUNCE to my patients and
1
to the public that I will be found at
my office, Room 5, Masonic Temple, from S a. in. to

S.

LET
with

MRS. J. M. FLl*.

—

DR. E.

room

Atit f

1

Twenty-five

furnished

Apply

arecuraMe. All kinds
mean
suffering and
danger. The CAUSE
is always internal.
Dr. Leor. hard t's

Wd> »

J

lm38

Ogden Avenue,

DIv. LEONHARDT CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
Sold by Wm. 0. Poor & Son and all

|
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Engines

and Cider Miij<
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|
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!

and skill

P;"l•'t'* » *•■ it. witlun and
W aide, ,n
aval ion. A. 1 >
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flam iiistruno-iit. purp
will and testament of
I Bo,last. ui said County
having boon presented tor pi
*»t doled. 11tilt m lice
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forested h> causing
i\i -h
p ih isht'd il.it
publican .fourna p
<
may appeal nl ,i lb
t
*.•
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44 South Main St., WINTERPORT. MaINE
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A largo building in des:rable location, suitable for light manufacturing, and a residence.

Address.
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FREE!
As

FREE!!

Means of Attracting Attention to
Our House and the Line of Pianos We
Handle We Will Give Away the following:
a

BEAUTIFUL

PRIZES

ABSOLUTELY

FREE

Plated Silver

Chafing
Beautiful Lamp

Diamond Ring
(14 Carat Se*tmg)

Boston Leather Rocker
Rogers Silver

Gold Plated Clock

Chest

Boy

(26 Pieces)
1

j

Lady’s Fancy Gold Watch

s

Bicycle

22-Calibre Rifle

(Jewel Movement)

0

Men’s Fancy Gold Watch

er

a ts

Collection 3S Piano P’.ei

(Guaranteed Case)

Fancy Carving Set

tFuii sheet sue)

Cnina Chocolate Set
Also

Special propositions

on

the

purchase'of

Piai

will be awarded.

j

|

j

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Hate

Stop Thai Itch!.

0. D.

perance Celebration!." In this place the

734;

Fairfield, Dem., 432;

Always Bought

ST?

DIRECTIONS: Trace the outline | and everyone answering it ir
best :■
of the heads on this or a separate ■. will get something. The
neatest
sheet of pa|er ami nuir.her them I will be awarded to the
it
Mail or bring answer | swers, and winners will bt not
1, 2, 3, etc.
by mail.
to our store.
Only one member of each fan
It costs you nothing to try. You
is eligible to this contest.
may win one of the larger prizes.
AM answers must be sent m on
Remember, you rnUBt find at least

7 of
■

Preserf ptfoa for Eom
Druggists.

Can You find Seven Dogs Heads in this Pit tun

|

the 10 heads in this

picture

before October 20th.

------———

LORD & CO.,
^^^asom^uHding^^^^ortland^am^^

j

OVER

SEAS.

which have the finish of a
pleasant picSome new life boats were
being
hoisted for the equipment of the
lovely
bird-like ship; and, Yankee
like. 1
pitched in, bearing a hand, to the mirth
of the sailors, and the warm
English
"Thank you” of an Italian boatswain.
At 5 o’clock she slowly steamed
through
a letter S channel, the
duplicate of that
of the Grand Canal, and we were
not
fairly past all moles and breakwaters
and out to sea till the disc of the sun
was
dipping in wavelets of crimson and gold.
ture.

Our} route
\ ipi es, Aug. 28, 1913.
Milan to Venice was through Verel’adua, both ofjhistoric fame and
iK-spcrian dramatic

Verona

note.

i town at the foot of the Alps
[lie river Adige.
It was the

Theodore, the Grand, King
rogoths in 526. It was taken
1'inbards in 568. It belonged to
f

1465, and

Austria in 1814.

to

s

■

rank in architectual fame,
vcral palatial residences. The

nve

country is fertile, and vinerov.’d the landscape from river to
The

■is.

people

largely

are

of

descent.
the Patavium of the ancient
is situated a few miles west of

1

standard

European service,

rolls

butter and coffee with sugar
and scalded milk. I
might better state,
scalded milk flavored with coffee, if
you
without

please; for to
able, and our

me

it is much more agree-

the river Bacchiglione, now
old coffee fiends ought to
population of nearly 50,000. Its know it doesn’t so
much tan one inside
university Vos founded in and out. Lunch
and dinner at the hours
in
1238
enlarged
by Emperor of one and seven
p. m. are quite other
Between the places delle
11.
affairs, ah. la^- but one does better to
Dei Frutti is situated the
take and sample what
they bring in six

mi

the Piazza Dell Unita D’

In

statue of Victor Emanuele.

[

running

rt
■

university
pointed out

from the

St. Laurent is

■it

than to operate on the a !a cart.most of it will t.m.

courses

basis.

The
and

some

palatable,

odd as it may ap-

pear.
The second

nightfall on this Adriatic
the land-fall of Italy
brought
::>■ is dignified by a tomb of that
again, the port being Brindisi, the
iracle-working saint. Before ancient
Brundusium, where they landed
eh is an equestrian statue of
Saint Paul on his journey from Judea
■ita.chief of the arms of Venice,
to Rome for
imprisonment and death.
This is the
: 143, by Donatello.
Our ship's prow was thence turned easte great art bronzes of Modern
ward, and the next morning light showed
i.lua is but one of the seats of
the mountainous
seemingly uninhabited
! 1 'aming in north Italy, that
coast of Albania.
The Cathedral of

of Dante.

voyage

j

I

mediaeval

;

and

later

The arid lime

times

and

sandstone cliffs of gray and purple, i; to: this Kingdom in
the world’s
mellow light of dawn, showe i here and
there but scanty growths of scrub oak
s a city without its like in the
and wild olive trees.
Irs nearest like is the Dutch
Towards the middle of the day we
the North, but that fails in the
into the strait thu separates thpassed
f a city literally nestled in the
large island of Corfu from the main land

By

the seas.
over

\

three miles

grade

le

ma

some

incomparable

comes

one

of

aquatic
r tching over and beyond long
-land wings, into the iaughof

the

Adriatic

railway station, 1
rods, (for walking as

few

a

From

sea.

the

near
it.

town

and

1

For Sale

By

DWIGHT P.

private

kind

nisignia

of

vie with

officia

another in the

one

!

doornosts.

■

Here

there

launch

unnir.g naphtha

reminds

time oarsman that he is
f the navigable art.

1

the

a

in the

t in a panorama of Venetian art,
enlaces of Ca Grande, Caboldi,

Foscavi, Balbi, Contarini,
epoio, Grimani, Pesaro, Ca d'
Fondacodei Turchi, etc. Venice
for schools of art, for iace-mak-s-blowtrg and architecture. Of
rle structures, the beautiful St.
■

;rch with

Byzantine

mosaics, and

the

the square, are

architectSt.

most

y little

long

‘J

be sooiled

by

packages of
in

the visitors

cracked corn

Marks Square

St

on

to feed them, nevertheless make
their traditional wont, and come
—

swoop, and, feeling
gnaws of
hover on the towers and among
utiful statues of the church. The
no

Palace hard by, with its great
and

priceless paintings, its librathe “Bridge of Sighs,” claims

second rank.
over

went

over

that

which the

lark ages
Genoa as

1

I

never

political prisoners
passed, when Venice
Maritime

a

State

—

light
gloomy dungeons
were strangled out of

again

to

of

the

see

went into the

'heir lives
1

S
i

Columbus some mighty im:,jr the finding of a new world.
urbarit- reminders of man’s inty to man prompt me to rise up
that the best that is in us in

l,:,‘

should

"'a
'" a

ever

be

on

the alert for

world for all mankind.
in st
things about cast and class.
newer

v'ce,

brings innocence to
should be put under re'j.
ung hands.
The great mass of
raiiKind must have a fair deal.
^r,m beautiful Venice, in the
purpling
we sailed on the Italian
ship
that

‘•tchedness,

ilano”,

on

her second voyage to the

Athens, Greece. See Venice
('r“’ua and
outer harbor. It is
charm of

/

'r“

a

I'

*

From the landing at St. Marks
''’Ia

^or

were

half day
F. F. Phillips.

from Athens.

hut

we

a

AUTUMN

DAYS.

have southward flown. The yellow
leaves
Are falling ir. the woodland ways.
The spirit of the autumn grieves
For the brief tenderness of summer days.
The birds

The chilling shadows flit from hill to hill,
Tinting the earth with colors newl and
strange,
Forerunners of the killing frost; the still
Precursors of approaching change.
But we who lived the summer through,
Held close to nature’s mighty heart,
Till we were kin to all that grew,
And held with all that grew a part,
Have learned

lesson from our kin
That holds more wisdom than the lore
Of those old books, whence we would win
From sage and seer their cherished store.
a

perfection everywhere—
In yellow leaf and pine tree tall,
And recognize the tender care
That marks the tiny sparrow’s fall.
We

see

thanked God that the hands i
We know that chill winds must bereave
lock on the dial of ages have
Our hearts and us of summer days.
rward, not backward. How- We hear the autumn spirit grieve
with
and
Genoa
all north
'-nice,
In all our well loved
ways.
l

gave

■

which

conveyed

us

to the

ship

a

at 4 p.

hour we enjoyed the view
’' fhe
inner harbor, the Cathedral and
°f St. Marks on the outer left
the Grand Canal, 77 yards wide;
Unta Della
Salute and the church and
B
°* ®te Maria on the right, from

j*"''

j,*''

wh?*”ary

an

gladsome

feel—the birds of June
flowers wiil come again,
And He who sets the world atune,
Makes no mistake in his vast plan.
But this
And

The

we

summer

joys that fled—the

sweet lost

The song that’s stilled by some
Shall find in His wide horoscope.

hope,

great grief

The glad fulfillment of belief.
The song birds will return. The yellow leaves
Gleam golden in the woodland ways.
Their glory stills the voice that grieves,
And Hope shines forth in autumn days.
R. T. Newell.

Eczema and Itching Cured
in DR
The soothing, healing medication
HOBSON’S ECZEMA OINTMENT penetrates
clears it of all imevery tiny pore of the skin,
s
itching instantly. Dr. Hobson

purities—stops

Eczema Ointment is guaranteed to speedily
and
heal eczema, rashea, ringworm, tetter
Ointment
other unsightly eruptions. Eczema
is a doctor’s prescription, not an experiment.
Ffeiffer Chemior by mail, 50;.
All
cal

druggists
Co., Philadelphia and St. Louis.

“Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil is the best remedy
It has
disease-croup.
fQr that often faUl
for eight
used with success in our fam ly
N.
i.
L. Whiteacre, Buffalo,

Sen

Jjars.”—Mrs.

all
Ail

schools.

An interesting feature of the returns
made by the local
superintendents shows
these children were distributed in
the several grades: 31000 were in ungraded schools; of those in the graded
schools, 16,000 were in the first grade of
the primary school.
This number gradually diminished up to the ninth grade,
how

j

LIQUOR HABITS

approved and scientific method known

t*lp most

to the

\

THREE TO FIVE DAYS
is all the time required for relief from the Drink Habit.

4

j}

THE ADAMS METHOD
of Liquor and Drug treatment secures
by far the largest percent of permanent results
of any known treatment.
Endorsed by the Medical Profession. Ask your
family physician to investigate for
He KNOWS,
jou.
No hypodermics. No secret formula.
No sudden stopping of
drugs or stimulants. No suffering or pain.
Call or address

The Adams

Institute,

which

777

•

1
•

2

4

sprimasseld

—-

l\

PROMPT-

W HY send them elsewhere?

WORTH AND XEt? FAITH WITH YOU ON THIS

j

L

CHAPIN & ADA VIS

no con-

4w38

35 SO. MARKET STREET,

BOSTON,

I

N?ASS.

a

registration

idle rent women weiv
the 4.517 places open :

<•’:

/

ar. u w:d 1
lew «d ;!r sche
d. t.
norm,a:

imMBmn

he year.

Livery, Boarding Sc Transient Stable j
Is situated
Washington street just off 'Iain street. I have
and
b

1'!.

-to

buckbaard.-, etc. Careful drivers if desired.
Telephones—stable 235 2, house 61-13.

age issolicited.

I

W

by American Press Association.
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DAVID LLOTD-GEOKGE
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Hawthorne

>
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They will
in

After

FROM BELFAST.
!
;

am

p m

Leirast. depart.
City Point.
v'-aldo..
Brooks.

7 05
iT 10
t7 20
7 32
7 44
Thorndnce ... 7 50
Un'ty
7 58
\\ mnecook.48 08
Burnham, arrive
8 20
Clinton..
S39
Benton. 8 48
7 00
Bangor.
\\ aterville
y 02
Cortland. 11 50
Boston.
3 20
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Photo by Amt’-ioan Press Association.

p

12 25
12 8.5
4 50
m 9 20

BELFAST
P M

-,oston.—

CaRRFI

certain cell pheuouiei a of tb“
higher animals, such as mult plication,
growth and senility, might now he inAt irs; blocked
vestigated profitably.
by lack of proper method, tliit investinon
has
become
possible
gation
through the discovery of a teilinique
of
connective
which permits strains
tissue to multiply indefinitely in the
test tubes, like micro-organisms.
In the report t ow issued it may he
taken that the mention of senility is
Intended to foreshadow an ultimate
object of this line of profound study.
That would seem to mean that tUb re- |
search is advancing toward the diseov- j
ery of some means of postponing the
approach of old age.
The results of this series of researches have the interest that they
prove conclusively that Pr. Canal has j
taken yet one more step toward the
goal of his inquiry His earlier reports j
established the sufficiently st titling:
fact that the death of the gross organ
ism by no means entailed the simnl- ;
taneons death of the component parts.
In effect Ills earlier conclusion was
that the animal might die. Ini*, the cells
of which the animal was composed
died in a secondary sense only by the
failure to supply the culture medium
which supported their individual life. :
The first conclusion reached was the
proof of life after death the survival
of the cell.
The later Investigation has established a knowledge of the characteristics

A M

—

A M

3 00

10 00

7 00

12 40

P M

Art land..

flint

2 20
<2 25
t2 35
2 47
2 59
3 05
3 i3
3 23
3 35
5 05
5 i;{
8 00
2 18
8 00

*159

....

TO

F M

12 20
-12 25
'12 35
12 47
12 59
1 05
113
-1 23
1 35

Mrs. W. P. Martin and Mrs.
were in Troy
Wednesday.

aterville.

7

Benton

....

\\ mnecook.

Unity.
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Er"oks.

aldo.

V

10 02
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9 02
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Belfast, arrive

10
10
10
110
10
11
*11
11
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17
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40
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05
15
35
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12 01

tFlag

station.
L mited tickets for
from Belfast

Boston are now sold at
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
GEORGE S. HOBBS,
General Manager, Portland, Maine.

EASTERN

JULIAN HAWTHORNE.

age.’’
The Hawthorne poem is

as

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.

uation, and contributes a poem to the
same issue, which he entitles “Cour-

Bangor Line-Fall Schedule.

follows:

PUNISHMENT.

Filing al rig, filing along,
See
where they
come,

eight

Belfast and Boston, $3.25 One Way; $6.00

hundred

Round

strong;

Shuffling feet and jaded faces.
Down
the
aisles
dropping into their
places
Some upstanding, some bowed down,
With grin or snarl or sneer or frown—
Here come the eight hundred of Deadmen's

Town.

day, Friday

and

Filing past filing past,

Dr and Mrs. Vv. L. Cargill of
Liberty
in Pittsfield a few hours
Sunday n't
the home of Mrs. Nellie Perkins.

Leave Boston at 5.00 p.

m.

day, Thursday and Friday.

Leave Rockland at 6.15

of

steamer from Boston)
and Saturday.

day, Friday

Monday, Tues(or

a. m.

on

arrival

Tuesday, Wednes-

FRED W. FOTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine

WANTED

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Manson, who have
-pending the summer at their bungak w. are moving back into their home
on Main street this week.
boon

A

Miss Lillian Hodgdon has closed the
Mimmit House on Mt. Battie for the
season and is staying with her
sister,

n-

T.-iLE

OF

THE

SE \

big

souare

rigged

ship by

a

:•

of her crew who su i ;
w
would furnish lirst-rate n ,i
f ■r a ( lark Russeil novel.
The r• i•.
toien ship is said to be the Xnrweg: e
ark Ravenseourt, well knoyvn on thioast, and the last, seen of her sh'
ad every sail set and was
racing out of
m
harbor of Jamaica.
1 pop. the arriv1 of the Ravenseourt at Jamaica one of
he crew suddenly went in-ane and stalled the chief officer and ship’s carpent r before he was subdued, anil it was
v bile Capt.Duus was
taking the wounded
leti ashore for
medical treatment that
ne
maniac got away with the vessel,
p roving that the sea still holds its quota
0 f romance and
mystery though the
;l .(ventures of those who follow it do not
ome to notice quite as
frequently as they
'' id
in the days gone by.
The Ravensc >urt has since been
recaptured and ar1 vedat Gulfport, Miss.,
September 17th.
er

isane

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

■

C AST O R I A
WEDDING

Woobs-Gilbert.

f

BELLS.

Harry

[

Morgan

Woods of Orono and Miss Annie
Hoadley
Giibert of Los Angles, Calif., w ere mar-

\

ried at noon, Wednesday, Sept. 24th. at
the home of the groom’s
parents, Dr.
and Mrs. Charles D. Woods, in Orono.
The

single ring service was used and the
nuptial knot was tied by Rev. Thomas

Whiteside in the presence of the relatives and a few personal friends.
The
house was beautifully decorated with
flowers for the occasion and after the
ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Woods departed
for thier new home at Willow Brook
farm on Eastern avenuep Brewer.
Both
young people are gradates of the Univerof
sity
Maine, the groom in the class of
1909 and the bride with the class two
years later. They are among the highly
regarded of the younger set of Orono
and carry with them to their new home
the best wishes of a large circle of
friends for success in th> business ol

First \\ lute Settler in Matinicus.

Members of the Hail Familv Associaand others intereste :. should cad at

ou,
t

of

to

fl..I>

i.

...

t••

C
Knight’s tailor shop an.i see the
b ronze tablet which is to be erected at
1 latinicus early it wt season. The tablet
f 18x24 inches, an t bears th.

following

ascription: ‘’Ebenczer Hall. The First
\ hite Settler
MaGidcus 1-’
Jl
ne.
J. died by the Indians June (i. IT".”
unds for this tablet were raised
by the
t [all Family Association, which holds its
a nnual reunion at Fenobsc.it
ViewGrange
h ad, and Mr. Roberts w
uppointe 1 a
ammittee to secure it.
Tn
work was
one in Boston, and cannot fail to
please
^ >e members of the Associati m.
It will
!’ rove extremely interesting t.-the
im>’ 'er visitors at
tne island.
Rockpin.l

life.

Notice of Sale.
DURSUANT to a li-ense from the Honor4
able Judge of Pi bate for the
County -f

..

■

Waldo,

I shall ?<-:i at public auction on the
day of November, A. 1). 191.;, at ter.
o’clock in the forenoon, on the premises, eli the
right, title and interest which S mue!
|!ri,,l
street, late of Palermo, in the County f Waldo
end State of Maine, deceased, had in and to the
follow ing described real estate, viz: A certain
lot or parcel of land situate in
Palermo, in said
County of Waldo, with buildings thereon and
bounded as follows: Cm the west by
merly owned by James Prescott; on the south
fourth

ii.

1

ourier-Gazette.
The Aroostook

Toward the Iasi

by land of Charles E. Wood and W, J Cliffordon the east
by land cf W. J. Clifford and the
Pullen l’ond; on the north and east
by land of
V. Stone; thence westerly on said Stone land

ri

Potato Market.
ol ntst

v -.nt

potatoes

■ached the high-water n. irk, the hiudiload goi ig for $l.t>2. which
was, ho'.v■cr, much more than the average, due

e d
e

About
rods to a 6take and stones, thence N E 23 c competitive bidding on loads.
rods to land of Alpheus Blaisdell; thence west- I V .50 was the highest regular price and
erly on said Blaisdell s south line to the town 1 out that down to considerably lower,
road, thence following the southerly line of * ais week the price ranged from $1.25 to
said road to land
formerly of J. Prescott on : $ .35, but this Wednesday it is about
the first mentioned bound, containing one hun- $' .25, with
prospects of going quite a litdred and fifty acres, more or less.
tl 8 lower, the tone of the market
being
.Also a lot or parcel of land situated in said
ui lite easy.
Potatoes have been coming
Palermo, it being all of the Charles Hathorn jr
fast
all
the
the
pretty
farm conveyed to Alpheus Blaisdell
week,
quality
by Mar- u
garette Hathorn containing seventy-fiveacres, j' tiding up excellent, as heretofore.
** ort Fairfield Review.
more or leas, being the same
premises conveyed to Hollis F. Foy by
Alpheus Blaisdell bydeed dated May 6, 1381 and recorded in Waldo
The Recount in the 3rd District.
Registry of Deeds, Book 196, Page 328.
Said premises being the same
conveyed to
The work of recounting the ballots ot
said Samuel H. Bradslreet by Charles A. MeClure executor of the last will and testament * e last Congressional election, under^‘
ken by request of Candidate William
of Aurelia S. Keene, deceased, by deed dated
May 31, 1900, and recorded in Waldo Registry K Pattangall, is progressing well alof Deeds, Book 255, Page 247.
tl ough it will be at least a week before
Dated the first day of October A. D. 1913.
it is completed. So far, the clerks reFRED E. SPRATT,
J
irt, practically every imperfect ballot
Administrator of the estate of Samuel H.
one party is offset
1
by one in the other
Bradatreet, deceased.
t< ■

66

JELLIS0N & GREER’S.

“The ap| i

The report by Capt. Jensen
the
Tilted Fruit Company of tie sir a T g

West street.—

land'for-

An assistant cook at

APPLE

...

Wert

Saturday.

RETURNING

Nose to the front and eyes downcast.
Each in bis jumper of shabby blue
(V’ith the "U. S. IV’ and the number too),
Twice four nundred clad as one.
Are they maskers, masked for fun
Or souls in hell, all damned and done?

Tills Inis led to a now result—the InFiling by, filing by,
definite proliferation of n strain of
Eacn with his separate agony,
connective tissue cells outside of the
With his hoarded secret, never told.
The strain of connective Of a life’s fire quenched in a world dead
organism.
cold.
tissue
originally obtained from a
robbery, falsehood, lust,
fragment of chicken embryo heart, Murder,
Pellmell into one cauldron thrust
had
been
which
pulsating in the To swim if they can or to sink If they
test tube for 104 days, was still acmust.
tively alive after sixteen months of in- From the cauldron a
cry: Why are we
dependent life and 190 passages.
here alone?
“It appears, therefore," Dr. Carrel
All men are brothers In sin. Must we for
the others atone?
reports In summation, "that time has
Came answer: All flesh is a prison, whose
no effect on the tissues Isolated from
is Time.
1
Jailer
the organism and preserved by means
More grievous the sword falls on the veilof the technique described.
During
ed than the unveiled crime.
The hurt that you take may be healed;
the sixteenth month of life in vitro the
theirs who, blameless here,
(cells increased rapidly in number and Wearnot
robes snow white before men, hidwere able in a short time to produce a
ing ulcers of evil and fear.
This
large quantity of new tissue.
fact, therefore, definitely demonstrates Filing along, filing along.
Ages of folly, hate and wrong;
that the tissues were not in a state of
Each with Its tale of might Is
survival, as was the case iu certain With its secret dark, with Itsright.
flickering
earlier experiments, but in a condition ]
light
And our Christ on his cross amidst them
of real life, since the cells of which
they were composed, like micro-organ- 1 Is he there,
dead? Will he rise? Does he hear
isms, multiplied Indefinitely in the oul- ;
our prayer?
ture medium.”
Will he leave us to perish In our despair?

Trip.

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
and CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 2.00 p. m. for Boston Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
For Bangor at 7.30 a. m..
Tuesday, Wednes-

H

H. E. Condon, assistant postmaster
has been afflicted with a black
eye, the
result of a slight accident at the rifle
range.

A M

\

Bangor.

D.

Dr. E. A. Porter and family
enjoyed
! the day Saturday at their bungalow at
Moose Pond.

on

THE

>ne ’hat has been coming to a head for a
’•nsiderahle period,’’ says Albert K.
Gardner, State horticulturist, it. a buile:in issued today. “It is not as great as
tome in the past may have be* n, but it is
if far greater importance to the apple
business because of the fact tttat upon
t depends success or failure to the inlustry as a Nation-wide occupation. If
his crisis is not averted it will tend to
Irive many growers out of business.
“Apple growers on the western coast
ire facing this
situation.
The profit
hom their fruit is being absorbed by
■xorbitant freight charges, by too many
1 niddlemen
and by a prohibitive retail
1 nice which prevents a rapid and. exte
ive
movement of the produ. t. The apph
1
1 snot a luxury.
It is a staple article of
ood and a most healthful one
It caI irepared in more a| petizeig an
1 ui ways than all
.the! l-eiduou
the
>r
ruits combined, but it is not otferi
ale at our markets in a m inner that ;•■
1 nits the
re
housekeeper ?e giv it
hail a cursory triu 1.

j

visit-

arc

Small

Mrs. L. H. Goodwin,
Pittsfield Advertiser.

PLEA FOR

Ahu-sta. Me., Oct 1.

ing

On and after Sept 2S.
1913, trains connecting at Burnham and Watervi’le with through
trains for an i from
Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run as follows:

sses

t

PERSONALS.

Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Spencer
in Belfast.

BURNHAM.

;

AI.EXTS

PITTSFIELD

\

]

COE MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

BELFAST and j

His hopes of early freedom dashed to
the ground by the action of the government in refusing him a parole, Judan Hawthorne, known as register No.
4,43.“j. lias written a plaintive poem in
Good Words, the prison publication, on
•’Punishment
1 *r Morion, his partner in New York,
in prison register No. 4,434. appears to
take a more optimistic view of the sit-

]

><

FRANK COE FERTILISERS. Manufactured
Factory in the Country at Belfast. Maine.
& HALL BELFAST AdENTS.

JACKSON

I^THE

,-^v-v,.,

DECIDE

te 1 you to use E.
the Jest Equipped

<

OF DESPAIR.
Downcast
Parole.

^w>. -v-^

LET YOUR CROPS

1*7

Failure to Get

DR.

Iy28

Proprietor.
Tjjiii.t,

^-wf

range, far away from the cares
ef "dice aiul the n ilitant ta. tics of the
The tent in the backsuffragettes
ground was pitched facing the south,
and Mr. and Mrs. Uoyd-George slept
in it in clear weather, despite the well
known coolness of ihe early mornings
in Wales.

Julian

■< —111

m.-rs

thi
that s
s
pit
far less profitable when
suer, con in ion- of :
quer.t hange
■ban they are when under
reasonable
immanent teach Mr.;' force.
In the public tw me nary schools last
mar
u\t»7-i graduates of
professional
raining schools were employed as teach
is.
This is ar increase of more fjhun
-“d over the
preceding year.
ex?

War pntron-
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elementary schools. Sinct
occupic-d tl.i s .me 'Silira's
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;n

amamm

about

of

teachers.
As an indication of the u: staid.ter of the position of
teacher, it
ae noted that 5o4 diil'-rent men
u
empl
j'-

END,

CO., Egg Specialists,

showed

4 700.
In the first grade there were 700 more
boys tnan girls, while in the ninth grade
the girls outnumbered the
boys 250. The
tendency of boys to leave school at an
earlier age than girls is
strikingly indicated by these statistics, which
emphasize the
necessity of increased efforts _>n
the part of school authorities to
provide
courses and work which will
appeal as
to
older
profitable
boys.
In Maine schools last year 4,291 children were repeating the work of a
grade. Of this number the parent mainr.
ity, 4b%. were boys,
These figures
emphasize the importance of individual
instruction and other means which will
prevent toe educational and economic
waste which must fo.low an
unnecessary
repetition of school work. At the conference of school superintendents held
at Castine last July, various methods of
preventing this waste were under discussion, and several superintendents ex
plained how they were dealing with the
problem in their own communities.
As to teachers, ir is found,
according
to figures just
compiled, that during the
last school year there were J.s-tu di.dVrmt teaching positions in the
public <
mentary schools of the State. <>: fi. >«
;1:' were required to 1

J

Medical

cern CAN LEGITIMATEY RETURN MORE FOR GOODS THAN THEY ARE

a

hut

Profession'^

treatl?^

LY AT FULL VALUES-

city in

hours,
passing
fairly in Aegean waters,
two

striking,

doves, that come in
viien the great clock strikes 2 p.
get their public feed of grain,
to

were

commercial

trial

us a

KNOWLTON,

WHEN YOU SHI? EG3S TO US YOU RECEIVE REMITTANCES

that

Marks

knowing

eem

buildings

Give

Egg Shippers Notice

It. Dr. Carrel's laboratory cells have
been proliferating rapidh
for
more
than sixteen months after their removal from the organism of whb-h they
had formed a part
Hitla rto ail tissue
when removed from the nmim.i organism has been meat.
Those researches !
establish tin- fact that s;i«*h tissue may
continue to grow indoliniiely
As this disco'-;r\
l-e amc more familiar to the in' estig: tor it was dis1
covered that a ronsiant relation exist1
ed between the rate
growth of the j
cell and tin* composin'' n •»!' the modi- i
um in which it is preserved
This fact.. 1
Dr (-arrel now announces, indicated

the stretching, broken
appeared the partial out-

part of the first ranking
the world, rich, proud,
so worldly in its self absorption, that St.
Paul’s epistles to the Christians there
stand a3 the truest perpetuation of the
name, Corinth.
Dead ahead was the canal, three miles
long, before which we were redtaped
once

Canal, succeeding

Grand

I

on

lines of the foundations of

THE DRUG AND

Place.

on
vapor, air, sun
anJ stars, be it known, have not been,
cannot he overdrawn.
Language is too
poor to express them.

plain, obscurely

good positions for

No. 92 Howes’ Block, Belfast, Maine.

-———

conditions

under which,

much of it is
gratifying; some of it is
not.
According to statistics compiled in the
State superintendent’s
office, Maine last
>'ear enrolled a little more than 48.(500
children in one-room
country schools.
Somewhat more than 45,00(1 were registered in the village schools of the
State,
while approximately 32,000 attended
city

State St.
♦
♦ *444444444444*444*44444444
4*4444*4*44444444444444444 «

Along this Grand
In the night we passed through the
re passes public buildings, corngulf of Corinth, and in the light of the
warehouses, churches, private next
early dawn, lo, on the left was Mt.
s
with artistic gardens, and
Parnassus, on which the grace of ancient
where the beauties of art are
mythology had fallen, and on the right
Heraldic emblems appear on the
a line of
frowning half-mountain cliffs,
and
et pageant.

-tr

!

and

wealth

IN A TENT.

♦

picturesque, defended
east and west by massive castellated
ramparts, w'ell garrisoned. That afternoon passing to the sunset and
twilight
hour is, in our voyaging, mem trable for

climatic

f .mall

WYMAN &

X

ancient minds of the
wonderful,
along Greeks could imagine. The softness of
gcndo- those Ureek skies, and the effect of

use, from the
to those ribbed and robed

r

EMPLOYMENT AGENTS.

THE

rich canals come into it all

and freight barges and

varied in

thar^6 ^ddjng

earlier experiments upon the
preservation of life in animal
tissues after removal from tlie
gross organism have set Dr.
Alexis Carrel at the Rockefeller institute at the threshold of a yet more
These experiimportant discovery.
ments established the faefs that not
only could connective tissue be preserved permanently in a condition of active life, but that under certain easily
controlled conditions growth sauilrl take

ling in cars or carriages is out
panorama of mountain crowned islands
Venice,"l to a station on the 1 and
mainland, clouds, clouds ineffably
steamers
of
where
anal,
light wonderful in
shapes and shades, and a
pick up passengers every three sunset
among them, the veritable passand, lor the equivalent of as
ing of Phtebus in his golden chariot
ents in our money, carry them
through dust of gold and amethyst and
etter S shaped course, or any
topaz, thronged by all the divinities that
to
Marks
St.
it.
Square. Streets the
the

ire and for

better equipped to handle all kinds of real estate and
a sale.
No property too
as our experiences have
a
to all will he our aim
We
a
ot the property withdrav n
be PleaSe<i to ha"® >'"U
a"d ta‘k
a3tata

t0

^

We .hall

t^>'3 branch to our business and shall do all we can to
get
that apply for same, also to furnish
help to ail that are in need of same.
orders will receive our prompt attention.
Write, call or phone to

lish chancellor, decided to take a vacation in the Welsh mountains he took
his wife witli him and proceeded to
"got hack to nature" in every sense of
the word.
The picture shows him on the hillside at Moel Hehog. in the Suowdo-

J

®°

:rt,tTanTe,^Ve?ht~uy0ornoG;e8hal1

English Chancellor and His Wife on a
Vacation In Welsh Mountains.
When David Eloyd-George, the Eng

in

|

make
and then onlc

PALMER, Belfast.

LLOYD-GEORGE

strikingly

1

State Superintendent of Schools
PaySmith is doing a good work in
calling
the attention of the
public and of school
superintendents to some of the conditions in the schools which need attention.
All of this information is
interesting:
son

in trying to affect
mIt°Ur tlme- ?nd °fability
timber and wood lots,
Sf>tCla
°f
above branches and square deal
nfrSll ^ 13tlns! a.n'‘5®advertising unless sale is made

large or small
been Iaree ami

J

fall and 'winter styles

within the kingdom of
Greece. The town of Corfu, though on
a sheltered water
front, stands out bold
an

insurancoCamH>'ahflf>Umit^°iritS

Ilamson
&Hubbard I
I

fairly

were

SCHOOL CONDITIONS IN MAINE.

KNOWLTON,

INSURANCE

carry
The service of food on the
ship “Milano" had all the elaboration and
delicacy
of Italian art,
breakfast consisted of
the

WYMAN &

g

REAL E8TATE

Kingdom of Itaiy since Then the lights of the
city of water
\lvvays an important military
witchery twinkled in beauty with the
numbers
6,000
present garrison
stars, and the distant and more distant
piazza of Victor Emanuele is music of her
evening bells became rhythThe Piazza
: tor of the town.
mic with the low, soft
voicings of the
is most picturesque in market i
sea—that Adriatic which in the late auI tumn
and winter winds can hurl its
voice
v a Cappello an old neglected
of terror and raise its arm of
might, as
s designated
by an inscription when one
anciently there, crossing in a
•me of the parents of Juliet of
frail boat, sternly said to his
affrighted
eo and Juliet dramatic fame,
boatman, "What do you fear?
You
edral and the S. Zeno Maggiore
Caesar.”
in the

•.Mi

|

■
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For Sale
A

house of eight

Northport

able
!

Apply

J5tf

on

rooms

avenue near

summer

home

or

and

veranda

on

Battery. A deairall-the-year residence.
the

the premises to
MRS. CHARLES BRIER.
8e

co u

a-

li

a n

tl

goods ot every description. Furniture.

bedding, car-

pets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If yoi
have anything ti
sell

drop

me

posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. cOOMBS.
Corner Cross and Federal Sir ts. Belfast,

c

—

P' irty.
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SEARSPORT.
Miss Emma D. Field went to Boston Mon-

day.
Mrs. A. G. Closson went to Rockland Mon-

day.
George M. Curtis left Monday

New

for

York.
E. S. Glidden left Monday for Salt Lake
City, Utah.

Kelley

John

returned

Saturday from

visit

a

Thomaston.

n

McElhiney left Monday

Rev. C. H.

his

on

annual vacation.

Mrs. M A. Cook returned Monday from Exeand Foxcroft.

Ralph Sargent has moved into the Capt. N.
on

Prospect street.

E. Colson has moved into ihe George
Marks house on Merithew lane.
Otis

Quite a number attended the musical festival at Bangor last Friday and Saturday.
Capt. Janies P. Butman, who has been ill
for several weeks, is able to be out again.
Rev. R. G. llarbutt and sister. Miss Anne
winter in California.

Haibutt, will spend the

The pupils ol the High and Grammar schools
gave a sociable at Union llall Friday evening
J.

H

town last

Montgomery of Bucksport was
week, the guest of postmaster J.

»n

V\

Black.
Charles S. Shute, who has been in Bangor on
business for several, weeks, returned home

Monday.
F.

Kane,

v

weeks

Swan

at

who has been spending two
Lake, has returned to his home

liam

and Mrs. W. Ii. Goodell and son Wilreturned Tuesday from a visit in Boston

and

vicinity.

Capt.

Mrs. F. W. Treat, who has been visiting her
sister, Mrs. Moses Fowler, in Searsmont has
returned home.
Arthur E. Colson, who has been laid up
with a lame arm, is able to be at his store on
Main street again.
VVe are indebted to William E. Grinnell,
steward f the Washington State prison, for
valuable documents.
Rev. R. G. Harbutt of West Buxton and Rev.
Charles Harbutt of Portland were in town

Monday calling

on

friends.

If you are not able to digeBt your food, if
you lack an appetite, if your stomach is sour,
gassy, upset, your tongue coated, if your head
aches and you are dizzy, if you have heartburn
and pains in your colon or bowels, why suffer

needlessly?

Buy now—today from A. A. Howes & Co. a
teachers have been secured to fill vacanfif.y cent box of Mi o-na Stomach Tablets.
cies and all possible will be done to make the There is no more effective remedy for stomach
Bible study hour interesting. The scripture ills. Mi-o-na is a digestive giving quick relief, also strengthens and builds up surely and
lesson read at the morning service last Sunsafely the digestive organs, soothes the irriof
John*
was
a
of
11th
the
tated membrane and increases the flow of the
day
chapter
part
beginning at ihe 45th verse, “And one of them | digestive juices. Your whole system is benefited and you become well and strong.
Caiaphas,” John 11:45, the text. The High
Priest, Caiaphas is a familiar figure, and to-

C. 0. Sawyer & Co., have installed large
plate glass windows in their store-front,
and second floors.

Dr. and Mrs, S. L. Fairchild and Mr. and
Mrs. E. W. Gilkey left Saturday on a hunting
trip in the vicinity of Machias.
and Mrs. S. S. Porter closed th eir cottage at Navy Cove Tuesday and have returned
to their home in Marietta, Ohio.
Dr.

Llewellyn Patterson has bought the laundry
business of Capt. W. R. Gilkey & Son, and will
continue the business at the old stand.
Mrs. W. E. Grinnell and son Fred left last
week for Harwichport, Mass., to visit Mrs.
Grinnell's mother, Mrs. Zilpha Doane.
Mr. Frank French, proprietor of the SearsFrench in
port House, is visiting with Mrs.
Winterport, Millinccket anti New lorK.

Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, arrived Monday with 3,760 tons of coai to the Penobscot Coal & Wharf Co. at Mack s Pcint.
Steamer

Mr. and Mrs. John

Davis returned
have been

Rockland, where they
Hon. and Mrs. D. N. Mortland for

from

a

Friday

visiting
days.

few

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Nichols of Los Angeles, Calif., announce the birth of George

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

day men of his type are still occupying high
places; servants of the people, yet realizing
their ambitions either by fair means or foul

that

one man

people.
without realization of

meaning,contained .he very essence
of the teaching of the Man against whom he
plotted, lie knew that it would be easy to bring
of law breaking; plenty could be
a charge
their

true

as witnesses. A few could not agree with
such injustice; but the master m r.d of Caiaphas quickly cveicameall obstacles. It was a
It was an
useful bill and must be passed.
•advantageous situation; he could not count
Under the guise of patriotism
the sacrifice.
he was ridding the country of a troublesome

bribed

church of

thirst for

who

attendance.

before Jesus

Mr. Elden Shute spent Sept. 28th with his
He
mother, Mrs. Elden Shute, Sylvan street.
left Monday for Alton, where he nas been
appointed Station Agent—a good position for

Him. Strange it was
officials, who should have been among the first
to recognize the Messiah, were so blinded by
avarice. The testimony was inadequate and
the calm of the Prisoner so disconcerting that
the case made little headway. At last a witwould destroy the
ness stated that Jesus
Caiaphas must act quickly or lose.
temple.
The question
‘•Art thou the Son of God”?

our

J. F. Gerrity, during the Maine Music
Festival, which cur Stockton ladies in attendance greatly enjoyed.
M. Bragg went to Bangor,
Thursday to attend the sessions of the Maine
Music Festival and was the guest of her
cousin, Mrs. J. O. Whittemere,during her stay
in the city. She returned Saturday.
Mr. and Mis. Simeon F. Ellis closed their

hill-top residence fcimerly the Capt. Thomas
Clifford place—Church street, last Monday and
left for Boston, en route to Quincy, Mass,
where they will spend the winter. Old neighbors regret their departure.

—

system of evil
will gain cona monopoly, is carried through
regardless of truth or justice. As in the days
of Gaiaphas, injustice,treason, yes murder,are
the

beginning

existing.
trol, will clinch

of

Mr. and Mrs. Albion P. Goodhue, 2nd, of Belfast, accompanied bv his mother, Mrs. Charles
Goodhue of Hingham, Mass., were guests

a

That which

Sunday

The

Sunday, Sept.

on

give a
Oct. 16th at the vestry.
o'clock; tickets 23 cents.

at

6

Nickerson Misses Jessie C. Nickerson, Rebecca M. Ross and Clara Roulstonc:
returned Tuesday from an automobile trip as
Mrs. A. J.

far west

as

and

Mr.

Niagara Falls.
Mrs. George Black

conspiracy. There are fixed consequences
The short cut to -uccess is less safe
than the longer road. The Psalmist seeing the
wicked flourish questioned, "Have l served God
in vain?” In a; swtr he was given the vision of
their destruction, "Then saw I their end.”
sin.

franklin

Grove, 111., who have been visiting relatives r.
some weeks, returned home Wednesday, visiting relatives in Boston and vici:. tv

town for

at

returned to Belfast

the

sardir.e

season,

The

opening

session of the Current

Events

Club

was held Octi^er 1st with Mrs. LeviS.
Griffin, Maple striet. A goodly number of
ladies wire present. The reading was confined

g:.. ed his point, won success; but
what of his eroV Is the memory of this ty pe of

Gaiaphas
of

Carrie

P. Goodhue and his
A. Gardner, Middle

at night.
factory at Lowder
Brook is now running briskly. Over 50 men
and more wimen and girls are steadily employed at present. The Gorton-Pew Fisheries
Co., of Gloucester, Mass., [ays a large sum of
money into tur village during the herring

Wirk

and
for

Mrs.

They

street.

can

21st.

Supper served

of Master Albion

daughter.

j employed for expediency and protit.
| be no safe compromise without a fixed code of
! principles; no right policies without righf urPray tl at God wib deliver this Mate
will | poses.
committee
Guild
Congregational
| and this Nation from the spirit of bribery, hate
harvest suppei and food sale Thursday

Nichols, Jr,
Weight ~h pounds.
Amos

d here

Jennie

Mrs.

Then
awful sentence, “Crucify Him!”
with tainted money the betrayal was quickly
arranged, Judas readily consenting to stain his
conscience, to damn his soul. Strange., too,
that the coin of this bribery should be the
Sheckel, upon one side of which is stamped
th«» rinvp. svmLol of ntace. and upon the other
under it
the Censer, symbol of prayer
That
"Jerusalem the Hoiy,”
the words,
was

to

pleasant“ He knew the laws of justice and
Will God say of
ignored them.
such a man, “Well done
man

ma

mercy, tut

wondrous Panasubjects pertaining
Canal—a topic fraught with enthusiastic
to

interest for every

the

American.

Many aiquaintai ees of Miss Mary C. Plummer, so long fore woman n the vest shop of
EAST BELFAST.
Frank Libby, who has been in the emj>i. > of
! Capt. C. S. Kcr.dell in iur :own, will hear with
W. R. Gilkey as chauffeur the pa>t summer,
Mr. and Mrs. t has. Hamilton are rejoicing regret of her death early last week at her
has returned to his home in Belfast, the auto
1
home in North Searsport. The funeral took
on the arrival of a baby girl, Oct. 2nd.
business having terminated on the first of
October
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Flanders are receiving p-lace last Saturday. Surely, a good woman
congratulations on the arrival of a baby boy, has gone into Heaven’s eternal peace and joy!
The fall service d the Pastern Steamship
Mr. E. S. Gliddin of Searsport called britfly
Co. went into effect Monday. Steamers will ! Oct. 2nd.
P. S. Staples is enjoying a vacation from the upon his relatives. Master A. P. Goo..hue and
leave Sears port for Boston Mondays. Wednes- J
days.
hursdays an.l Saturdays, and will ar- ( R. F. D. route and his son, his substitute, is Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner. Middle street, last
5 unday. He will immediately leave Searsport,
rive firm Boston Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Frij taking his place.
! the recent decease of his wife while he was in
days a..d Saturdays.
Miss Cora Lames left last Monday morning
the Middle West having been a severe blow
for Boston and was accompanied by her niece,
D< i» Cornkr.
Deputy Sheriff Charles j
to him and his only daughter, Mrs. B. L.
visit
who
will
her.
Miss Li:
Leavitt,

en

A

route.

Wood and

fami y

motored

from

th

Orrington last Sunday and visited his cousin, Mrs. George E. Chapin_Mrs.
Fred E. Stinson is in the hospital in Natick,
Mass ...Mary Plummer, a life-long resident
of North Searsport, died at her home last
Thursday and was la;d at rest in Mt. Olivet
Cemetery Saturday afternoon. Her cousins,
Mrs. Nichols and Mrs. Putman, tender ly cared
home

:i

y

eir

East

for her during the last of her illness.

W. Ellis and wife have closed their home
Swan Lake avenue and went to Chelmsford,
Mass., last Friday to spend the winter with
their son, H. E. El is.
Robert Gross and Perle Larrabee returned
Thursday night frtm a hunting trip to
Fairfield, bringing with them a fine deer. Mr.
Larrabee also shot a partridge while riding in

take from
Ida B. Coffin;

an

Resolved,

us

one

of

therefore,

That the

our

be

it

members,

memory of

sister

her

will

Constipation

Impossible to be well.

The foe to good

health. Correct at once. Ayer’s Pills.
One at bedtime. Sc Id for 60 years.

il.weii'*M«!w

Ask Your Doctor.

avenue.

E.

last

aut :

on

his way home.

George Fattershall, the 4-year-old son of
Capt. and Mrs. R.W. Fattershall.while playing
la6t Friday in a wheel-barrow fell and striking
on his face cut an ugly gash in his nose. Dr. F.
C. Small dressed the wound and the little fellow is able to be out again.

--

OLD CORNER DRUG STORE.
New varieties this week in both
Green Seal and Apollo Chocolates.
Your money back if you don’t
like them, as with all goods
bought at the “Old Corner.”
But

knowing that you prefer
satisfactory goods to the return
of your money, we are very careful to select goods that please
the most

particular.

OLD CORNER DRUG STORE

I

j

For a mild, easy action of the bowels, try
Doan’s Regulets, a modern laxative. 25c at all
stores.

vote of thanks

was

wanting

The

and

MV

ter what he pays or
what he buys. We

like to fave

CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactiers and financially abb to carry out any ob-

feel that way,
Its a pleasant
way of doing business
for us and for you.

Tuesday,
BELFAST
Jorrerted
PRODUCE

Mrs. Balano

was

joined by

her hus-

1

:

J

place— October 14th, in Denalow Hall.

PAID

gor.

Thelma, Bos-

ton.

Sld, sch Maud
Newport News, Srpt 30.
Palmer, Bangor; 7, ar, sch Mary E Palmer,
Norfolk, Oct

Perth

2.

Ar, sch Wm E Litchfield,

stm
sch Wm E

Amboy; 4, sld,

^easport; 6, cld,
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Bray. In Stonington, September 21, to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas H. Bray, a daughter, Sauie
Cousins.
Ci'RTis. In Bluehill, September 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lester M. Curtis, a daughter.
Dyer. In Franklin, September 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin A. Dyer, a son.
In Belfast, October 2, to Mr.
Flanders.
and Mrs. Everett Flanders, a son.
Gray. In Bluehill, September 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Gray, a daughter.
Hamilton. In Belfast, October 1, to Mr.
ami Mrs. Charles W. Hamilton, a daughter,

Margaret

Isabel.
Marshall. In New York City,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Palmer

30,

BOOTS

FOR BOTH MEN AM) WOMEN

DON’T FORGET THE=

2

La France for Women

September
Marshall, a

son.

Post. In Rockland, September 30,
and Mrs. Art! ur J. Post, a son, Ralph

to

Mr.

Emery.

31AIIKIK ? >
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Collins-Davis. In Rockland, September 30.
Fred Louis Collins and Goldie Ella Davis, both
of Rcckland.
Harriman-Sherwood. In Brewer, October
I, Donald A. Harriman of Brewer and Ethel
May Sherwood of Hampden.
In Winterport, Sep*
Harriman-Delano.
teniber 15, by Rev. Mortimer F. O'Connor, John
J. Harriman of Cherrj field and Miss Mary
Rose Delano of Bueksp >rt.
INGRAHAM-A REY. Ii. Camden, September 24.
Charles A. Ingraham and Sadie Arey, both of

pU

Emerson for Y

j

CONVERSE RUBBER

o
D
(J

Quality Shoe Store

Starrett-Merry. In Union, September 25,
Nathaniel G. Starrett and Gladys Esmee Merry,
both of Warren.
Stone-Brown. In Benton, October l, Leon
B. Stone of North Haven and Mabelle W.
Brown of Benton.
Wadsworth-Sleeper. In Camden. September 30, Arthur V\ adsworth of Camden and

;

=ALSO=

CAN BE FOUND ONLY AT THE

q

Camden.

23 Steps Around the Corner, hut it Bays to V

HAMMONS & PATERSON, Pr

!?-

-.::

30'

Miss Addie Sleeper of Appleton.

For Sale

IUhD

BATCHELDER.

In

Brocks, October 6, Mrs.

75 Acre Farm 1 mile from village: 25 rods
on Lake: good set of buildings in

Caroline Batehelder, aged 75 years, 6 months
BATCHELDER. In Brooks, October 6, Thomas
C. Batehelder, aged 81 years and 2 months.
Ford. In Winterport, October 2, Mrs. Susan
M Ford, aged 68 years.
Glidden. In Tenant’s Harbor, St. George,
September 28, Charles A. Glidden, a native of
Gardiner, aged 81 years, 3 months and 23 days.
In Portland, October 3, Mrs.
Havener.
William J. Havener, formerly of Belfast, aged

MAINE

FOR

good repaii: pleasantly located: will make
nice home. The price is low.

^

Careful, personal

supervision insures to you the

of construction which underlies good service.
This is the secret of
CLARION success.
CLARIONSare reliable.
Ask for pictures of the
latest styles.

thoroughness

»

the colonial clarion
b

& Dionwr V/U., pangor,

■■

FBTk bi

me;

74 Acre Farm, 2 1-2 miles from Belfast:
25 acres in fields; best of land in good cul
tivation; cuts 25 tons hay, large orchaid:
fair set of buildings. This is one that you can
make money on. Let
know you will buy.

80LD IN BELFA8T BY W. A. HALL.
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The new fall models of
just received. I'eleph

and city

property for sale and want more to supply
If you have anyrur increasing demands.
inless

I

appointment and explain

bar-

ella Service

large list of

We have a

j

setiere of 9 years' expuu
at your disposal. She

incur

postcard
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j

to

Mrs. C. S. Webb

Nothing to pay
us a call any-

Give

IV.

Tel. 169-12
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INSURANCE.

j

W'e

can

write your insurance in

good, |

trong companies, and at the lowest possi1 tie prices.

EMPLOYMENT AGENTS.
We have taken

p

A
N

will bring out the beau*
figure, correct any fault
a proper basis for tasteful

The services of

2 1-2 story brick house; 1 1-2 acre land;
would cost three times the price asked to
nuild the buildings: can be used for one or
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a

vay.
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Spirelia
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RANGES^
are ranges of quality,
ranges of character

j

border

PEOPLE

CLARION

WOOD

CLARK & CO.,

HARRY W.

Alden^

MAINE

l

THE MAIN STREET CLOTHIERS,

34 years, 5 months and 15 days.
Irons. In Belfast, October 2, Fenner Aldridge Irons of Pawtucket, R. I.
Lord. In Surry, September 26, Augusta V.
Lord, aged 70 years and 6 months.
Oakes. In Union, September 21, Martha D.
Oakes, aged 85 years and 6 months,
Patterson. In Northport, October 6, Rufus
i
Sld, stm E. Patterson, aged 77 years and 8 months.
Puerto Mexico, Sept 3(, noon
Oct
New
York;
4,
Brodhead,
Pennsylvanian,
Pfrkins. In Winterport. October 2, Lizzie
ar, stm Texan. New York.
! Rankin, wife of Roscoe Perkins.
stm
noon
Isthmian, I
Salina Cruz, Oct 2 Sid at
Spear. In Rockport, September 29,
San Diego; 3. ar, stm Georgian, San Diego
son of Mr. and Mrs. True Spear, aged 3 months'
Cienfuegos, Sept 29. Ar, sch Fairlield,WeyStevens. In Bangor October 4, Annie M
mouth, N S.
Stevens, widow of the late Samuel Stevens of
Havan, Oct 1. Sld, sch Lewiston, Sabine ; nd Belfast, aged 80 years.
Boston.

IN

to you.

RETAIL MARKET.

Ill>

York, Oct. 1. Ar, schs Annie P. Chase,
Bangor; Ida B Gibson, do, via New Haven; Ira
B Ellems, Long Cove; Abide Bowker, do; Daniel McLeod, swans Island, Me; F 11 Ordiorne,
Orland; Seguin, Hillsboro, N B, for Newburg;
Margaret M Ford, St John for Newark, N J;
2, sld, schs Carrie A Bucknarn, Hudson River
for Bangor; Henry P Havens, St George. S J,
for do; Kit Carson, South Amboy for do; Clarence H Venner, Philadelphia for do; Fannie &
Fay, Pert Reading for Pruvincetown; Alice J
Crabtree, Newark, N J, for Castine; James 11
Hoyt, South Amboy for Yinalhaven; 3, cld,
ship Timundra (Br,) Gilkey, Montevideo,
Pa^sanduand Concepcion; sld, sch John Bussert, Whittier, Georgetown, S C; 4, ar. schs
Harold C Beecher, Philadelphia for Brewer;
ar,
Susie 1' Oliver, Bangor via New Haven;
schs Mary A Ilall, St John, N B, via ball
Bosfor
A
Clara
Jacksonville
Donnell,
River;
ton; !>, ar, schs Wm H Sumner, Chatham, N B,
George E Kiinck, Halls Quarry ; Mary Weaver,
Bangor via New Rochelle; G, ar, sch Wm H
Sumner, Chatham, N B; Mary Weaver, Bangor;
George E Kiinck, Halls Quarry.
Boston, Oct 7. Ar, schs Roger Drury, St
John, N B; John J Perry, Ruckport, Me; Mary
Brewer, Bangor; Charlie & Willie, Sullivan.
Philadelphia,Oct 1. Ar, sch Hugh de Payens,
New York; cld, sch Augustus A Babcock, San
Juan, P R; G, ar, sch F C Pendleton, Apple
River, N S; cld, sch Edith 11 Symington. Ban-

de-

Kuppenheimer Suits
and Overcoats $18,00

I

PRODUCER.

per

PoUTS.

New

have the

monstrating it

Weeklv for The Journal.

MARKET.

we

opportunity of

PRICE CURRENT.

RETAIL PRICE.

ci

the American University, Washington, speaks
of Miss Starks as: "A natural interpreter of
character and of the emotions;” adding: "She
has a sweet and plastic voice and graceful and
interesting personality. She will charm every
audience fortunate enough to hear her.” The
members of the parish under whose auspices
Miss Starks will appear feel that it is rarely
that so talented an impersonator can he heard
i n the smaller towns of our State, and that the
people of Stockton are to be congratulated
upon having secured the services of this
The
v ersatile young lady in this community.
miscellaneous program ahe offers promises to
be of more than usual interest and it is hoped
that friends will secure their tickets early and
avail themselves of the opportunity of meat
ing Mias Starks. Remember the date and

May

t>bl, 75al.09 Hay,
10 U0al4 00
7 Hides,
dried, per lb.,
10
2 85a3 00 Uunb,
Beans, pea,
14
Beans, Y. E.. 2 50a2 75 Lamb Skins.
30a35
25a30 Mutton,
Butter,
8
Beef, sides,
42
9al0jOats, 32 lb.,
9 Potatoes.
50
Beet,forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
10
Barley, bu,
24 Straw,
Cheese,
9.00
25 Turkey,
Chicken,
26a2C
Calf Skins,
2
18Tallow,
20 Veal,
Duck,
12al3
20
89 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
16al7 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
5.00
18 Wood, soft,
Geese,
3.50

Apples,

remittee of the Congregational church
announce thafcthev have secured Miss Marion
Evelyn Starks, a talented dramatic reader, to
give a series of recitations in Uenslow Hall
The Chancellor of
on Tuesday, October 14th.
The

Theater,

October 14th.

newsT

nah.

band’s cousin, Mrs. P. L. Hupper, and her
friend, Miss Btulah Cousens, who accompanied
them on the trip up our beautiful Penobscot
river to Bangor. Miss Cousens remained in
Bangor until ber mother, Mrs. Frank H.
| Cousens, joined her Thursday, when they attended the morning rehearsal at the Maine
Music Festival before leaving for home, in
the afternoon.
I

|

Colonial

j

T_
r>
D
O
An
Wj
6 Mrs. Faustina D, Berry, Mrs. Charles EmAyer, Jacksonville (ami remained 27th.)
ery, Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn and Miss LucreNew Bedford, Mass, Oct 1. Ar, sch James
tia Flanders went to Bangor by train last
Slater, Shulee, N S.
Saturday morning to be present at the Maine
Bangor, Oct 1. Ar, schs Catherine (Br)
Music Festival during the day and evening. j Salt Cay, T I; George E Walcott, Newport
2, sld, sch
They returned by the special train after the News; John S Beacham,N Rundout;
Yr; 3. ar. sch James
L A Plummer, Yonkers,
at
which
Madame
Lillian
evening concert,
W Paul, Jr; 4, ar, schs George E Walct tt, NewBlauvelt was the particular star.
port News; Izetta, Yonkers, N Y; Fied A
Weymouth, Mass; Gilbert Stanclitf,
Saturday morning Mrs. J. A. h landers, Mrs. Emerson,
do; 6, ar, schs Fannie Palmer, Newport News;
Everett Staples, Mrs. Eiden Shute, Mrs. Wil- J Holmes Birdsah, Philadelphia; sld, schs R W
liam Morrison and Mrs. Bryant motored to Hopkins, Boston; Northern Light, do; Eagle,
sch
B angor in one of the McLaughlin automobiles Salem; 7, ar, sch Massasoit, Norfolk; sld,
James W Paul, Jr, Newport News,
to attend the closing concerts of the Maine
stm
1.
Oct
Sld,
George Hawley,
Searsport,
Music Festival, returning after the last ses- Norfolk; 6, ar, stm Penobscot, Norfolk.
Stockton, Oct 1. Ar, sch Edward Stewart,
sion.
Thanks to the cautious running of the
St J hn, N B; sld, bark Providenzia (Ital), for
car by the chauffeur, Mr. Ernest McLaughlin,
an Italian port; stm Millinocket, New York; 4;
the muddy hills (raining all day) were safely sld, sch Charles Luling, Boston; 6, ar, stm
rnn
nver
and home was reached ahonf. 1
Millinocket, New York.
Calais, Me, Oct 4. Sld, sch Pendleton Siso’clock in the night.
ters, Baltimore; ar, sch Brina P Pendleton,
Fred
Sch. R. W. Hopkins, Capt.
Balano, an- Philadelphia.
chored early last week in Fort Point Cove,
FOREIGN PORTS.
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17; Lime,
l 10
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a220at Meal,
5
90 Onions,
4
Corn,
ligations made by his firm.
Cracked Corn,
12ul3
85‘0il, kerosene,
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
Corn
851
6
Meal.
Toledo O.
Pollock,
!
24 Pork,
14
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act- Cheese,
2 00 Piaster,
l.lS
ing dirtctly upon the blood a;>d mucous sur- I CottonSeed,
10
Rye Meal,
Testimonials sent free, Codfish, dry,
3^
faces of the system.
10 Sh ts,
1 40
Price 75 cents per bottle. iSoid by all Drug- Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
25a27 Sugar,
5^a6
40
6 OOaT 25 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
3
H. G. Seed,
2 60a2 75 Sweet Potaltoes,
15 Wheat Mea.
lard.
4^

Bangor.

our pa-

trons

F. J.

sch

t

IIIUI

too.

for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured

Cld,

IVV»

at this store, no mat-

by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.

1.

IV

gels less than
absolute satisfaction

One Hundred Dollars Reward

Wiggins, S C, Oct

f/,^1 tU

IIIIV

no man

This ?

AMERICAN

promise

we can

\kln lil/

j

SHIP

a

too.

you the seme service
here as in mere important items.

Manufacturers of footwear in New England,
New York, Pennsylvania and other sections
Business
are better employed than formerly.
being placed consists very largely of duplicate
but
contracts
winter
for
orders for
goods,
spring lines are also being made quite freely.
The factoiies, as a rule, now have sufficient
orders on hand to keep them employed for
several weeks and are unwilling to contract
ahead to any great extent because of the ad- !
vancing tendency in Lire prices of leather. The
improved demand for footwear is reflected in :
some expansion in the movement of leather, ;
although business as a whole is not fully up to j
normal. Values, however, continue to stiffen
in sympathy.— Dun’s Review, Oct. 4th.
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Under-

new

Guyer Hat,

new

Shoe Situation.

How’s

ycu’ll be

Shirts and

wear,

tendere d
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Knyvetta Rebekah Lodge, No. 125, has
adopted the following resolutions of respect:
Whereas our heavenly Father has seen fit
to

Dow nes, cf Pasadena, California.

ard Mrs. Alfred Crockett and Mr. Henry
Burgess of Rockland were week-end guests of
Mrs.j _Crickett's sister, Mrs. T. L. Shute,
Mr.

Searsport

No dcebt

neighbor.

Mrs.

that

still

young

Mrs. A. C. Treat returned Monday from
Bangor, w here she was the guest of her sister,

was but a
Triumphant, but feigning
trap.
horror, he now asks, "What shall we do with
Him?” So sure of his power over the mob is
he that he dares shift the responsibility of

day

!

cream

wool.

marks by veterans, Messrs. George L. Merrill,
| Alfred E. Nickerson, Clifton Whittura, Fred L.
j Palmer, Alfred Stinson and Comrade Trask,and
| the singing of “God Be With You, Till WTe Meet

The Ladies* Aid Society of the Universalist
parish will meet this, Thursday, afternoon
with Mrs. Charles C. Park, West Main street,
for sewing. This cordial hostess desires a full

should have
Ducked
that these high church

their knees

upon

of the most
attractive patterns and
weaves here in these
high-standard clothes
from the °kHouse of
Kuppenheimer. The
fabrics are all pure

born hall, where in behalf of the citizens a
fine, appreciative and scholarly address of
welcome was delivered by Mr. H. G. Sleeper.
This was followed by prayer by the chaplain,
several recitations by High school pupils, re-

Owing to some temporary trouble on the
Cape Jellison telephone line your correspondent could obtain no shipping report for last
week when finishing these locals Monday
evening.

one

was a

The

tnai neaumui secuon oi cur town.

anxious to expose
motive was neither

agitator—the
Yet his
its hypocrisy.
patriotism nor religion; it
power, thinly veiled. Those

WILL
FIND

A rising
(
Universalist church, Rev. Ar- Again.”
I Mr. Sleeper for his address and to the StockBlair, pastor.
I ton ladies, for their bountiful repast; and a j
Mrs. Eliza G. Trurdy is with Mrs. John M
unanimous vote was passed to have the Ad- j
School
as
and
at
Ames,
street,
companion
help
dress of Welcc me printed, as nothing equaling'
present, Mrs. Ames being in poor health.
it had been given, previously, before their
j
Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, Miss Nellie Hieh- association.
On adjournment the veterans
born and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat went to Bangor, were enthusiastic in their praises of ali efforts
Thursday to attend the Maine Music Festival. on the behalf of loyal Stockton to entertain
them royally. “Nowhere has this hospitality
The Current Events Club will be entertained Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 15th, by Mrs. j been txceedcd”, exclaimed one gentleman,
Charles Emery, Maple street. Panama wiil “and this is the first time ice cream has betn !
seived us at dinner, excepting at the Gettysbe the reading topic.
burg reunion!” These old soldiers merit in i
left
last
Mrs. John N. Levine and little son,
ndvai cing age all the attention we can give
Friday for their home in Skowhegan after a
them! Only four volunteers of the early sixWiek's visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
ties now reside in this village—Frank A. PatA. Flanders, East Main street.
! ttrson, Otorge Lathrcp, Jcmes N. treat and
Mrs. M. E. Stillwell closed her Fort Point
Henry S. Moulton. Honor to all who fought
cottage Monday and left for her Boston home. the Natiun’s battles and saved the
Republic’s
She has been a lorg-lime tummer resident of
life.

should die tor the

words, spoken

YOU

thur A.

mind grasped the political point to be gained.
Smite Jesus and the mob would be quelled, the
good will of Caser sttuied. "It is expedient
us

the communion service will be

observed at the

was

These

Sunday

Next

Passover week.The very air in Jerusalem
seemed charged with danger. The story of
the raising of Lnzaius had spread and the
Jews were filled with suspicious hatred. Something must he dui eto check Jesus’s popularity.
And so the council is called to devise some way
of silencing this tut.bits*.me stranger. "If
And
let alone ail men will believe on Him.
from that day they took council to put Him to
death.” To Caiaphas the shedding of innocent blood did not stand in the way; his keen
It

been

new

the first

Use Mi-o*na—The First Dose Brings Sure,
Save and Effective Relief.

As has
Congregational church notes.
been his custom, Mr. MeEihiney will be absent during the greater part of October. During the pastor’s well-earned vacation all
church services except the Sunday school will
be discontinued. The Sunday school will meet
each week at twelve in the vestry. Several

for

in Boston.

on

mm
N »CH

new

ter

Parse house

The meeting of the Waldo County Veteran
Association was postponed from Thursday, because of the inclemency of the weather—
a
driving easterly rainstorm—until Friday,
when about 25 of the one-time enthusiastic
volunteers gathered with their wives at Hichborn hall at 9 a. m. and held a business meeting. At noon all repaired to Masonic block
banquet hall, where, in addition to the picnic
dinner brought by the thoughtful companions
of the grizzled Civil War veterans, our Stockton ladies had prepared hot brked beans, brown
bread, tea and coffee, with salads, pies, cakes
and various pickles, while some kind friends
supplied ice cream to finish the dessert.
The meal being finished—about fifty were
seated around the tables—ail returned to Hich-

always be pleasant to usf in and out of the
lodge, and that we extend our sympathy to
the bereaved family.
Resolved, That our Charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days, that these resolutions be spread on our records, and a copy sent
to The Republican Journal for publication.
■
Eva E. Nye.
) Comipittee
on
Blanche Sweetser,
Resolutions.
Evie Wilson.
j
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INSURANCE,
Belfast, Me.

No. 92 Main St.,

Phone 231-11
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